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Early West Coast Jazz and
The Spike Brothers of Los Angeles
And New Orleans Musicians
“Any talk of jazz on the West Coast must bring to mind the activities
of the famous Spikes Brothers, for indeed they were, for a long period, the
hub around which everything revolved.” Thus wrote Ray MacNic in his
article on ”Reb Spikes-Music Maker.”

Reb Spikes
(1888-1982)
Reb Spikes was born October 31, 1888 in Dallas, Texas. He was the
youngest child in a family with three brothers and two sisters (three other
children died in childbirth). His mother’s name was Medora Kirby Spikes.
His father’s name was Munroe Spikes. In about 1893 or 1894 there was an
awful fire to the family house and the family moved into one of their rental
houses.
There was a white woman named Miss Augustine that taught music,
coming weekly to teach at the Spikes’ house. During that time she taught
Reb’s brothers and sisters’ piano and also taught his mother. That was about
1895 or 1896. Reb wasn’t old enough to take music while still in Texas.
Johnny, Reb’s brother was quite a pianist, and his sister Viola also became a
great pianist. She also played violin. Viola was a graduate from Tuskegee
University. Richard was another brother and there was a half brother named
Tom who lived in San Francisco. Reb’s other sister was named Annie.
Viola traveled all over the world playing piano. She went to Europe
with the Tuskegee Jubilee Singers and gave concertized, mostly in churches.
She traveled with the Tuskegee Jubilee Singers until she married and settled
down. Reb’s father was a barber in Dallas at a barber shop in the Grand
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Windsor Hotel and Reb’s mother ran a general store. When the family came
to Los Angeles Reb’s father had a barber shop at 230 South Main Street.
When the family first came to Los Angeles they stayed at West
Temple Street for a short while, and then the family moved to 4th and Central
– 417 South Central Avenue. This area was a rather well integrated with
Whites, Mexicans, Indians and Negroes during this time. A lot of Negroes in
those days lived around 1st and San Pedro and First & Central Avenue and
around Third. It’s all skid row now. There was a bunch living out in Temple
district-called Pitney’s Flat-and that’s where Reb lived when the family first
came here, but only for a few weeks. They moved lived to 4th and Central.
Next door to them was a colored family, and on the other side, it was Italians
and White people all down through there.
When asked about when Los Angeles became segregated Reb said:
“I don’t know when it ever got that way because I never had any
trouble but look at all the other races. Look at the Japanese. They all
segregated themselves. And Chinatown, when it was all down where the
Union Station was. When I was a child, I used to sell papers all down in
there. At the Plaza, I sold papers in 1897 through 1899. I sold papers at the
Plaza, and I’d got from the Times Building-then the Record Building-and go
up Spring and Broadway, Spring and Main Street till I got to the Plaza and I
had two or three customers in there. I sold mostly at 3rd and Main Streets.
You look at the Mexicans, they all do that (sic: segregate themselves).
Just like when I had the music store, I used to play for a lot of gypsies. They
had the big celebrations, and they was all the way out in Boyle Heights, way
out by the cemetery, and we’d go out there on Sundays and play and they all
be dancing and everything and there with the Negro band. We had a lot of
fun. We used to play for all of them. Used to play for nearly all of the
Mexican dances. Yeah, we played for them lots of times. We played
regularly for the Mexicans, a couple nights a week different places, and they
wanted the jazz, that's what they wanted. This was between 1922-1925.”
The band Reb used was the American Legion Club Band. The band
included: Leon White-trombone, Bill Perkins-guitar/banjo, Russell
Masingale-trumpet, Bob Spikes-sax, Max Shaw-tuba, Eugene Wright-piano,
Edgar Williams-trombone, Herman Higgs-vocals and a drummer. At times it
also included Les Hite on saxophone. Reb mostly used a smaller band from
the above mentioned one for some smaller jobs - a piano, trombone, banjo,
trumpet and drummer.
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In the interview at Rutgers by Patricia Willard in May of 1980, Reb
recalls his early experiences when moving to Los Angeles when he was
about 7 or 8 years old:
“I started selling newspapers on the streets and such things as that and
going to school. I wasn’t there a week hardly before I started selling
newspapers for The Record, The Times, The Herald and The Express. I first
started out selling papers at the old Pacific Railroad ‘cause it was right at
Fifth and Central there, and we lived at 4th Street, and I sold the papers,
catching people coming off the train and going to the train. Made me 50, 60
cents every afternoon after school. That’s pretty good for a kid ten or eleven
years old. I sold The Record for a cent, The Express two cents and The Times
a nickel. …”
Reb’s next job was as a messenger boy. He had a bicycle and
delivered packages for a tailor shop. When not delivering he had the job of
cutting all the linings for the coats and button-holes. He worked it up to
where he was getting three dollars a week.
Reb then went to work for the Post Office while still working for the
railroad. He worked as a water boy carrying water to the men working on
building the railroad line. This was about 1901 or 02. About 1902 or 1903
Reb worked in the Post Office as a messenger for special delivery on his
bicycle. The old Post Office then was at 8th and Spring Street. Reb worked
there about two years. Reb remarked:
“That was the main Post Office in those days. They had all the trucks
and things that sent mail out to the other Post Offices around and I worked
there about 2 years. I made about 40, 50 dollars a month delivering special
delivery letters. You know a special delivery costs you 12 cents in those
days. Ten cents for special delivery and two cents for the postage. So they
paid the delivery boy eight cents. Sometimes I’d go out with ten or twelve
letters at a time and make seventy, eighty cents, come back and make
seventy, eighty cents and go out again, and sometimes I’d get two, three
letters, and would have to take nearly half a day to deliver them because
riding a bicycle, you got a letter that was way out there, way out in the
country like Western and Adams, you have to pedal all the way out there,
pedal all the way back, and you half a day’s gone, and maybe you only
deliver one letter. But you see your next trip out, you mighta get eight or ten
letters that you don’t go any further than Second and Spring, business places
and things. So they tried to equalize, that they can’t give you all the stuff
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downtown and send one out all the time. I rode free on the streetcars but you
didn’t always get on a car, and if you were trying to make money, the
streetcar was too slow. And a lot of us would ride our head off ‘cause we
could beat the streetcar, which you wouldn’t be makin’ much on those long
trips ’cause generally on the long trips there wasn’t but one letter we had to
come way out there. I worked at the Post Office for about two years I think.”
Saving his money he and his mother bought some property on 35th
street. Reb continued to buy real estate and about 1980 had a very nice house
– “a big place of about 2000 square feet,” Reb remarked with pride.
Reb spoke of his real ambition of becoming an artist. He remarked:
“I had never tried to be a musician. I wanted to be an artist. I used to
draw anything with either hand. My mother worked for a guy that worked in
the cartoon department of the Examiner. He wanted me to come to work
with him. But, my brother came home and bought me a set of drums and
took me on the road with him. I went from drums to saxophone, then to
trumpet, then to clarinet and then bass viol, and I played all the brass
instruments. I started with the alto sax. I never did play tenor sax. I played
baritone and soprano sax.”
Reb’s other brother Richard played a nice guitar. He also played a
nice fiddle and trombone. He traveled with the Spikes’ Brother’s show. Reb
spoke of the places they traveled. They played in mining camps; two of the
towns he mentioned were Morenci and Clifton, Arizona. In Morenci the
town was divided into Old Town and New Town. New Town was like the
little business town and Old Town was the sporting district. They had a little
motion picture place there that seated maybe 200 people. There they were
the orchestra. Reb remarked that: “We’d play overtures. In a certain movie
when the train was comin’ Johnny played marches or something fast or it
there was something sad, he’d play Hearts and Flowers and things like that.”
This was around 1907 or 08. (See map of Arizona)
They took the show on the road around many small towns in Arizona
– Prescott, Bisbee and other towns. The group didn’t just stay in Arizona.
They played maybe 20 little towns and goldmine stations. In Douglas their
show had Hattie McDaniels. The show was more of a vaudeville show. After
a while Richard left the show and went back to his barbering and his
inventions. Both Richard and his half-brother Tom were barbers. Tom was a
barber in San Francisco. Richard’s main interest was in inventing in which
he was very, very successful. Richard’s first invention was the block signal
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for the railroad. He also invented a gearshift for an automobile and a torpedo
for the government. Richard invented a little torpedo that you guide from
one ship to its destination so you would never miss. Another one of his
inventions was a barber chair with a rotating seat for the barber. Another one
of Richard’s inventions was a metal cap for milk bottles. He sold a large
number of these caps. Richard also had a machine gun for dive bombers. He
invented a mitre-box for cutting angles. Richard’s last invention was a
hydraulic brake on automobiles. He also thought of having an airplane that
had a tank on it so it could spray water for fires and things. Richard had
numerous patents on his inventions. Richard’s lawyer was Earl Warren
before he got to be governor. (Sic: Much more can be read in the Rutgers
Willard interview about Richard’s inventions).
Reb remarked more about his early experiences:
“After the Galveston flood – I think it was in 1898, I was getting a
little older, and I started to riding a bicycle, working as a messenger boy for
the different stores and things, delivering packages and even about 1902-03,
I worked for the United States Special Delivery in the Post Office. I worked
in that for awhile until my brother came home, and he had been traveling as
a musician. In 1907 he came home and bought me a set of drums and says,
“I’m gonna take you with me,” and he taught Reb to play drums. It became a
combination of piano and drums and we went through Arizona and played
for all of the dances and everything for a year or so.”
Tom Stoddard in his book “Jazz on the Barbary Coast” in an interview
Reb Spikes remarked that:
“We played in Bisbee, Prescott, Douglas, and Globe in Arizona; in
Albuquerque and Santa Fe, New Mexico; and El Paso, Texas. Later on I quit
two or three shows in El Paso; I just never would go south. They tell me it’s
not so bad down there any more. We even went down and played Nogales,
Mexico. We played in saloons and dance halls down there. We put on a
show at the Dream On Theater in Globe, Arizona, called Coon Nights. It
was January 27, 1910.”
Johnny was the developer of the Spikes Brother’s vaudeville act, “The
Meat Market.”
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The Meat Market Vaudeville Act
The Spikes Brothers’ vaudeville act was called the “Meat Market.”
Reb describes the act:
“It was to represent a meat market, and we played the counter stools
which was a xylophone and the sides of bacon which was saxophones put
inside the bacons and the saws was the violin bows and stools was rattles.
You know, you twist the stools around, and it rattled all different keys, and
the chopping block was a xylophone, too, and the cash register was bells,
and we dressed as butchers. We had a lot of props. We had four or five
trunks of that stuff.”
Johnny also was an inventor and had an apparatus to help the blind in
reading. (Sic: Johnny eventually went blind, losing his sight around 1955
after an unsuccessful operation). Reb remarked that:
“Johnny was dedicated to being a musician. He played trumpet but
was best at playing piano. Johnny often traveled around playing solo piano.”
The brothers were a sensation with their duo of piano and drums when
they traveled together around the southwest. Reb remarked that: “piano and
drums – it was quite a novelty in those days.” During those days they met
Fatty Arbuckle and played for his act that included a man named Webb. The
act was very funny according to Reb. The brothers also played in Mexico in
towns such as Tijuana, Cananea, Naco and Agua Prieta. (Sic: see map of
Arizona)
The brothers then hooked up with Bill Bailey’s Troubadours for
awhile but Johnny left the show and Reb stayed wanting to see Chicago
where the show was headed. The show broke up in Chicago. While in
Chicago Reb worked as a boot black. Brother Johnny soon sent for Reb to
come to Muskogee, Oklahoma to play in his band at a theater there. The
theater was called the “Pastime Theater.”
The brothers also worked in Kansas City providing the music for a
different show each week. (Sic: more details about the shows is given in the
Willard interview)
The brothers took their vaudeville act to various towns throughout the
U.S., playing a lot of towns in Illinois and then went to Chicago. When they
played in South Bend the manager left with all the show’s money.
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The brothers also wrote music together, Johnny doing mostly the
music and Reb the Lyrics.
McNic writes about Johnny Spikes:
“John and Benjamin Spikes had had their own touring show as early
as 1910, and although John failing eyesight forced him out of music in the
late 30’s Benjamin or “Reb” as he is better known, have been almost
continually active in various aspects of music making.
McNic visited him several times and found him a most generous host
and still keenly interested not only in the past, for which he has an excellent
memory, but also in what is going on today. It is probably common
knowledge that “Reb” is a contraction of ‘Rebel’ and the independent spirit,
which earned him the nickname, is still very much in evidence.
McNic asked about his earlier experiences in music and to his past
ventures when the Spikes Brother’s Comedy Stars were one of the big things
on the Coast. They toured extensively and by about 1911 Reb and Johnny
were running the Pastime Theater in Muskogee, Oklahoma. It was there that
they first met Jelly Roll Morton, who at that time was doing a black-face
comedy routine with a lady partner. Jelly used to black-face up, and even to
the end of his life he fancied his talents as a comedian. With Jelly, the boys
joined a travelling minstrel show known as McCabe’s Troubodours. Jelly
was supposed to do his comedy act, but it wasn’t long before he was telling
the show’s pianist how the piano ought to be played, and from then on he
took over the piano stool as well.
Both brothers had become proficient on several instruments and by
1915 they were back in San Francisco where Reb was billed as the world’s
Greatest saxophonist” at the So Different Club. Reb possessed a photo from
his large collection of mementos and proceeded to name the musicians in the
band. The So Different Band was about the finest in the country at that time.
Reb remarked:
“The outstanding musician in the band was a fellow called “Slocum,”
but whose real name was Adam Mitchell. Slocum originally came from
Martinique and at that time could hardly speak a word of English, but boy,
could he play. Later on he played in the Major and Minor Orchestra. The
drummer - name of Pete something or other, had been with the Georgia
Minstrels before coming with us, and then there was Gerald Wells who
played piccolo, flute and clarinet. He went to Seattle later and became
President of the local Musician’s Union. I played Saxes, of course. Sidney le
Protti was on piano, and we had a fellow named Clarence Williams on bass.
We were together for some time and were so good that Baron Long, who
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was running a cabaret down in Watts came up to hear us and cancelled an
option on the Original Dixieland Jazz Band and hired us instead.”
At this time there was nowhere along the West Coast where ‘Race’
records, which were just beginning to become popular, could be purchased,
so Reb and Johnny went into business and opened the Spikes Bros. Music
Store at 1203 Central Avenue in 1919. Johnny did a lot of arranging as well
as teaching Saxes, trumpet and piano. The store soon became a natural hangout for musicians and the word soon got around that if you wanted a band
for any kind of function all you had to do was call the store and the Spikes’
would lay it on.
Reb said:
“We could always get a band together for them, as most of the man
used to hang around the store and we always knew who was available. We
just naturally developed into a kind of booking agency, and at one time we
had as many as seven or eight bands working for us.”
In the Willard interview Reb spoke of the store:
“We sold instruments, sheet music and records and strings and pianos.
We didn’t have the money to finance them but we sold for Southern
California Music Company. We kept a show on the floor, and then when a
customer came in and wanted to buy anything, then we’d take them up to
Southern California, and we’d get our commission. They’d sell them on ten
dollars down, and ten dollars a month, and we couldn’t afford to do that. So
we’d get our commission for the phonographs and pianos we sold. With big
instruments, we would sell from uptown. A lot of musicians would buy from
us. We sold them from the Southern California Music Company. But strings,
records, violin bridges, and picks and all that stuff we had. Our biggest deal
was records. Five or six record companies were putting out Negro music.
We couldn’t get enough records. We’d get in fifty or a hundred
records, and they’d be gone in an hour. ‘Cause we’d put a sign up on the
door out in front: “Bessie Smith’s new record in” or “Mamie Smith’s new
record in” and in two or three hours, people would be standing in line half a
block waiting to get in and buy a record. The records sold for 65/75 cents
and finally got up to a dollar.”
The store was just about the only outlet on the Coast for ‘Race”
records and the sales of these were so good that the boys decided to go into
this side of things on their own account. Of course there were no record
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processing or pressing plants out here, but a man named Nordskog had some
old recording equipment and Reb arranged for him to cut the masters for
them. Nordskog had his own label and used to ship the wax masters east for
processing. Going through the heat of the desert several of our masters got
too soft to be used and had to be discarded. When the records came back
they found that for some reason or other Nordskog had had them pressed on
his own label. Reb remarked:
“He had no right to do this as they were our property and we had
proper contracts and everything…for 5.000 copies. We had to paste our own
labels over the top and apart from a few copies we mailed out, every single
one was sold over the counter of the store.”
Reb added that since this was Kid Ory’s first recording, Ory was
unsure of how to present himself at the studio, and for a gag was told he
should turn up in full dress - which he did: Reb also volunteered the
information that although Wade Whaley (sic: a musician from New Orleans)
was Ory’s regular clarinetist at the Wayside Park Café where they were
working, Whaley was out of town at the time of the recordings, and Dink
Johnson stood in. Dink had apparently been rather struck by Larry Shields
work on the O.D.J.B. records and had bought himself a clarinet on which he
practiced daily in the store. The story goes that he borrowed it and never did
pay Spikes for it, reaching sufficient proficiency to be able to handle the
relatively simple clarinet parts for the recording.
The Wayside Park Café, where Ory was billed as Ory’s Creole
Orchestra, was just one of a number of cafes and restaurants operated by the
Spikes boys. Others included Reb’s Club and The Dreamland Cafe just
around the corner from the store.
With the record store established and being at the hub of live music it
was a natural step for the Spikes Brothers to move into the publishing
business. Their first published works were several of the tunes recorded on
their Sunshine Label and they co-operated with several other musicians to
produce some big hits. Krooked Blues with Dink Johnson, Maybe Some Day,
When You’re Alone (both under their own name) and what was destined to
be their biggest hit, “Someday Sweetheart.” With Jelly Roll Morton they
arranged and added lyrics to Froggie Moore and Wolverine Blues, and Reb
added with a smile that the royalties from these paid for Jelly’s trip east,
when he really got started on his own recording career.
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I asked Reb about Morton’s claim to have made records with him
about 1918, but Reb thought that Jelly didn't’ show up until after this and
that although they often played together, he couldn't recall any record date.
“Someday Sweetheart” written in 1919, brought the Spikes Brothers
national fame and dozens of recordings of the number were made and
continue to be made, so that the royalties continued to flow in. Reb’s own
favorite version of the number is that made by Louis Panico for Decca. It
was also recorded by Bing Crosby, King Oliver, Count Basie, Ben
Goodman, Louis Armstrong, Dorsey and other recording artists.
Alberta Hunter was the first one to sing “Someday Sweetheart” on
the Black Swan Records. That was made with Fletcher Henderson’s Band
with an arrangement by William Grant Still.
Other Spikes’ brothers tunes include: “Some Rainy Day,” “Old
Fashioned Mother,” “Smiling With A Broken Heart,” “You’re Not the Only
One That’s Lonesome,” “When It’s Too Late,” “Crooked Blues,” “Froggie
Moore,” “Maybe Someday,” and “Wolverine Blues.” Other tunes such as
“Sweet Something Dear” are included in the various shows Reb wrote.
Reb’s only recording efforts were “Sheffield Blues,” and “Steppin’
High.”
Reb was asked about the Red Spikes Majors and Minors Orchestra
recording on Columbia, and he replied that he had taken this group into the
Follies Theater on Main Street where they were featured for several years.
Ivy Anderson was one of the singers in the show. The band made a little bit
of local history since it was the first time that a colored group had been used
in a white show. Reb produced a photograph of the band (see picture-page
150), and again identified the players. Reb pointed out that: “On the left at
the back that’s William Woodman on Trombone - he’s now with Teddy
Buckner, and Eddie Morgan on the right is the other trombone player. In the
center row we have George Morgan on tuba, George Bryant and Addison
O’Neil on trumpets and Adam “Slocum” Mitchell on clarinet. I told you
about him before. The pianist on the left is a fellow called, Gordon, I can’t
remember his first name, and the banjo player next to him, now I can’t
remember his first name either, but his second name was Bruce. That’s me
in the middle with the baton and William Robinson with the other banjo.
The other pianist is Fritz Webster; he was quite a musician and could play
every instrument you can see there although he couldn’t read a note of
music. He used to do quite a lot of the ‘head’ arrangements for the band. Oh,
I’ve missed one, that’s Lawrence Craig on drums behind Webster.”
Reb also possessed a photograph of Reb’s Legion Club 45’s band and
again was able to identify the men involved. (Sic: see picture page 151) He
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also possessed a business card showing the same band without the vocalist.
(Sic: see page 159)
Johnny had also been active and apart from providing arrangements
for the various bands had gone into partnership with blues singer Lucille
Hegamin’s husband to form the Spikes/Hegamin Band. He also ran a
“Concert Orchestra” for a time in which Sonny Clay played the drum.
After the depression both brothers found things more difficult.
Johnny’s eyes were beginning to trouble him although he still continued to
write music, whilst Reb felt the first effects of the illness which was to limit
his activities - for a time. Most of the 30’s were spent on various
promotional activities – he helped both Les Hite and Lionel Hampton to
achieve national fame. Reb remarked that he hadn’t played music since
1936. By the mid-40’s he was fully recovered and again launched his
Sunshine label, which apart from the initial release had seen no further
issues. This proved to be a commercial failure, after which Reb tried his
hand as a talent scout, but as he says, “What they play these days isn’t
music, in our music you could always hear the melody going somewhere,
but today…”
Reb’s part in jazz’s history has still not been given proper credit. If it
happened on the West Coast then you may be sure that Reb or Johnny - or
both of them - had a hand in it.
Idaho Trips
Reb brought a band to the Shadowland in Kimberly, Idaho around
1935-36. He continued this venture for 3 or 4 years and stopped around
1938. Reb also traveled throughout the state in a van that seated 12 or 14. He
remarked:
“In 1935 they sent for me to come up in Idaho and bring a band, and I
had to get a band together, and I went up there, and I picked up one of my
brother’s student, a piano player named “Hollywood” McCoy. I just had a
bunch of musicians, and they all were pretty good jazz merchants, and we
just called anything they’d play it whether they had music or not, so we
stayed up there in 1935 and then they came back in 1936. I took a couple of
the dancers with me and the old people and all of them used to come miles
to see. (Sic: the dancers were from the picture “Flying Down to Rio,” which
a lot of the people had seen in the movies. After 1937/38 I didn’t go back.”
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The Coming of Jazz To
The Los Angeles Scene
Jazz evolved in and around New Orleans around the last decade of the
19 century. No exact date can be given for its evolution as few historic
developments happen on an exact date or time, but usually progress is an
evolution from what had existed in the past to its evolving form and style
into a new art form in the present. Jazz evolved from the need and the
advancement of the dance. There was a musical evolution around New
Orleans that was to influence other musical environments and cultural styles.
This new style of playing dance music was to be called jazz. This new style
of dance music (jazz) gradually found itself influencing the dance music of
other cities that themselves were to become Mecca’s of early jazz, evolving
into new and exciting styles of jazz. In Chicago, New York, Detroit, Los
Angeles, San Francisco, Seattle and other cities – all soon became
influenced by the jazz style and developed new, progressive styles of their
own that further progressed this new form of dance music. New Orleans jazz
was spread by: the migration of early New Orleans jazz musicians to various
cities in America; by the appearance of jazz on record and radio; its used in
Vaudeville, the Minstrel show and in the cinema; by river boats; and the
publishing of written syncopated jazz arrangements so that the old style
‘society’ bands could play ‘jazz’ for dancers.
Los Angeles, a younger city then New Orleans, was still an outpost
when New Orleans was a thriving commercial port. Its population increased
with the finding of gold around 1848. The first known musicians of color
were the Beck Family around 1890. The early migration of blacks from
Spanish-dominated Mexico had begun to appear in lower CA around 1781;
by 1900 approximately 2,000 blacks lived in Los Angeles, a total that
represented about 2 percent of the population, living throughout the city. It
grew to 7,600 and by 1906 began settling in a ‘colony’ bounded on the
South by 9th Street, on the North by 4th Street and on the West by Maple
Avenue. By 1920 the growing black population was increasingly confined to
the Central Avenue area.
It was in the Central Avenue area that jazz was to be fostered on the
West Coast. One of the earliest arrivals of jazz came in 1908 in the form of a
group organized by bassist Bill Johnson, playing about a month at the Red
Feather Tavern. (Sic: Reb Spikes remembers the date as 1907). In the spring
of 1914 other New Orleans musicians migrated to Los Angeles, the climate
being more like New Orleans then was Chicago’s cold climate.
th
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This group included: Freddie Keppard, George Baquet, Ernest
Coycault, Oliver “Dink” Johnson, Jelly Roll Morton, Mutt Carey and so
many others that will be mentioned in later in this text.
The Black and Tan Orchestra arrived in Los Angeles from Texas in
1915. A few years later this ‘ragtime’ orchestra turned into what was then
called a ‘jazz’ orchestra with new leadership and new members. It was now
led by trombonist Harry Southard and included Paul Howard, Leon
Herriford and Ernest Coycault. With the closing of Storyville in New
Orleans in 1917 and the closing of the Barbary Coast by 1921, Los Angeles
was the hub of jazz music on the West Coast during the 1920s. Famous New
Orleans jazz musicians made the trip: Buddy Petit, Kid Ory, Wade Whaley,
Manuel Manetta, Alfred Williams, Mutt Carey, Ed “Montudie” Garland,
Pops Foster, Joe Darensbourg, the Mathew brothers, the Kimballs and even
King Oliver’s Creole Jazz Band.
Between 1910 and 1920 Los Angeles’ black community almost
doubled in size and Central Avenue became the center of Black social life.
There were other Black Districts but the Central Avenue District became the
center of black entertainment enterprises. It is in this period and area that
fostered West Coast Jazz music.
Helping this situation was the Somerville Hotel, a 100 room hotel on
Central Avenue owned by a black graduate of USC named John Somerville
who became a prominent dentist. It was located at 4035 Central Avenue.
The dining room seated 100 diners and included a balcony for an orchestra.
It eventually became the Dunbar Hotel. Next door to the Dunbar was the
Apex Club later becoming the famous Alabam Club in 1931. It was located
at 4015 Central Avenue.
Frank Sebastian’s Cotton Club was located in Culver City on
Washington Boulevard near La Cienega and opened in 1927. The club
featured the Les Hite Band and guest star Louis Armstrong for months at a
time.
Local early Los Angeles Negro bands included: the Black & Tan
Orchestra, The Sunnyland Jazz Orchestra, the Sunshine Hall Band, the
Wood Wilson Syncopators, the Major and the Minor Orchestra of Reb
Spikes. In the 20s we also find: J. M. Henderson’s Oak Leaf Jazz Band,
Curtis Mosby’s Dixieland Blueblowers, Paul Howard’s Quality Serenaders,
the various Sonny Clay Bands, and CeePee Johnson’s Band. Besides
providing music for dances the many black bands furnished music for
Hollywood’s silent film industry, mostly to provide mood music for the
actors.
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The Lincoln Theater (known as the “West Coast Apollo”) opened in
1926 and was located at Central Avenue at 23rd Street. It featured Mosby’s
Dixieland Blueblowers as well as vaudeville acts.
The West Coast of America played a very active part in the history
and progress of Jazz but its history has been overshadowed by the events in
Chicago during the same period of time. Tom Brown brought a band to
Chicago in 1916. Oliver arrived there in 1917 and Armstrong came up to
join Oliver in 1922. Jazz was maturing in New Orleans during this period
and the art of jazz was spreading with the selling of early records and the
publishing of jazz-style dance band arrangements that enabled ‘regular’
dance bands to play the new jazz style.
What was happening around Los Angeles during this time period?
Reb Spikes claims that the Creole Band arrived in Los Angeles in
1907. Others claim that the Original Creole Jazz Band (with Freddie
Keppard on cornet), “swung out to the coast in 1910, surely the first invasion
by New Orleans musicians.”
Ralph J. Gleason states: “Jelly Roll Morton was in San Francisco in
1915 and settled down as a ‘professor’ in a succession of spangled palaces
on the riotous Barbary Coast, the San Francisco opposite number of
Storyville in whose bordellos, fashionable and unfashionable; he had served
an apprenticeship as pianist. …Kid Ory arrived in Los Angeles in 1919 with
his Creole Jazz Band. In 1921 Ory made records for the Spike Brothers
Sunshine Record Company.”
Bunk Johnson was said to have visited CA before the 1902’s with a
minstrel show.
In 1921, King Oliver and Kid Ory had bands on Market Street in San
Francisco. King Oliver’s band later went to Los Angeles. Returning to
Chicago Oliver once again brought his band to a two-month engagement at
the Pergoda Palace in CA.
Peter Tamony has traced the earliest mention of the word jazz back to
a 1913 story in the San Francisco Bulletin.
The legendary cornetist Buddy Petit traveled to CA in 1917. (And
again in 1922) when Jelly Roll Morton and Dink Johnson (the former
drummer of the Original Creole Band) decided to form a ‘Dixie-type band’
in 1917. They sent to New Orleans for Petit, Frankie Dusen and Wade
Whaley. Dusen was an old friend of Jelly’s since the Eagle Band days of
Dusen and Buddy Bolden.
Jelly and Dink knew their friends would come in ‘the antiquated dress
habitual to New Orleans musicians, with their instruments all taped up to
keep them airtight and Whaley’s clarinet in his back pocket.’ For this reason,
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they wanted to bring them in secretly, and met them at the train station in
Los Angeles. In Johnson’s big MacFraland, (Sic: automobile) they asked
Buddy where his cornet was, and he said it was in his suitcase. Parts of
Dusen’s trombone were in his suitcase, the rest wrapped in newspaper.
Morton states: “We spirited them away so no one could see them in
their tight pants and box back coats, and brought them to a tailor. They
wanted to kill us for wanting them to change their outmoded clothing for the
then modern clothes.”
Forming a five-man jazz band, they played a dance hall every
Tuesday night. Then they got a regular job, paying each man $75, at Baron
Long’s nightclub in Watts. Tips were generous, sometimes doubling the
salary.
In New Orleans, salaries were so low that musicians couldn’t afford to
spend much money on food. On most dates they would be fed, but in spite of
this, some would bring their own food in a bucket, and this is what Petit and
the other New Orleanians did in this elaborate nightclub. They cooked up
red beans and rice in a bucket.
When Jelly Roll and Dink began to kid them about the home cooking,
Dusen and Petit blew up and threatened to kill them if they ever went back
to New Orleans – a threat which neither Morton nor Johnson took seriously.
But the next day the two die-hards left town without notice, and went back
to New Orleans.
Pops Foster, in 1921, traveled to L.A. to play with Pap Mutt Carey.
He left only to return in 1922 to play with St. Cyr and Kid Ory.
Tudi Garland played with the Carey band that included Kid Ory.
Garland remembers that at this time Carey was playing muted trumpet, a
style in which he was famous. It was in 1921 that Garland first played in CA
with the Oliver Band at the Pergola Dancing Pavilion at 949 Market St. in
San Francisco. After a successful engagement at the nickel-a-dance hall, the
band moved to Southern California to appear at Spike Brothers’ Wayside
Inn in Watts. It was here that Jelly replaced Lil Hardin who returned to
Chicago. After the Pergola job Dutrey also left the band and Kid Ory
replaced him on trombone. Once again, Tudi, Ory and Oliver were together
as they had been a dozen years earlier at Pete Lala’s “25’ Club in Storyville.
Ory left L.A. for a time with Garland stayed behind. Garland later was to
continue an association with Kid Ory that lasted most of his professional
life.
Probably the most important event in the musical career of Ed
Garland occurred in Los Angeles during the fall of 1923. He entered a
primitive recording studio with Ory’s Band to permanently preserve the
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sound of the music of early New Orleans. Any accurate chronological listing
of authentic Negro New Orleans jazz recordings would have to begin with
the monumental “Ory’s Creole Trombone,” and “Society Blues,” by Ory’s
Sunshine Orchestra. Garland also remarked about the Spikes’ music store:
“Reb Spikes and his brother Johnny ran a very successful music store
on Central Avenue in the colored district of Watts. During these days, there
was no place in town to buy recordings by Negro artists. Mammie Smith’s
records were very popular. No one had heard of Bessie Smith at that time.
Wealthy Hollywood folks would drive up and send their chauffeurs in to ask
for those ‘dirty records’ – some of those lyrics were pretty bad! The Spike
Brothers decided to make their own records.”
Prior to their famous recording session on “Sunshine” Records Reb
had a contract with the Legion Band at a recording studio in Hollywood.
Arriving there after much rehearing we had a lot of special stuff on a tune.
The band that was recording before them played the very same tune they had
been rehearsing. Reb had brought a 6-piece band; the other band was about
18 pieces. A white band, they were working on Catalina Island.
The Kid Ory records were made in 1922 and Reb went back East with
them in 1923, meeting Oliver again and meeting the young Louis Armstrong
while they were playing at the Royal Gardens. He also met Fletcher
Henderson and Reb remarked that “He made some records for me back
there.”
Around 1925 Reb was playing with the Legion Band at Solomon’s
Penny Dance Hall at 10th & Grand Avenue, using a scat singer named Bo
Diddly. Reb said that Diddley was scat singing before Armstrong.
In an interview in the Jazz Journal Reb states some facts he
remembers about the famous recording situation:
“Our store was the hub for local Negro musicians. There was no
colored union then and whenever someone wanted a band, they’d call us.
Garland was very popular and he would often get a band together for us. We
operated the Wayside Inn where Garland was playing with Kid Ory and
Mutt Carey. We decided to record six sides with that band. A man by the
name of Nordskog had a recording studio on Santa Monica Blvd. And we
arranged for him to cut the masters. There were no local pressing plants so
the records were made in the East. Going through the hot desert, we lost
several masters. The wax melted and had to be discarded. I think one of
those was an original tune that Garland had written for the band. For some
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reason, Nordskog put his label on the records and called the band, “Spikes
Pods of Pepper.” My brother and I pasted our Sunshine label over the
Nordskog label. We called the band “Ory’s Sunshine Orchestra. Our label
had to be oversize to cover the other one and we almost lost the inside
grooves. Nordskog had no business using his label’ those records were our
property.” (Sic: see Levin’s book “Classic Jazz” for an in-depth account of
the recordings.)
Only 5000 Sunshine records were pressed and they were all sold in
Spikes Brothers’ music store. The paste used to cover the Nordskog label
was not permanent; most copies located by collectors have frayed Sunshine
labels covering portions of the original Nordskog label. These historic
recordings are now among the most valuable in the word. In a recent
auction, a mint copy sold for $600.00. In addition to Ory, Carey and
Garland, the Sunshine Orchestra included Ben Borders on drums, Fred
Washington-piano, and Jelly Roll Morton’s brother-in-law, Dink Johnson on
clarinet. Although Johnson had played drums with Keppard, he substituted
for Ory’s clarinetist, Wade Whaley, who was out of town when the
Nordskog sessions took place. At the time of the recording, Dink’s Jazz
Hounds were playing nightly at Paradise Gardens, 12th and Central in Los
Angeles. Ironically, Dink might also have participated in an earlier recording
by a New Orleans band. As far back as 1916, the Victor Talking Machine
Company wanted to record Freddy Keppard’s group, but the trumpet king
turned down the offer; he was fearful that his horn “tricks” would be copied.
A year later, Victor did record The Original Dixieland Jazz Band. The ODJB
sides preceded Ory’s by four years, but Ory led the first Negro New Orleans
band on phonograph records.
At this time there was nowhere along the West Coast where ‘Race’
records, which were just beginning to become popular, could be purchased,
so Reb and Johnny went into business and opened the Spikes Bros. Music
Store 1203 Central Avenue.
The Spike Brother’s music store was just about the only outlet on the
Coast for ‘Race” records and the sales of these were so good that the boys
decided to go into this side of things on their own account. Reb remarked:
“Of course there were no processing or pressing plants out here, but
Nordskog had some old recording equipment and we arranged for him to cut
the masters for us. He had his own label and used to ship the wax masters
east for processing. Going through the heat of the desert several of our
masters got too soft to be used and had to be discarded. When the records
came back we found that for some reason or other Nordskog had had them
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pressed on his own label…. He had no right to do this as they were our
property and we had proper contracts and everything…for 5.000 copies. We
had to paste our own labels over the top and apart from a few copies we
mailed out, every single one was sold over the counter of the store.”
When recalling the record session Reb said that since this was Kid
Ory’s first recording, he was unsure of how to present himself at the studio,
and for a gag was told he should turn up in full dress… which he did: Reb
also volunteered the information that although Wade Whaley was Ory’s
regular clarinetist at the Wayside Park Café, where they were working, he
was out of town at the time of the recordings, and Dink Johnson stood in.
Dink had apparently been rather struck by Larry Shields work on the
O.D.J.B. records and had bought himself a horn on which he practiced daily
in the store. The story goes that he borrowed it and never did pay Spikes for
it, reaching sufficient proficiency to be able to handle the relatively
Twenty-eight years after the Hordskog session, when the Sunshine
issues were re-released in England on a collectors series, reviewer Sinclair
Traill wrote in London’s Melody Maker…”the band generates fine swing.
These sides have lost little over the years and remain fine historic examples
of the genuine New Orleans jazz music.”
There was a great deal of musical activity in Southern California in
the early 20s and Ed Garland had many opportunities to perform. The
sounds of jazz had made their way West via phonograph records and
traveling bands. Garland was frequently called upon to form a band for
cabarets and theaters as the jazz movement gained full momentum. The
burgeoning film industry employed many local bands. Occasionally they
were seen in the film, but usually they were employed to provide off-camera
atmosphere appropriate to the action being photographed. Films were still
silent and background music was quite important to set the mood for the
actors. Garland’s music was heard on many of the early Charlie Chaplin sets
long before sound was added to the movies.
Ed “Tudi” Garland
While much of Garland’s work was with Kid Ory, Garland recalled
many other jobs during the 20s. He played with saxophonist Paul Howard in
Jelly Roll Morton’s band at Leek’s Lake near Los Angeles. Morton had this
group into the Cadillac Café at 5th and Central and appeared with the famed
entertainer Ada “Bricktop” Smith who had been booked into the club for a
six-week engagement.
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Early in 1922, Garland took a small band to San Francisco. He played
there for a year, but, in one of his few memory lapses, was unable to
remember the name of the club. After returning to Los Angeles, he rejoined
Ory at the Wilshire Country Club, then at the Midnight Frolics at 9th and
Spring Sts. for the balance of 1923 and most of 1924.
A yellowing typed page further documents his early activities in Los
Angeles. The page stated:
“Los Angeles, Cal., Dec. 8, 1925
The One Eleven Syncopators Orchestra was organized on the above
date at the One Eleven Dancing Academy. The following members were
appointed officers: Edward B. Garland-manager, Fred C. WashingtonLeader.
Orchestra members;
Everett Walsh-drums
Joe Parker-banjo
Mark Shaw-trombone
Russell Masengale-cornet
Adam “Slocum” Mitchell-sax
Theo. Bonner-sax
Fred Washington-piano
Edward B. Garland-bass”
The “One Eleven Syncopators” undoubtedly was the group organized
to play at the One Eleven Dance Hall on the second floor at 3rd and Main
Sts. This hall is mentioned several times in interviews conducted by Floyd
Levin with Paul Howard, George Orendorf, Vernon Melton and Kid Ory.
Despite the Dance Academy reference in the old Garland document, the One
Eleven was a dime-a-dance place catering to sailors. Paul Howard said that:
“the 10-cent dance with ‘a beautiful hostess’ lasted only a few minutes. The
middle parts of all the arrangements were omitted.”
Baton Rouge clarinetist Joe Darensbourg was another Louisiana
musician that played in Los Angeles. He recalled that even in the late
twenties: “Every time we did a job we got hooked up with Reb Spikes
Brothers’ Agency, and they often used to book us on different jobs, like in
the movies, where you’d have to have a tuxedo.”
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More About Reb Spikes
It is probably common knowledge that “Reb” is a contraction of
‘Rebel’ and the independent spirit, which earned him the nickname, is still
very much in evidence.
Reminiscing Reb was taken to his earliest ventures when the Spikes
Brother’s Comedy Stars were one of the big things on the Coast. They
toured extensively and by about 1911 Reb and Johnny were running the
Pastime Theater in Muskogee, Oklahoma. It was there that they first met
Jelly Roll Morton, who at that time was doing a black-face comedy routine
with a lady partner…yes, Jelly used to black-face up, and even to the end of
his life he fancied his talents as a comedian. With Jelly, the boys joined a
travelling minstrel show known as McCabe’s Troubodours. Jelly was
supposed to do his comedy act, but it wasn’t long before he was telling the
show’s pianist how the piano ought to be played, and from then on he took
over the piano stool as well.
John and Benjamin Spikes had their own touring show as early as
1910, and although John failing eyesight forced him out of music in the late
30’s Benjamin or “Reb” as he is better known, has been almost continually
active in various aspects of music making.
Both brothers had become proficient on several instruments and by
1915 they were back in San Francisco where Reb was billed as the “World’s
Greatest Saxophonist” at the So Different Club.
In the book “Central Avenue Sounds” it is written that “Reb Spikes
wasn’t too much of a player, but he was a good businessman.” Whether he
was an outstanding musician is left to history but his career dictated that he
must have been good enough for the gigs that he played and had top jazz
musicians playing with him.
The jazz district in Watts (around Central Avenue) enjoyed a
flourishing social and musical atmosphere. This area was exempt from Los
Angeles’ midnight curfew on dance clubs. By the late teens Baron Long’s
Tavern at 108th and Central (later known as the Plantation Club and later
Jazzland), was a major gathering place. Reb Spikes’ band played there and
entertained a number of famous Hollywood types. They once played for a
young exhibition-dancer by the name of Rudolph Valentino and for
audiences that regularly included Charlie Chaplin, Lottie & Jack Pickford,
Blanche Reed and Fatty Arbuckle.
The Wayside Inn was a popular location to hear the Spike Bros. Band.
The band Reb hired to play at the Wayside Park Café at Leek’s Lake in
Watts, was billed the band as Ory’s Creole Orchestra. The tune “Ory’s
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Creole Trombone” was so popular that they used it as a drawing card – but
the band was led by Mutt Carey.
When asked about Leek’s Lake Reb remarked:
“I had a nightclub in L. A. but they suspended my license because
they thought I had a young girl in there that was under-age, so I went out to
Watts and bought some lots. I built a dance hall on those lots and called it
Leek’s Lake. The “Lake” was nothing but a frog pond; a guy named Leek
raised bull frogs there. Reb built the hall about 1921. It was about a hundred
feet long; the bandstand and refreshment bar took up twenty feet and left
about eighty by fifty feet for dancing. It got so rough out there that I sold it
to the musicians. Jelly played in the band, and so did Willie Woodman.
Others were Dink Johnson, Jess Smith and Everett Walsh. I don’t remember
exactly who else played in that band at different times. We used to advertise
on trucks for our dances; we’d put a band on a little truck we used to rent
and go around different neighborhoods to advertise for the dance that night.”
Reb also remarked: “I built up Leek’s Lake out in Watts. Made a pile
of money, too. They call it Wayside Park today, but it’s still Leek’s Lake to
me.”
(Sic: There seemed to be two spellings for Leek’s Lake. Reb spelled it
with two ‘e’s while we find it spelled Leak’s Lake in various publications.)
We read about Leek’s Lake and other activities in and around Los
Angeles in the Chicago Defender. One of the first entries is on Oct. 15,
1921:
“Leak’s Lake (sic: Leek’s Lake), a popular resort near here, has been
changed to the Wayside Amusement Park, with music by Wood Wilson’s
Original Satisfied orchestra. Grand opening Sunday, October 9.”
In the July 28, 1921 Defender we read: “Leak’s Lake is growing
rapidly and proving more popular every day it is open.”
There are two advertisements in the August 5th, 1921 Eagle about two
picnics held at Leek’s Lake:
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In the January 28, 1922 Defender we read:
“Leak’s Lake (Wayside Park) and Caldwell’s Recreation Gardens are
only a few minutes away from Los Angeles. They are considered the white
City and Coney Island of the Golden West and are owned and operated by
and for Negroes.”
In the April 23, 1922 Defender we read:
“Wayside Amusement Park opened last week under new
management, Jelly Roll Morton is the manager. They are also using Jelly
Roll’s band of six pieces, running four nights a week – Monday, Tuesday,
Saturday and Sunday – and ought to make gobs of money at that rate, with
good music and favorable weather.”
We find three adv. for activities at Wayside Park for July 1st, July 15th
and Sept. 23rd of 1922:
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Wayside Park (a.k.a. Leek’s Lake) was seasonal and we read in the
Defender of Sept. 23, 122: “Naturally, Wayside Park has closed for the
season.” It had opened in April so the season was for about 5 months during
the early spring and late summer.
In the March 17, 1923 Defender Leek’s Lake opens for the season:
“Leak’s Lake has reopened again; this time under the management of
Will Heflin, though it only stayed open one night. It seems that this park is
the “Jonah” of the town. As soon as it opens and starts doing well, it is
closed again. Why? I don’t know. They have tried everything in every way,
but it just won’t go.”
It might be mentioned here that Reb had sold the property because he
was tired of putting up with the drug pushes that usually hung outside the
dance hall and the always-present police raids. The police raided Negro
dance halls on a regular basis and this might have been part of the trouble.
Reb had a photo from his large collection of mementos he showed to
Ray MacNic and proceeded to name the musicians for MacNic, “The So
Different Band was about the finest in the country at that time. The
outstanding man was a fellow we called “Slocum,” but whose real name was
Adam Mitchell. He’s originally come from Martinique and at that time could
hardly speak a word of English, but boy, could he play. Later on he played
in the Major and Minor Orchestra. The drummer - name of Pete something
or other, had been with the Georgia Minstrels before coming with us, and
then there was Gerald Wells who played piccolo, flute and clarinet. He went
to Seattle later and became President of the local Musician’s Union. I played
saxes, of course. Sidney Le Protti was on piano, and we had a fellow named
Clarence Williams on bass. We were together for some time and were so
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good that Baron Long, who was running a cabaret down in Watts came up to
hear us and cancelled an option on the Original Dixieland Jazz Band and
hired us instead.”
Reb spoke about his talented brother Johnny:
“Johnny did a lot of arranging as well as teaching saxes, trumpet and
piano. The store soon became a natural hang-out for musicians and the word
soon got around that if you wanted a band for any kind of function all you
had to do was call the store and Spikes would lay it on. We could always get
a band together for them, as most of the man used to hang around the store
and we always knew who was available. We just naturally developed into a
kind of booking agency, and at one time we had as many as seven or eight
bands working for us.”
The Wayside Park Café, where Ory was billed as Ory’s Creole
Orchestra, was just one of a number of cafes and restaurants operated by the
Spikes boys. Others included Reb’s Club and The Dreamland Cafe which
was just around the corner from the store.
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Reb in San Francisco
Reb's half-brother Tom lived on the Barbary Coast and ran a
barbershop. Reb visited him for a few months in 1907. Tom’s Barbershop
was three doors down from the establishment called “The So Different,”
owned by Lew Purcell. (520 Pacific) The So Different was one of the most
popular entertainment establishments on the Barbary Coast and Reb met the
musicians playing there: Wesley Fields, a great ragtime pianist and Sid
LeProtti, a leader of a great dance/jazz orchestra. Reb got to know all the
guys on the Barbary Coast, mostly from them coming in to Tom’s
Barbershop. He often went to hear their music. Reb was about 18 at this
time.
Reb also got to know Freddie Vaughn, the pianist at Sam King’s
place, which was in the next block from Purcells.
During this time (the years prior to 1913) Los Angeles had mostly just
piano players. Los Angeles didn’t have any dance halls as did Frisco, which
used bands, not just pianists. Reb remarked that: “There wasn’t much music
in Los Angeles before I visited Tom in Frisco in 1907.”
Reb remembered that the Creole Band with Will Johnson came to Los
Angeles in 1907. The band included Ernest Coycault on trumpet (Coycault
used the name Johnson at this time. Coycault and Will Johnson looked so
much alike everybody thought they were brothers). Coycault remained in
Los Angeles until he died.
When Reb returned to Frisco in 1914 he began playing at Sam King’s
in a band that included Juicey Payne on piano and a good trumpet player
whose name he couldn’t recall. Reb was playing saxophone at this time.
After Roy Tayhorn, a baritone player was fired, Reb moved to Purcells. Sid
LeProtti was the leader and when a good player came to town they usually
ended up in Sid’s Band at Purcell’s. Reb said that: “We began playing at 8
o’clock and we quit playin’ at 1 o’clock. Purcell’s never closed. If there was
any cleanin’ up at Purcell’s they did it between four or five in the mornin’
and noon.”
In the band at Purcell’s there was: Clarence Williams-string bass,
Slocum (Adam Mitchell)-clarinet, Sid LeProitt-piano, Gerald Wells-flute,
Old Pete-drums (replaced eventually by Georgie Huddleson) and myself on
saxophone.
Reb never considered himself a jazzman. He remarked:
“I played baritone sax, and I never could play a lot of hot jazz. I
played a lot of counterpoint like cello parts. That’s what made our music
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good and different from anybody else. All them other guys was jammin’ and
jammin’, but when we’d play, I’d be carryin’ a counter-melody, and I
always tried to play two melodies. Sometimes, I’d play behind Slocum’s
variations. Clarence Williams would play nearly all cello parts on his bass.
He wouldn’t just play “zup, zup, zup, zup”; he’d play counter-melodies like
I’d play on the saxophone. Williams was a trained bass player, not like those
guys that beat the bass together, those guys who’d pick it up and don’t know
what they’re doin’. Williams was a great bass player. He could play
anything. Later on, he came to Los Angeles and opened a music
store…Williams died here in the later part of the twenties.”
The band at Purcell’s played all of the popular tunes of the day. Reb
spoke of these tunes: “We played all of Joplin’s rags. Also Turpin’s rags; all
the pop tunes, like “St. Louis Blues.” The band didn’t have the music to
many of the tunes – Sid would get the piano sheet music. That’s all we had.
Sid would play it on the piano and Reb and the other members of the band,
once he heard the tune would fit in parts for the ensemble. We were fakin’
our parts until we finally decided on what sounded good.”
Porta La Louvre
After the band decided to leave Purcell’s they were to play at The
Porta La Louvre downtown but as they were not Union they could not be
hired. The owner, a man named Swanberg, got them a gig at Levy’s Tavern,
down in Los Angeles calling the band the So Different Jazz Band, the name
that LeProtti used. The gig lasted 6 weeks. After the Musician Union strike,
they returned to Frisco and played at the Porta La Lourvre for 8 to 9 months.
We played the lunch hour every day (only three of us) and the evenin’
shows.
Portola Louvre was a big nightclub where the streets of Powell and
Market come together. It was in the basement and that’s where Reb played
for two years. Reb remarked:
“When we went to work in the Portola Louvre, we had never played a
lot of classical dances, like for toe dances and things. We had been playing
for jazz singers and jazz tap dancers and Texas Tommy, which was famous
in those days – and that’s long before the Charleston or the Black Bottom
had ever come out. It’s called “Texas Tommy” and we used to play for all of
that kind of stuff but when we got down there (sic: Portola Louvre) and
those girls doing their toe dancing things, commenced to bring us that
classical act music and things like that - Doll Dance and whatever. We had
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to take our mornings and go off to one of our boy’s homes and rehearse it,
but still, I think as bad as we played it, they wouldn’t let the white orchestra
play it. They preferred us to play it. The white orchestra was fiddles and
piano and flute and things. They had a sweet, beautiful orchestra, and they
were fine musicians but they wanted us to play it. I don’t know why. And
they used to let the white orchestra go at nine o’clock at night. We’d go in at
two and play till five and do the show and then we’d go off and stay till 7:30
or eight o’clock, and when the white orchestra filling in, we’d have to come
back and work the rest of the night playing for the shows - two shows and
the dancing and everything, and they preferred us. But I think they played
the classical music better than we did. But we got along that way, and they
done all the “Dance of the Flowers,” I think, and “Dances of…something”
and all of those classical dances. Yes - Tchaikovsky ballet music. That’s
what we used to fumble over and stumble over, but they liked it. They liked
the way we played. They had about 150-200 girl performers. Oh they had a
marvelous big show, and they had the biggest cabaret in the country at that
time. They had an ice-skating rink in there.
Well, anyway, when old man Thornburgh who owned the place came
down and hired us to play, the Union kicked because we weren’t Union
people. They didn’t want us to go in there, so we had to go and take a
musical examination at the Union, and they said I could read, and the
saxophone could read - I mean I could read and the clarinet player could
read and the flute player could read but the piano player and the drummer
and the bass player couldn’t read, so they all…in other words, they split up
our band. We couldn’t have no band. We couldn’t get the job, but old man
Thornburgh then sent us down here to Los Angeles, his friend which was Al
Levy that owned the Watts Country Club then, called Levy’s Tavern, and
after we was down here 5 or 6 weeks, the musicians struck in San Francisco,
had a big musician’s strike, and old man Thornburgh come down here and
got us and took us back to San Francisco. Course, you could always get a
white band, so it was easy to go up and get a white band to fill in our place
but you couldn’t get a colored band good like that so he come down here,
and they released us. The only reason he let us come down here was because
the Union said we couldn’t read up there. So we went back up there, and
when we went back up there and went to work, the white Union used to
parade out in front and tell they to stay out of there ‘cause they had a bunch
of Negro boys in there and they couldn’t read and were scabs and didn’t
belong to the Union and nothing else, and they went on for a long time till it
died out. It didn’t stop anybody from coming. The crowds got bigger and
bigger ‘cause they used to have to lock the door to keep them out ‘cause
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they’d never heard a colored band like that. This boy Mitchell (Slocum) was
one of them weird clarinet players like a saxophone on the trumpet. He
started all that stuff…
Stoddard writes about Reb’s gig at Portala Louvre:
“The beginning of the decline of the Barbary Coast was a crusade
started by the Reverend Paul Smith when he exposed all the doings that was
goin’ on. At that time, my band was playin’ at the Portla Louvre (circa
1916). They called the band Sid LeProtti’s so different Orchestra and had
Clarence Williams on string bass, Benjamin “Reb” Spikes on saxophone,
Slocum Mitchell on clarinet, Sid played piano and was the leader, Gerald
Wells played flute, and a little crippled fellow played drums. While Sid was
at the Portola Louvre, Rudolf Valentino got his start there. He came there to
get his first job dancing.”
Stoddard also tells the same story about how the band was booked
into the Portola Louvre and adds: “After the band left Purcell’s they called
themselves the So Different Jazz Band.”
Stoddard writes that the band stayed at the Portola Louvre for 8 or 9
months. We read:
“When we worked there, we had to play the lunch hour every day and
the evenin’ shows. Only three of us played the lunch hour. We’d take turns
but Sid had to play every day. Wells and I would play a week, then Slocum
and Williams would play a week. We all played in the evenin’, and they had
shows there. They had ballet dancers and all kinds of special music, and we
played all of it.”
After leaving the Porta la Lourvre the band returned to play at Byron
Long’s Tavern at 108th and Central Avenue in Watts. (It was later called the
Plantation and then Jazzland.) We also played at Dreamland several nights a
week. This was in the latter part of 1916. (A number of Hollywood stars
would come to Long’s Tavern, among them: Rudolf Valentino, Charlie
Chaplin, the Pickfords and Fatty Arbuckle.
Honolulu Trip
After leaving Baron Long’s Tavern (around 1917) Reb and the band
got an offer to go to Honolulu at the big hotel there for a six month gig. This
was during the Second World War. They played at the Alenader Young
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Hotel. Along came the War and most of the band were drafted, later being
sent to Nogales, Arizona. Reb remembers:
“When I was drafted in Honolulu I took up the trombone and played
slide trombone in the army band. The Queen’s Throne Room was where the
draft office was - in the Queen’s Palace. So I was drafted in the Queen’s
Place in Honolulu, and there was another boy drafted, and Slocum and a
couple of other boys enlisted so we’d all stay together, and we all went it,
Wells enlisted and we all went right into the Army together as the band in
the 25 Infantry. We never went to France because the 25 Infantry was
stationed in Honolulu, and we never had to lose our jobs. They let us work
on the roof garden there as long as they stayed there, which was about 4 or 5
weeks after we were drafted.”
In the Army
Reb recalls some of the information on his brief time in the Army:
“They picked the 25th Infantry up and brought it to the States, and that
was when the Mexicans were raising ‘sand’ down there, near the border, at
Nogales, Arizona. They passed a law there in the camp, that you couldn’t
charge anything for dancing. They were all soldiers - 3 or 4 thousand
soldiers. They wanted us to play for the dances. They didn’t like the soldier
band because it was just compta-compta – regular straight old beat. We had
all that jazz and they were crazy about it so we all played in the band. The
Colonel gives us a break – he let us charge for the punch. So we charged a
half a dollar a glass for the punch and give the dance free. Every Saturday
night, we made 25 or 30 dollars. We were new, and they were crazy about
the jazz band, so all the soldiers were bringing them Mexican girls. We
played a dance every Saturday night. During the week we’d play downtown
in the picture show. We never had to make Reveille at 11:00 PM. We never
did have to make it because we didn’t get out of the theater until eleven, so
we could stay out all night if we wanted. So the Colonel was so crazy about
the jazz band. He asked for us when we were drafted in Honolulu. He asked
for us. We went into the 25th Infantry ‘cause he had the best football players,
and he had the best baseball players. He had every best thing that the
soldiers could do. He had it in his company but he never had a jazz band so
he wanted a jazz band so they gave him permission so he brought us to
Arizona, and we stayed down there on the border, and all this happened
down there till the war was over. Reb stayed in the service until September
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and the war was over in October or November but we didn’t get out until
February. But my father, at that time, got very sick, and they turned me
loose right after Armistice, which was Nov. the 11th. I came home about
November 12th. My father died around the 20th. In February they turned the
rest of them loose and we had a job waiting for us. We just wired up to
‘Frisco’ and we had a job waiting for us on the beach called the Canary
Cottage.”
Reb continued to talk about his army experience:
“We went from Honolulu straight to Nogales, and I think we were
drafted just about August or September and we were only in there ten days
or so before we left coming to America, and the Armistice was in
November, so we was in there about two or three months and the rest of the
boys stayed till, I think, February, and they got out then because we had a
job. They wouldn’t let you out if you didn’t have a job, so we sent, wired up
to ‘Frisco,’ and immediately they wanted us, and they sent the contracts and
things to the Army and they turned the rest of the boys loose.
The Mexicans was fighting all on the other side and was shooting all
over in Arizona. When we went down there, we was stationed down low in
Nogales, and the Mexicans on the hill – you could see those Mexican
soldiers all walking around up there with their guns and things but they
didn’t fire on us. But they had been firing on other Mexicans and things all
across the war before we got there.
While in Nogales, the members of the band that were drafted played
nights at the downtown theater, working till around 11:00 at night. We also
played for all the dances in the camp. Needing a job to get discharged after
the War they secured a job at the Canary Cottage on the beach. The band
broke up and Reb went to Oakland, CA and played at a basement nightclub
called the Hofbrau. This was about 1919 and Jelly Roll played piano with us.
After this gig Reb returned to Los Angeles and opened the music store with
Cyd Carter and Brother Johnny.”
Reb came back to L.A. in 1919 and opened his music store. Reb was
interested in taking care of the business, but still playing gigs at night. He
remarked that the only band he had after 1919 was to play in the Follies,
which lasted 5 or 6 months. He then played in Redondo Beach for 5 or 6
months. The band he led at this time was called the American Legion Band,
working three nights a week at the American Legion Dances. The band
would also have other jobs and Reb was playing music 3 to 5 nights a week
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(for nearly 6 or 7 years). This band included: Elsworth-drums, Gene Wrightpiano, Edgar Williams-vocalist, Max Shaw-tuba, Russell Massengaletrumpet, Leon White-trombone, and Perkins- banjo. Reb called it a gig band
and remarked that there just weren’t a whole lot of places for Negroes to
play steady in those days.
When Reb returned from Frisco and opened the music store he also
opened a nightclub using a group led by Paul Howard that was called the
“Quality Five.” Les Hite was in this band and it became Hite’s band after
Herriford, the leader, died. The band included: Paul Howard, Lawrence
Brown and eventually got up to 8 pieces. Many of the players used to play in
the Black and Tan Band of Harry Southard. After they left him he still took
gigs but never had another band.
Reb was one of the driving forces of the Negro musicians that started
a musician’s union out of his store at 12th and Central. The store was a
meeting place much like the barbershops in old New Orleans. Reb supplied
Negro musicians for Hollywood parties and motion pictures. He remarked:
“Anytime they wanted to make a picture and needed Negro musicians,
they’d call me because my store was the headquarters for Negro musicians.
Movie Work
Reb booked bands out of his music store, furnishing music and bands
for dance gigs, various occasions when music was needed. Reb booked
bands for playing background for the movies. He relates one experience
playing for a silent music gig:
“I remember one day in 1914 when some movie people called me up
one day for me to get a band to go out to Celic Zoo to play for a picture.
This was before I opened my store or went back to the Barbary Coast. I
hustled around Los Angeles for nearly a day getting’ six fellas together. I
had to hustle up guys that worked at night and couldn’t find some guys who
were off with their sweetheart or gal or somethin’. I finally rounded up six
musicians and took them out there. When we got there the next day, there
weren’t any strings on the piano; it was a silent picture and they didn’t care
if we could play anything. I could’a just picked up anybody on the street and
took them out there. We only got three dollars for the day, and we stayed
there all day.
The movie people used to call us. In those days they were making a
lot of African pictures, you know, runnin’ around with G-cloths. They had
pictures like the “Klansman” and all those pictures they made, so they’d call
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back there, and sometimes we’d send 50 or a 100 out there at a time. Just
atmosphere you know. Atmospheric people, like there’d be African pictures,
and they’d have a lot of Africans out there.
I made this picture for this Chinese picture, and the man that made the
Chinese picture wanted Chinese music.”
Reb also furnishing music to promote the opening nights of some
films:
“Black film promoter George P. Johnson used orchestras like Reb.
Spike’s to promote opening nights at his theaters in Los Angeles and
Riverside, CA.”
(Sic: for a listing of black film references see page 186 (footnotes) of
Ogren’s book “The Jazz Revolution.)
Jelly Roll Morton
“Jelly Roll was doing a blackface comedy act with his wife when I
first met him down in Oklahoma in 1911. I think it was. He wasn’t with
Anita. Dink Johnson’s sister back then. He had some little bit of a woman
with him named Rosa. My older brother, John, and I had a theatre in
Muskogee, Oklahoma, and Jelly came through there. Jelly and I were
kidding and playing around and “going on” and he was trying to be a
blackface comedian.
I was in a music act. We had trombones, cornets, xylophones, chimes,
saxophones, and we played all the instruments, regular old vaudeville (sic:
The Meat Market). Then my brother and I got on a little road show named
MaCabe’s Troubadours in 1912. They needed a comedian and I told them
about Jelly Roll. We sent him a telegram and he joined the show in Kansas.
And so Jelly came over there doing his blackface comedy and brought his
wife with him.
We played in theatres, halls, dining rooms, anywhere that McCabe
could get, but not in tents. He booked the show himself. He wasn’t paying
you nothing. I think I was getting seven oar eight dollars a week. In those
days we had a little old show of about ten people.
They had a regular little minstrel opening – “Olio” we used to call it
in those days. You have this minstrel opening, then there’s two or three acts,
and then at the end you all close the show.
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We had a little girl playing the piano. She could read the music so she
could play all the songs and things for the show. But after they heard Jelly
play, they wanted him to play the overture. So we persuaded Jelly – at least
he wanted to – he’d go out and play the overture. Oh, he’d wear them out.
He was great, you know; he’d play, he’d run the people crazy. He wasn’t
paid to play the overture. Than he’d come up to do his blackface comedy act
on the stage, and the girl would take over the piano for the show. Yes, Jelly
could read music in those days.
We were in Kansas and Missouri for about nine months, jumping five
or eight miles every day. Jelly didn’t stay with McCabe’s but three or four
months. He corresponded for a while but I didn’t see jelly anymore until he
came to California. I told him I was going to California and to come out this
way. I came back home to California in the last part of 1913 and pretty soon,
in 1914, Jelly came out west. I was playing in various places and Jelly would
drop in. And naturally he jot a job as soon as they heard him play; he got a
job in a little cabaret over on Central Avenue, where the Cadillac was later.
In 1915 I went to San Francisco and played there all during the
World’s Fair, working every night on the Barbary Coast, mainly at the So
Different Dance Hall, on Pacific Street. I didn’t see Jelly during the fair.
When it closed, I came back to Los Angeles and played at the Baron Long’s
Tavern out in Watts, where Rudolph Valentino was a dancer. You know, in
1917 and 1918 all the big nightclubs were in Watts, both white and colored
clubs, because you couldn't sell liquor in Los Angeles. All the movie stars
came down there.
I had a nightclub in Los Angeles but they suspended my license
because they thought I had a young girl in there who was under-age. So I
went out to Watts and bought some lots. I built a dance hall on those lots and
called it Leek’s Lake. The “lake” was nothing but a frog pond; a guy named
Leek raised bull frogs there. The hall was built about 1921. It was about a
hundred feet long; the bandstand and refreshment bar took up twenty feet
and left about eighty by fifty feet for dancing. It got so rough out there that I
sold it to the musicians. Jelly played in the band and so did Willie
Woodman. Others were Dink Johnson, Jessie Smith and Everett Walsh. I
don’t remember exactly who else played in that band at different times. We
used to advertise on trucks for our dances; we’d put a band in a little truck
we used to rent and go around different neighborhoods to advertise for the
dance that night. I even had boxing matches there.
My brother John and I had the music store at 12th and Central, about
1919. It was the headquarters for Negro musicians, and we had four or five
bands that we sent out at night if people wanted them a lot of movie stars
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hired us for parties. We also sold and made records and published music. We
only published professional copies of one or two of Jelly’s things, Froggie
Moore was one, and of course we wrote the lyrics to Wolverine Blues. You
couldn’t help Jelly with writing no music, but we wrote the words to several
pieces, but when he got back east he didn’t put our name on nothing. I was
trying to help him get some words for The Pearls when he left here (1923).
You know, Jelly Roll could take one tune and make ten out of it. He was just
that versatile. He was the greatest I ever seen on the piano in that type of
music. He’d never play a tune the same way over:
Jelly Roll was a boasting, talking guy. He was one of the biggest
talkers in the world. He wanted to sue ASCAP didn’t he? He believed
everyone in the world was stealing his stuff. That’s the kind off guy he was.
Someday Sweetheart was altogether our tune. Jelly Roll, he was wild and
he’d claim anything. But I liked him. He didn’t mean anyone any harm. He
just liked to talk a lot and he liked to talk loud.
When Jelly came back here to Los Angeles (1940) I went out to see
him several times. We were getting ready to go into the publishing business.
We went out to see BMI, which was just starting out at that time. They tried
to get us to come to BMI, but we were ASCAP members and had to refuse.
Jelly died soon after that and I went to his funeral.”
There was an article in the June 1979 Westways Magazine that
contained more material on Reb Spikes and the California jazz scene:
“Wax Job” Hot music gets a cool start at Twelfth and Central, by
Charles M. Weisenberg.
“A historical gazetteer of jazz would begin with New Orleans at the
turn of the century and move on to such well-known places as Chicago, New
York and Kansas City. Thoughts of adding Los Angeles to the list probably
wouldn’t come up until well into the 1930s and Santa Monica wouldn’t
occur to most people at all.
Although jazz is universally recognized as the creation of Black
Americans, it was a white band that made the first jazz recording in New
York in 1917. Five years passed before a group of black jazzmen recorded
their music – and they did it in Santa Monica, far from the levees of New
Orleans and the lights of New York.
The all-white Original Dixieland Jazz Band captivated New York
audiences with music that jazz historians and critics now describe as a poor
imitation of early black bands. Nevertheless, the Original Dixieland Jazz
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Band was such a sensation that a recording date was set. This first attempt to
preserve jazz music became a best seller.
Despite the success of the Original Dixieland Jazz Band records, both
jazz and the recording industry were barely out of the diaper stage of their
development. The phonograph industry was geared to white customers with
a limited number of black artists performing on what were then known as
“race” records. Both jazz and the record business had a long way to go back
in 1921.
Louis Armstrong was still playing in his hometown, New Orleans,
where his reputation was on the rise, but nobody could have imagined the
future he had waiting for him. Duke Ellington was just another young piano
player in Washington, D.C., who had yet to organize his first band. Jazz
itself had only recently emerged as a distinctive musical form.
Phonograph records were still something of a novelty. The flat disc
had only recently replaced the cylinder as the industry’s standard. The
phonograph machine, usually called a Victrola, was operated by means of a
handcrank. Records were played between 74 and 82 revolutions per minute;
the 78 rpm disc could not become the standard speed until electrical
recording and playback equipment was developed.
Los Angeles and Santa Monica were small towns far from the
mainstream of jazz action and recording companies in the early 1920s. Jazz,
however, was not entirely unknown in the West. The legendary cornetist
Bunk Johnson visited California as early as 1905 and by 1917 Californians
had been able to hear King Oliver, Freddy Keppard, Jelly Roll Morton and
Kid Ory in person. The jazzmen who came west were unknown musicians
struggling to make a living. They came and went, for the most part, without
leaving much of a mark of the West Coast.
The center of jazz activity in Los Angeles in the early 1920s had to be
Spikes Bros. Music Store on Twelfth and Central. Owned by Johnny and
Reb Spikes, the store opened in 1919, dealing primarily with sheet music
and instruments. In a couple of years it also became a place to get
phonograph records, especially one made by “colored” artists. The Spikes
brothers were completely immersed in the music business. They composed
their own songs, wrote arrangements for local bands, allowed musicians to
practice in the store, repaired instruments, booked musical acts for local
clubs and generally became the focal point for black musicians visiting or
working in the area. They eventually opened a couple of their own
nightclubs.
Reb Spikes, now approaching ninety, recalls what the phonograph
business was like almost 60 years ago:
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“Records were just coming out and everybody wanted them. The
uptown stores wouldn’t sell colored records because they were considered
dirty and smutty, things like Ethel Waters singing “Go Back Where You
Stayed Last Night,” and “Easy Rider.” All the white people that wanted
them used to come down to our place. The women would sit in the car and
the guys would come in and buy as many as 15 or 20 records at a time.
“A lot of motion picture actors would come too. They’d hear about
these different records from word-of-mouth but when they went to the
uptown stores they couldn’t find the records. A lot of the people heard about
our store because there were so many Negroes working in private families in
those days, and they would talk about us.”
Before opening the store the Spikes brothers had performed in
vaudeville and theaters up and down the Pacific Coast as well as throughout
the southwest. They knew almost every Black musician in Southern
California on any given day of the week. Spikes Bros. Music Store became
an unofficial hiring hall for people who were throwing dances and private
parties as well as for motion picture directors who wanted mood music for
their actors.
Reb remembered:
“I sometimes had two or three bands playing in the pictures at one
time and another three or four out playing somewhere else.” Says Spikes.
Sometimes the guys weren’t too good and the people would tell me to send
them anyway. I remember once I sent out a guy with nothing but a
tambourine and a triangle, but he was a good singer.”
The idea for making a jazz record came up in 1921 when a new
Mamie Smith record sold out almost instantly. A customer from Santa
Monica by the name of Andrae Nordskog was just starting up a recording
company, and the idea for making a record was a natural for two
enterprising businessmen. Some of the records turned out to be jazz because
there was some good jazzman in town.
The musician selected to lead the band was a New Orleans trombone
player who had been booked into a local club by the Spikes brothers.
Edward “Kid Ory” was one of the better known jazzmen in New Orleans but
he was just beginning to establish a reputation in Los Angeles. Although the
band is sometimes called the Kid Ory Sunshine Orchestra, the name actually
used for the recording date was Spikes’ Seven Pods of Pepper Orchestra.
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Nordskog and the First Negro Jazz Record
Reb said that:
“I got the band together and they rehearsed a couple of times before
we went out to Santa Monica. I got some singers, a couple of girls, and we
all went down there. We recorded in his (Nordskog’s) living room, in front
of a great big horn. When you wanted to play soft you stepped back and
when you wanted to play loud you stepped up a couple of feet. The
recording was so very expensive to make at that time, and they were kinda
scratchy records too. Nobody thought it was going to amount to anything.
We were happy to get out just about what we put into it.”
The sides recorded that day in Santa Monica included “Ory’s Creole
Trombone” and “Society Blues.” Spikes says that Nordskog made him agree
to have 5,000 copies pressed. Most of the records were sold in Spikes Bros.
Music Store and some were sent up to Oakland and San Francisco. The Ory
records have been reissued a couple of time on long-play albums
representing the early history of jazz.
Spikes says there would have been at least two more tunes by Ory’s
band but they were destroyed in the Mojave Desert. “In those days you
recorded on a piece of wax a couple of inches think, it looked like a big
piece of soap. Nordskog lost a couple of them in the desert on the way back
to New York,” says Spikes. In 1921 there was no way to make records on
the West Coast.
The Nordskog-Spikes recording venture was never repeated, probably
due to the dispute over whose idea the whole thing was in the first place.
Each man claimed to have originated the project, and in later years Kid Ory
got into the argument by saying that it was all his idea.
“We never did any more recording after Ory,” recalls Spikes. “He got
a job somewhere else and the records were just selling OK. I might have
done more recording if there was anyone else in town with a recording
machine.
Nordskog went on to establish the first record company on the Pacific
Coast. He brought six hydraulic presses and electroplating equipment into a
Santa Monica office. Many of the popular bands in the West made their first
records for Nordskog in those early years. He had little to do with jazz after
the Ory sessions.
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Twenty-five years after making the first jazz recording by black
musicians, Kid Ory recalled the occasion for an interviewer:
“We made six sides so quickly we didn’t know who was there,
playing each tune just once. We didn’t get excited. We got fifteen dollars or
twenty dollars apiece and expenses for traveling. I got a four dollar royalty
check from ‘Ory’s Creole Trombone.”
Kid Ory was already thirty-two when he made the records for Spikes
in 1921. When he left New Orleans for California two years earlier, Ory was
well on his way to being recognized as the best trombone player in what was
then the only jazz style. Kid Ory left Los Angeles in the mid-1920s to
become the most influential traditional trombonist. He also gained an
international reputation. One of the best known of all Dixieland tunes,
“Muskrat Ramble,” was written by Ory during that first visit to California.
Spikes did not see much of Ory after the trombonist left California.
He recalls:
“Kid Ory was a very nice fella. He stayed around for a few years; in
fact, I hired him for my Dreamland Café in about 1920. That’s how come he
made the records. Ory was tickled to death to make the recordings.”
Rehearsals for the historic record session were held in the Spikes
brothers’ music store, and that’s where most of the records were sold.
Reb recalls that:
“We didn’t know what to do with records in those days. We didn’t
have a distributor and once the word got out we sold four to five thousand
copies right in our store. A few orders came from other cities. I think
Phoenix was one. It didn’t amount to much. Maybe if we knew what
recordings were going to be, we could have made a million dollars.”
The Spikes brothers kept their store until the Depression forced them
to close. Over the years they were much more successful as composers,
especially with a tune called “Someday Sweetheart” which still brings a
periodic royalty check. (See page ___ for score of the piece)
Reb survived his brother Johnny and lived in a modest four-plex
building in Los Angeles. There are no visible signs of his jazz background in
the apartment, but Reb Spikes has a small collection of memorabilia – which
sadly does not include a copy of the original Kid Ory record – and an
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excellent memory to remind him of his unique contribution to the history of
jazz.
For the Record: Spikes’ Seven Pods of Pepper Orchestra, also
known as Kid Ory’s Sunshine Orchestra, included Kid Ory-trombone, Mutt
Carey-cornet, Dink Johnson-clarinet, Fred Washington-piano, Ed Garlandbass, Ben Borders-drums. The recording was made in June 1921 and issued
on the Sunshine label. It has been reissued in long playing albums on the
folkways and Arcadia labels.”
The Magazine “Ragtime” of Sept 1971 had an article on Reb Spikes
written by Dave Bourne:
“Mr. Bettinelli’s article was just what I needed to encourage me to
finally visit with Reb Spikes, a visit I’d been planning for some months.
Reb, at 83 years old, is as lucid and sharp as ever. Handsome, and gray
haired, his younger pictures look surprisingly similar to Jelly Roll Morton.
Reb lives in the “Sugar Hill” section of Los Angeles, near West Adams
Blvd., with numerous fine old mansions and manicured lawns. To get right
to the point, we’ll begin with the “Sheffield Blues” recording and then
digress into Reb’s historic background.
At the time of the recording, Reb’s band was playing at the American
Legion Hall.
“We’d call it the Legion Club Band - if we were playing there. If we
went out somewhere, we’d call it something else.”
Bourne then asked him about the trumpet and piano player.
“That was Russell Masingale, (on trumpet) and Gene Wright on
piano.”
A phone call to George Orendorff earlier that week had confirmed
that he was not on the recording, but was in fact in Chicago in 1924.
On sax was a man named Calhoun.
“Calhoun is not here (in the picture), ‘cause he didn’t play with me
regular. That day I just got him to fill in on the session. I was playing sax,
but I didn’t play the solos. Calhoun was there, I never was a ‘hot’ man. I
don’t know. I just couldn’t get into that mood. Now I’ve had some of the
hottest players you could get with me – but I never did play it. I always
layed the lead, when it was straight. Then when I’d turn ‘em loose, I’d turn
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loose the ‘hot’ men. I was smart enough not to mess up my own band. I
knew that I couldn’t do it so I hired those kind of men, like Les Hite, Billy
Strong and Adam Mitchell.
Sheffield was a big policeman here. You see it’s supposed to be a raid
on a bootleg joint. Back in the 20’s, we used to have bootlegging joints and
at 3 or 4 o’clock in the morning, all the musicians, when they got off work
would go ‘round those places, just for the fun of it. He, (Sheffield) used to
make the raids all the time. He would break in these places and raid them.
You know, Sheffield was a big friend of mine. He was always crazy about
musicians. He’d make these raids, and when the musicians were there he’d
tell ‘em ‘You Go Home, and he’d put everybody else in jail…Sheffield used
to say, when he’d raid, “Every tub. I’m gonna take every tub, Line up. I’m
gonna take every tub.” We were representing him breaking in. The wind off
at the end of that record plays “It Had to be You’ and that was what he used
to say, “Well brother, it had to be you” and then he’d put ‘em all in jail.
When they finally caught up with him doing all the stealing and
everything, they had the record and played it in court to try and convict him.
We actually went to the studio to play another tune, and when we got
there, the band that was playing on Catalina Island, you know, at the big
dance hall over there, they were makin’ (sic: playing the tune Reb’s group
was going to do) it when we got there out at this Hollywood studio. So they
said, “What the hell we gonna do now?” We had practiced and got our licks
and things down, you know, so I said, “Well, I don’t know.”
Reb next disappeared in the back of his spacious home and reappeared
with a copy of the record in question. I must say that the record appeared as
though it had never been played before, which should say enough about its
clarity. The first words spoken are “who is it?” the next line is “This is
Officer Sheffield, Every tub.” Then someone else says “Oh! Oh! Go pour it
in the sink.” At the end of the record are the words, “Come on, here’s the
wagon.” The first 4 or 5 notes of “It Had to be You” are evident in the
closing of the tune.
Considering the clarity of the recording that I heard, and considering
especially the factual background regarding Officer Sheffield, I think it
would take a creative imagination, working overtime, to hear the words
“Jelly Roll from Sheffield.” While I appreciate the zeal of any and all Jelly
Roll fanatics (as I myself, am one) I feel that this should set the record
straight.
Part II
Another point brought out by Mr. Bettinelli’s article was that a
recording of “Carolina Shout” by the Jimmy Johnson Boys was “the first
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title) circa October 1921) ever recorded by a small jazz unit, despite the
prevalent assumption that the honor corresponded to a Kid Ory unit, which
only recorded some nine months later!”
Possibly semantics enters the discussion at this point. The argument
seems to be involving being “first.” Obviously the first recording by “a small
jazz unit” was not Ory or Jimmy Johnson, as the ODJB recording of 1917
will attest.
The Ory unit is supposed to be the first group of New Orleans
musicians to record. The recordings were made in 1921, even before the
historic King Oliver sides of 1922.
Mr. Bettinelli has a date of “about October 1921” for the Johnson
recording, saying Ory recorded 9 months later, which would make it 1922.
The validity of his presumption, date-wise, is of course open to question, and
is most probably incorrect. Even if the Johnson recording preceded the Ory
date, it wouldn’t alter the fact that the Ory unit would still be the first group
of New Orleans musicians to record.
Reb continues, “I made some of the first records ever made in the
State of California with Kid Ory. I made records with him in 1921. I had my
own label, the Sunshine Label. It was Ory’s band. You see, I had a nightclub
at that time and Ory and Mutt and them was laying in the nightclub. All of
‘em were from New Orleans. Mutt Carey was trumpet, a little fella named
Wade Whaley was on clarinet. Montudie (Ed Garland) was on bass.”
Actually Wade Whaley was out of town at the time the records were
cut, so Dink Johnson, a drummer at the time, filled in on clarinet. Dink later
became Jelly Roll Morton’s brother-in-law and a very competent piano
player.
There was a fella out in Santa Monica that had a recording outfit. He
was a big singer around town. I heard about him and I went out there. He
was making test records for singers. So I thought that was a pretty good idea
and I got him to make some records with Mutt and them. He just had the old
fashioned machine with the great big horn like you used to see with the dog.
So when we wanted to play loud you walked up and when you wanted to
play soft, you’d back further away. They never had volume controls. We
made several records and I had to take them all the way to New York to get
‘em pressed and mastered. We made them on great big thick wax. We lost
some of them goin’ through the desert. The wax melted. My agreement was
that I had to buy 5000 of ‘em. That New Orleans Jazz was really going
pretty good then.”
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“Oliver hadn’t made any recordings yet and when I took these records
back to New York, I was talking to Louie, and he was in Oliver’s band, you
know, and he told me, He says, “Someday I’m gonna be on records!”
Part III
“I was born in Dallas, Texas. My people were musicians. I played
saxophone and a little clarinet. In the Army I played trombone. My people
moved out here (Los Angeles) in 1898.”
One of the first New Orleans bands to travel was Freddie Keppard.
Reb recalls seeing him in 1907 while the band was en route to California.
“I was working in a whore house in Bisbee, Arizona when they came
through there. I was tendin’ bar. They came through there barnstorming on
their way to California. They’d play an hour or so in this house and pick up
all the change they could get. There must have been 15 or 20 whore houses
up there, and they’d go from one to another.”
I knew Jelly Roll before he even came out here. I’m the cause of him
coming out here. When I first met Jelly Roll, he was doing black face
comedy. He was blackin’ all up and he and his wife was doing and act. My
brother and I were runnin’ a theater in Muskogee, Oklahoma, (c. 1911) when
Jelly came into town. Later we had got with a little show called McCabe’s
Troubadours and I got ‘em to send for Jelly Roll and his wife and he came
over and worked a while. He could play so much piano that they let him go
and play the piano before the show.” (Another piano player, a girl,
accompanied the show.)
“I went to ‘Frisco’ in 1915 and got a job playing with the So Different
Orchestra. That’s the band that was so popular in those days. We also played
out at Watts, when Rudolph Valentino was dancing with us, and Mike
Lyman and Harry Richmond was singing with us out there. You know in
1916 and 1917 they didn’t allow any liquor in Los Angeles. So there were 4
or 5 big white nightclubs that were located out in Watts. We used to play for
Charlie Chaplin, Fatty Arbuckle, Wallace Reid, Rudolph Valentino and his
partner were doing exhibition dancing. Cliff Friend (‘Just a Baby’s Prayer at
Twilight’) used to sing out there.
I got out of the Army of 1919 and went to ‘Frisco’ and played the
‘Canary Cottage’ out there on the beach…a 6 month contract…then we went
over to Oakland and played 3 or 4 months. Then we came on home (to L.A.)
and my brother and I and a fella named Sid Carter opened a music store, and
we also opened a nightclub. We published a lot of our own music. You
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know, we wrote a lot of stuff with Jelly Roll, ‘Wolverine Blues,’ ‘Froggie
Moore,’…the ‘Pearls.
You see when I got out of the Army and came up to ‘Frisco’, Jelly
played piano with us up there. Then he came down here and was playing
around. Jelly Roll wrote most of the music for his own tunes. We’d
straighten some of them out and wrote the lyrics. We were just playing
around and he jumps up and leaves town. He went back East and he was a
sensation because the music had beat him there. ‘Wolverine’ was getting
popular. Oliver had made it. Everybody had made it. He’d say, “I’m Jelly
Roll. I wrote ‘Wolverine.’ You know he was a big braggar. He’d talk up a
breeze. He was gonna sue ASCAP…said they were stealin’ his stuff. Duke
Ellington was stealin’ his stuff. Everybody was stealin’ his stuff. Anyway,
he got to be a big shot, back there then.”
Bourne asked Reb about his name not being on the copyright of the
“Pearls”:
“Well, we didn’t get any credit for that. I just don’t like to mention
those things. People will say you’re lying and this and that, so I just forget
about it. It's like "Alexander's Ragtime Band.” Billy McClaine…he was an
old minstrel man in the 80s and 90s, told me that he wrote “Alexander’s
Ragtime Band.” When we were running the theater in Muskogee, he came
through doing comedy. He wrote several stories which we put on.”
Reb and his brother John enjoyed great success as song-writers. Their
most memorable tune was undoubtedly, “Someday Sweetheart.” Their music
store was an equally smashing success.
Reb’s music store was the headquarters for all Negro musicians. I
used to furnish all the music for the motion pictures…anything they wanted,
they’d call Spikes’ Music Company. I used to play for private dances.
Sometimes I’d send out 3 or 4 bands a night.” (Some of the private parties
were for Charlie Chaplin, Basil Rathbone, Fatty Arbuckle, and the like.)
The white stores downtown wouldn’t handle any of the Negro
records. They thought they were smutty records, like Ethel Waters and
Bessie Smith singin’ “Go Back Where You Stayed Last Night” and “Easy
Rider’s got My Tongue,” and all the different kind of blues and things.
They’d refer people to us. I used to have Mary Pickford down there,
Wallace Reid, and all the big stars came down there with their big
chauffeurs’ on Central Avenue. I used to load ‘em up. It was new to them.
The records that I had in there would be 6 or 8 months old. All the Negroes
in the neighborhood had them. But they’d (the white folks) never heard of
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them. They’d buy 3 or 4 of one kind. They’d buy one for the studio, one for
their home, and one for a friend. They’d sometimes buy 50, 60, or 70
records at a time. I used to give ‘em all the stuff that was quite old to me but
was all new to them.”
You take around 1923 or 1924 when all the Negro records were so
famous…I’d use to get 5 or 600 records in the morning. I’d get ‘em from
New York, and I’d put a sign in the window; “Ethel Waters New Record in
Town Today!…it was the first time I’d ever seen people line up like they
was going into a theater. Sister would be on the cash register and I’d be
putting them in the bag. In 2 or 3 hours I wouldn’t have any. It would take
me 2 or 3 weeks to get any more. I used to get a little quicker deal
sometimes. Old Handy, (W. C.) used to get ‘em quicker. I’d write him a
letter and tell him as fast as they’d come out to send them to me, and he’d
get 3, 4, or 5 hundred and put ‘em right on the express. Where if you’d call
the record company, they had to furnish all their big customers first and you
might not get any, that pressing might run out.”
Bourne asked Reb if he had remained a friend of Jelly Roll through
the years:
“You know when he died, we was planning on opening up a
publishing house in Hollywood. He came home and we had all our plans set
and doggone, he died. It was just he and I. My brother had moved out of the
city. I wasn’t doing anything and Jelly drove into town and called me. ‘What
you doing?’ and I said that I ain’t doin’ nothing, just goin’ along. So he
came over and picked me up and we went out to BMI which was just
forming. They took us in and wanted us to go with them, but we were both
with ASCAP. They wanted Jelly Roll bad and so we told them we was
gonna’ open a publishing house, just us, so doggone, a week or 2 or 3 after,
Jelly Roll got sick and died.
Spikes’ brothers’ music store closed during depression and Reb
recalls Dave Stuart coming to buy out all of his old stock which he had
stored in the garage. Reb recalls that during the depression he was glad to
get the 20 cents apiece that Stuart paid him. Stuart later founded the “Jazz
Man” Record Shop which is still going strong with Don Brown at the helm.”

Reb's Later Years
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Reb went into the real estate business about 1950 and stayed in it until
his retirement in 1962. He recently lost the sight of one eye to some cataract
problems and is recovering presently from surgery on his other eye. Both
times I visited Reb, his wife of 19 years was absent. She was, I found out,
busily canvassing signatures for some ballot propositions. In 1980 Reb had
been married for 25 years to his wife Hallie. Reb called her “Preacher.”
When they met she was teaching Bible Class at church and Reb always
called her “Preacher” after that.
Reb had a child but not by Hattie. His name is Robert. He lives in Los
Angeles. Robert is not involved in the music business. He was working at
the time of the interview for the Alcoa Aluminum. He had been working
there since he was 16 or 17. He went to war and came back and continued to
work at Alcoa. He always worked at night and gets off seven in the morning.
Only job he’s ever had.
Reb had been working on a movie scenario with some music in it. It
sounded to me like a pretty active ‘retirement’. So at 83, Reb Spikes
remembers a remarkable career, including Officer Sheffield, and Jelly Roll
Morton.
We find an article about Reb Spikes in the May 27th, 1972 issue of the
Los Angeles Times:
“In a memento filled apartment on a quiet, grass-sidewalked street in
Los Angeles there lives a man who could reminisce endlessly and
fascinatingly, on any talk show, about the music scene in Los Angeles clear
back to the early years of this century.
“But I’ve never been on TV,” says Benjamin (Reb) Spikes. “Just
about everything else in show business, but never television.”
Reb Spikes is a name you know, if you read your old record labels, as
half of the Spikes Brothers. He and brother John, who died in 1955, shared
ASCAP credit for “Someday Sweetheart,” on which the list of recordings
(Armstrong, Basie, Bing, Dorsey, Goodman – and others) stretches back a
half century to the original version by Alberta Hunter, for whom William
Grant Still wrote the arrangement.
Reb carries himself well and speaks proudly of the firsts he achieved,
detailing them with lucidity not common in a man of 83. He has been a
musician, composer, publisher, agent, store owner, realtor, impresario; you
could call him the first major black capitalist ever associated with pop music
and jazz.
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When his family moved to Los Angeles from his native Dallas in
1898, he stood on street corners selling the Los Angeles Times. At 13 he
worked for a tailor shop that pressed Times owner Gen. Harrison Gray Otis’
clothes every morning.
Though his two brothers and two sisters went to college, Reb’s
schooling was sporadic. But the whole family was musical; one sister
became a concert pianist. Reb learned sax and clarinet, John took up the
trumpet. By 1907 they and a third brother, Richard, who played trombone
and guitar, put together a revue, the Spikes Bros. Comedy Show.
“Richard didn’t stay with music long. He became a barber by day and
an inventor by night. With his inventions – an automobile stick shift, the rear
stoplight, all kinds of devices for cars and trains – he made $400,000; but he
was always giving his money away or spending it on the next invention, and
he died poor. All inventors are kooks, you know.
John and I had a little circuit and toured Arizona every year,
headquartering in Douglas, Ariz. One day in 1910 a carnival stopped over. A
young girl who was singing and dancing in the carnival left to join our show.
Her name was Hattie McDaniel.”
The brothers were running a theater in Muskogee, Okla., when Jelly
Roll Morton drifted into town. Jelly wasn’t playing piano then. He was
blacking his face for minstrel work, doing comedy. We left town together,
with McCabe’s Troubadours. Pretty soon Jelly, who was always a great
braggart, was telling the pianist what to do, and he played so much piano
they finally let him do the show, along with his minstrel routines.”
The Morton-Spikes friendship led to several profitable collaborations.
Reb and John added lyrics to Jelly’s “Wolverine Blues,” a Dixieland
standard to this day.
Tiring of the road, the Spikes’ moved to San Francisco, where they
led the So Different Band at the So Different Café. Reb says, “I was billed as
“The World’s Greatest Saxophonist,” and we had the best band in the
country; so good that in 1917 Baron Long, who was running a cabaret in
Watts, heard us and canceled the Original Dixieland Jazz Band so he could
use us instead.” At Baron Long’s, Rudolph Valentino was an obscure
exhibition dancer; the headlined entertainer was Harry Richman.
Los Angeles, it seemed, could be a fertile stomping ground for an
enterprising black man just after World War I. Settling there permanently in
1919, the brothers opened the Dreamland Café and other restaurants and
clubs, as well as a music store on Central Avenue.
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“Our store became a headquarters for Negro musicians. Before long
we were supplying bands for the silent movie studios – you know, “Heart
and Flowers’ when Cecil B. DeMille wanted a sad scene, things like that.
We were paid $2.50 a day. Then the stars began hiring us for parties;
Chaplin. Wallace Reid, Fatty Arbuckle. We just somehow grew into a talent
agency; we might have 7 or 8 bands out working for us on the same night.”
The growing market for black blues (white stars in chauffeured
limousines came by to stock up on “dirty” Race records which the white
shops would not sell) convinced Reb and John that in addition to importing
from the East, they ought to try some waxing of their own.
Reb spoke of the famous recording session again:
“A singer named Nordskog had a recording machine at his home in
Santa Monica. Kid Ory, who had moved west from New Orleans, was
working in one of our cafes, so we recorded his band.”
Released in 1921, “Ory’s Creole Trombone” on Sunshine Records had
Papa Mutt Carey on cornet; the bass player was Ed. “Montudie” Garland,
who at 77 is still playing gigs in Los Angeles. This was the first record by
black jazzmen ever released, and probably the first phonograph record of
any kind produced in California.”
Stopping off in Chicago on a promotional tour, Reb caught King
Oliver’s band. One Oliver sideman, intrigued by the recording project said,
“Reb, some day I’m gonna be on records too!” This was a classic
understatement, though it would be two years before the first records were
released in which Louis Armstrong was heard – as second cornetist in the
Oliver band.
“We made several other records,” Reb Spikes recalls, “but the wax
masters had to be shipped east for processing, and going through the heat of
the desert they melted. We had to scrap them.”
Sunshine Records soon went into a total eclipse, but before long the
Spikes’s were riding high with “Someday Sweetheart” royalties; a
publishing house of their own that put out some blazing blues; and a band
called the Majors and Minors, heard for several years at the Follies Theater
on Main St. Ivie Anderson, who later was with Duke Ellington for 10 years,
sang and danced with that band. We made a little history at the Follies; it
was the first time a colored group had been featured in a white show.
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Reb, in the Rutgers interview remarked:
“In 1924 the brothers wrote the score for “Stepping High.” Reaching
into a huge pile of memorabilia, Reb showed me the souvenir program. The
title number was billed as “Sung by Mary Richard and Dusky Beauty
chorus.” The role of Elder was played by one Eddie Anderson. “Yes,” said
Reb, “this was Rochester’s first appearance in a show. By this time brother
Johnny was losing his eyesight. “He couldn’t get around much, so he opened
a studio and instructed a lot of fine musicians. Then in 1927 Warner Bros.
sent for me. With my band and 8 or 10 acts, we made a 45-minute sound
picture called “Reb Spikes and his Follies Entertainers.” That was in the
Vitaphone series, and it came out before “The Jazz Singer.” When it opened,
my name was on a big banner across Main St. Of course, since the sound
was recorded separately on disc it was continually going out of sync. Many
years later I tried to get a print of the film, but they told me it had been sold
for TV along with 500 others, and today there’s no trace of it.”
Always alert for new work channels and new talent, Reb Spikes sent
to Chicago for a teen-aged drummer recommended to him by Les Hite:
“That was Lionel Hampton, and he was already doubling on
xylophone. Later, Hite had his own band, with Lionel on drums, and that
was the group Louis Armstrong fronted at Sebastien’s Cotton Club in Culver
City.”
Everything fell apart for the Spikes Brothers during the Depression
years. John’s eyes failed completely, though he still wrote music. By 1931,
when Reb laid aside his saxophone, the brothers had closed the shop, selling
off their record stock at 20 cents a disc. A long siege of illness sidelined Reb
for years. The golden sunshine touch had gone; no longer did he have songs
or ideas whose time had come. In 1941 he and Jelly Roll, who had moved to
California to regain his fragile health, made plans for a publishing company.
“Everything looked good; Jelly was all excited about it. Then just as we
were ready to start, a couple of weeks later, doggone, Jelly got sick and
died.”
Jump, Jive ‘n’ Jam
(Rhythm Town)
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An attempt to revive the record company also aborted, Reb became
involved in a revue, “Jump, Jive ‘n’ Jam.” Six months of rehearsal led to a
two-week run in 1948.
The title of the revue known as “Jump, Jive & Jam” was called
“Rhythm Town.” Reb spoke of this revue:
“I had characters in there named Jump, Jive and Jam – three comics,
but the name of the show was “Rhythm Town.” Just like I’d say that so-andso is the Home of the Blues - or the Home of the Disco. This was “Jump,
Jive & Jam.” That’s what the music they were playin’ then. Ever’body was
jumpin’ or jivin’ and jammin’.”
The Sentinel newspaper of Jan. 17, 1948 read: “McCoy will direct the
17-piece orchestra with “Jump, Jive & Jam.” Reb remarked that: “That’s
what we started to call it – “Jump, Jive & Jam.”
By the time the show opened, it was called “Rhythm Town. Reb and
Clarence Muse ran over the revisions of the script. Muse was a well-known
Hollywood film actor. He was not very involved in the show as Reb stated:
“Well, Muse was trying to get me or somebody to produce it. That’s the way
he got in on it, and he finally…when we done the show, he wasn’t nowhere
around, ‘cause we done it ourselves. Four or five of us and some friends
around there put in a few hundred dollars, and we put the show on ourselves.
It opened at the Beaux Arts Theatre at 8th & Beacon.
We had a nice show…done that bug number in there with ‘em all
dancin’ and it was a sensation, see? But the two weeks of the show that was
when the Los Angeles streetcar strike happened, and by the time the strike
was over, we were broke. ‘Cause the Actors guild made us pay ‘em so much
a week, and the people couldn’t get there (sic: the audience). Everybody
didn’t have a car like they do now. And the audience wasn’t big enough for
us to make money, after two weeks we were broke. We rehearsed three or
four months ‘cause a lot of these people were workin’ people that was in the
show, and we could only rehearse at night. The entire production was under
the supervision of Ray Rovin, Reb Spikes and A. McCoy. Ray Rovin was a
white boy. He hung around up there and he had the program concession. He
was later to pull out when his father died.”
Reb said, “The costumes were done by students over at U. S. C. Eddie
Anderson’s (Rochester) brother and sister were in the show.”
The pre-publicity appeared in local papers and seemed to be well
covered with stories and pictures: (see Page ___ for picture)
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“Rehearsal place for the cast of Jump, Jive & Jam at Music Town in
the center of Los Angeles. In the scrip the various characters where are all
known by musical terms such as syncopation, discord, downbeat, operetta,
two-in-a-bar meet at Rhythm Town.
And, as in the script, most of the cast are youngsters who are taking
their first crack at the stage. So convinced are they of ultimate success that
they have rehearsed in their spare evenings without remuneration.
Their spirit of camaraderie made for unselfishness and mutual
admiration – if even one of them reaches stardom, they feel their labors will
be a success. Typical members of the cast are:
*Dave Anderson, younger brother of Eddie “Rochester” Anderson,
who is making his first stage appearance as syncopation, the leading comic.
Zelda Anderson, a sister of Rochester, is also in the musical along with a
sprinkling of other relatives of the gravel-voiced radio star.
*Gladys Joyce, who has sung spirituals in Aimee Semple
McPhearson’s church and on a USO tour through army camps in 15 states.
She does the beautiful ballad, Seven Seas, in the musical and Muse believes
she will be grabbed by Hollywood producers after the show opens.
*Jean Sides, housewife and daughter of Lawrence Ford of the famous
dance of Ford, Harris and Jones.
*Ralph Jennings, another ex-serviceman who was a member of the
“Singing Soldiers” of the 1873rd Engineers in the south Pacific.
Without finances or equipment, the company is improvising and
getting lots of volunteer help to put the show together. Artist Dixie Warren,
former vaudeville and circus performer, made papier mache bugs for the
“bug number,” laboriously drying them before a small open gas heating
before painting them.
One of the chorus members, a one-time University of Nebraska
engineering student, constructed a trick automobile for one of the sets, which
is considered a clever piece of work.
The producers accidentally met two young Russian architectural
students at the University of Southern California, Satcha and Natacha, who
designed all the sets and costumes, embodying many novel ideas. They
designed sets on rollers, as a laborsaving device, and plastic pillars. Their
costumes are startling in their effect.
The producers brought in two powerful machines and their operators
to make the costumes and the members of the cast helped them.
Typifying a fine spirit among Negro craftsmen, Bill Kay, ceramics
and art graduate, and several other young artists pooled their talents to aid
advertising and promotion of the show.
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Julia M. Stratton, a former WAC, assistant director and secretary to
the producers, solicits financial backing and writes publicity copy.”
Another article in the paper states: (see picture page ---)
“Without benefit of the usual “handkerchiefs” and “cabins” that mark
most Hollywood productions with a Negro cast, Jump, Jive & Jam” is a
strange, confused fantasy that includes a scene based on the Potsdam
conference and a number called Son of the Muses which is billed as another
Ballad For Americans. It tells the hopes of returning soldiers the world over.
Fist-act climax comes in the “Syncopation” number showing the 49
United Nations all dancing together.
Completely missing throughout are conventional stereotypes of the
Negro.
While they are not averse to making money, main purpose of the
producers is to show Hollywood that Negro actors can be presented in
decent roles and to give a promising outlet for the plentiful talent going to
waste on the West Coast for lack of encouragement, training and direction.
Muse, who aside from directing also plays the part of Steve Galli,
patterned after his famous stage role in Swengali. In view of the fact that Los
Angeles and Hollywood are great artistic centers and have the greatest
aggregation of talent in America, Negroes should have their own theatres to
enrich the cultural life of the people in the community and give an important
outlet to the actors. The requirements of this generation demand a theatre
attuned to the day.”
In movie work of almost 20 years, the Baltimore-born lawyer Muse
appeared in Hollywood’s first all Negro picture Hearts in Dixie. He has also
received screen credit for collaborating in writing two films.
The other half of the producing team, “Reb” Spikes, has operated a
music store on Central Avenue for many years. He is best known for his
Someday Sweetheart, made famous by Sophie Tucker.
“Reb” and his brother John C. Spikes, who collaborated on the music
store, were the first Negroes to own a record company in Los Angeles.
Together they wrote the music and lyrics for Steppin’ High four years ago. It
was the first musical comedy produced by Negroes on the West Coast.”
We find another write-up in the Jan. 17, 1946 Los Angeles Sentinel
about Rhythm Town:
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“Jump, Jive and Jam” Will give Local Unknown Talent Change;
Scheduled Early in February. (See page ___ for pictures)
Climaxing several months of planning, organizing and rehearsals,
Clarence Muse, stage, screen and radio luminary, and B. F. “Reb” Spikes,
veteran composer have scheduled the opening of their unique musical
comedy, “Jump, Jive and Jam,” early in February.
The producers declare the show will combine all of the elements of
entertainment in continuity different from any presentation of its kind ever to
be seen on the American stage.
Not Just Another show – Muse told the sentinel last week that
“Jump, Jive and Jam” is not “just another musical show.” Rather, it is the
result of a “tough struggle” for a long time in an attempt to give a promising
outlet to the plentiful talent going to waste for lack of encouragement,
training and direction into the proper channels.
To carry out the project, Muse and Spikes elected Music Town, at
Jefferson and Normandie (convenient to all parts of the city) as a “meeting
house” for aspiring artists. The center is dedicated to overcoming all the
obstacles which confront the aspirant by cooperative effort; and will further
provide unknown talent with a practical vehicle to display their wares and
make a strong bid for success.
The main purpose of the project is to present productions from an
educational and cultural point of view, the producer’s state. However, they
added that whenever a performer warrants it, the proper commercial
arrangement will be made to guarantee their future and prevent exploitation.
They stated further:
Theater Needed – “In view of the fact that Los Angeles and Hollywood is a
great artistic center, and has the greatest aggregation of talent in America, it
should have its own theater to enrich the cultural life of the people in the
community, and give an important outlet to the actors. The requirement of
this generation demand a theatre attuned to the day.” “Jump, Jive & Jam” is
an original, new and progressive musical play, the producers say. It has been
registered with the Screen Writers guild and is fully protected thoroughly.
Principals in Play - Billed as “Jump, Jive & Jam” with Ernest Whitman as
Clef, King and the Captain, and Clarence Muse directing, principals in the
cast of the production are: Shirley Haven as “Operetta”, Dave Anderson
(brother of ‘Rochester’) “Syncopation,” Zelda Anderson, (sister of
‘Rochester”) “Discord,” Bob Johnson (also Leslie Humphrey), “Two-in-ABar,” Robert Jones “Downbeat,” Clarence Muse “Steve Galli,” Austin
McCoy “Four-Four” ( McCoy was the orchestra director), Carmen Davis
“Fast Time,” Gladys Joyce “Whole Note,” Anita Turner “Allegro,” Carmen
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Moreno “Bolero,” De Forrest Covan, Avant Brooks, Clifton Casey as
“Jump, Jive & Jam,” Dion Muse-mayor, Delbert Murray-Termite Man, 12
beautiful Lena Hories, Anita Echols and Richard James, choreography.
The book for the play was done by Muse and Reb Spikes, who
composed all of the lyrics. Collaborating on the music was Reb. Spikes, his
brother, John G. Spikes, and Austin McCoy.
Born in Baltimore, Md. Muse graduated from the city high school and
then received his bachelor of law degree from Dickinson College in
Pennsylvania. Instead of following a legal career, he turned to the theatrical
profession and became a featured performer on stage, circus and vaudeville
circuits.
Began Pictures 1928 - Coming to Hollywood, he began his cinema work in
1928 in “Hearts In Dixie.” Hollywood’s first all-Negro full-length feature.
Muse is also one of the only two Negroes with successful screen plays to
their credit. He collaborated and was technical adviser on RKO’s “Way
down South” in 1939, and later International’s “Broken Strings.”
In the Feb. 20, 1946 VolV-No.19 issue of Cal we find a picture of
Carmen Davis (“Miss Fast-Time”) and a small write-up:

“Caught in Between Rehearsals for “Jump, Jive ‘N’ Jam”
Carmen Davis can be called a ‘trouper’ in the true sense of the word,
as she started her career in show business when she was only five years of
age under “Armold & Charlotte Tamon.” During this time she studied
dancing. Carmen is almost a native Californian in that she was brought to
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Los Angeles, California at the age of nine months, and is a true produce of
the Los Angeles Schools, graduating from Polytechnic H.S. and later
attending Business School. Carmen started first with a business career
working during the war for the Navy Department, and later in the General
Accounting Office. Because of her intense desire for the stage she could not
be content with an office desk. Carmen decided to revive her dancing under
Miss Thelma Robinson (formerly of the Katherine Dunham Dancers).
Carmen is extremely versatile person, and not only does she dance,
having been trained in Ballet, she also has a beautiful voice and has studied
with Joseph Diskay, and at present is studying with Leo Wolf, Voice Stylist
of Hollywood, California in preparation for a picture in one of the major
studios.
From the time Carmen was a child she has known that she wanted a
theatrical career and now the opportunity comes in the MUSICAL
COMEDY “JUMP JIVE ‘N JAM”. In this show Carmen takes the part of
MISS FAST-TIME. A flip little Ballerina who is required to have lithe
movements, grace and beauty…plus the UMPH that only bogs with
youth…she has all of these qualities and more…a talented performer whom
the audience will clamor for more when she does on the light comedy
numbers as a “HEP CHICK” of the village of Rhythm Town.”
In the Feb. 20, 1946 issue of “S.H. Pacific Coast Teller we find 4
pictures and write-up of some of those responsible for the show:
Clarence Muse & Reb Spikes Untiring Efforts Ultimately Succeed;
Big New Show Scheduled For Hollywood Appearance Soon
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“Not just a musical show is what the producers B. F. Reb Spikes and
Clarence Muse declared about their new production, “Jump Jive ‘N’ Jam,”
which will make its debut soon in Hollywood. “Jump Jive and Jam” has
been in rehearsal for several weeks at “Music Town,” Normandy and
Jefferson, where Clarence Muse and Reb Spikes have built up an
organization with ”Music Town” as a center, which they say will give an
outlet to aspiring young actors in the west. This first of the productions will
carry out the objectives of the organization to present performances from an
educational culture point of view. Muse, whose direction of Hall Johnson’s
“Run Lil’ Chillun” several years ago brought him into the limelight is
directing the new show. Persons with talent are urged to contact Dave
Anderson, brother of the famous radio comedian “Rochester” who has one
of the male leads. McCoy will direct the 17-piece orchestra with “Jump Jive
‘N’ Jam”. Muse also wrote the book of the play with Spikes, who composed
all of the lyrics. Austin McCoy, Los Angeles born, and a graduate of
Jefferson High School, collaborated with Reb Spikes and his brother John C.
Spikes on the musical score. Last but not least, Dave Anderson, brother to
“Rochester” plays an outstanding role in the much talked of the new coming
musical “Jump Jive ‘N’ Jam.”
In 1950 Reb went into real estate, remaining active until 1962 when,
he says, he retired. But the retirement has been far from total. “Someday
Sweetheart” and his other copyrights have to be taken care of, as does the
property he still owns.
Prior to his death Reb Spikes, whose heart has belonged to music for
eight decades, had a special preoccupation. He had been working for a year
on a screenplay. “The Heart and Soul of a Slave,” based on the true story of
a woman named Biddy Mason (1818-1893) who became, as Reb himself
became 75 years later, a pioneer black capitalist.
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Biddy Mason was brought here from Mississippi by a plantation
owner and kept in slavery against the laws of California. There was a trial;
she was given her freedom. Working as a nurse, she saved her money and
began to buy property. First a lot at 3rd and Spring Sts. For $250 - $50
down. Later she bought 1st and Broadway, 1st and Los Angeles, 8th and Hill
and many other downtown properties.
She eventually arranged for her former slavemaster, who had fallen on
hard times, to take a job working for a man who, like Biddy, had once been
his slave. When Biddy died she was a very wealthy woman.
Reb recalled:
“It’s an inspirational story. I wrote 10 songs for it, all spirituals. I’m
trying to get a motion picture company interested. It has no nudity, no
bedroom scenes. Just lots of drama and plenty of wholesome comedy.”
Gertrude Gipson’s “Candid comments” a column which appeared in a
local Los Angeles newspaper, has as its subject for August 19, 1976 Reb
Spikes: Music Pioneer:
“Monk Higgins, the noted arranger and musician, called us and
insisted that we make a trip with him and meet a very interesting
gentleman…we’re awful glad we did…there is so much to tell about
Benjamin (Reb) Spikes that we will have to do an entire feature…Reb’s
name has been synonymous in the music industry since the early 20’s and he
has much to show you and hours and hours of conversation. He showed us a
band hotel receipt from Year 1910. He and his brother, John, now deceased,
wrote the popular song, “Someday Sweetheart.” Lionel Hampton was once a
drummer in his band; the late Hattie McDaniels was a member of his
traveling show and his relationship with the late Jelly Roll Morton will
always remain in his book of memoir. Reb has written several screen plays,
two very outstanding ones, “The Biddy Mason Story” and “Stage Coach
Mary,” the story of a black woman stagecoach driver. Like we said, we
could go on and on about this talented man who is not only a songwriter, a
musician, agent, publisher, former record store owner but did very well as a
real estate broker…It was well worth the time we spent visiting.”

Biddy Mason
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In the Spikes interview by Willard, housed at Rutgers Univ. Jazz
Archives, we read that Reb gave up the Real Estate business and retired. He
began writing more songs and even a film play that included 10 spirituals.
This was the “Biddy Mason Story.” Reb said:
“I’ve written several songs and a lot of religious songs and “The
Biddy Mason Story.”
Biddy Mason was one of the founding citizens of Los Angeles and a
former slave who walked here from Georgia. Reb continued:
“Yes, and she drove a herd of 3 or 4 hundred head of sheep. That was
her job. And she was freed after being hidden out in the mountains here for
several hears-three or four years-and they found her and found the group out
there and carried them into court, and she was freed. And from that time on,
she became one of them. I guess you call it “Humanists” because she fed the
poor, took care of the children, and she organized the church in her own
little home and then got money and built another church on 4th and Grand, I
think it was. Then she moved on 1st and Main Street in a building. Then they
got together and built a bigger church, the church is still operating. (The
First African Methodist Episcopal Church of Los Angeles.) I think the
building over there is worth 3 or 4 million now, and the property and
everything, but it all started in that little…but she done so much good and
like that. She visited the sick, and she took care of the prisoners that was in
the jails, carried them sandwiches and sang in a little group of singers and
praying for them on the streets at the gambling houses and everything. She
went in with her little …like a Salvation Army used to do, and I guess she
started all that…”Reb wrote a screenplay about Biddy. Biddy died in the
1890s, around 1892- or 93. I knew her children and her grandchildren and
her great grandchildren. There’s a building right there where that little
houses at Third and Spring Street. It’s called the Owens Building. That was
her grandson. Her daughter married (one of the girls who came here as a
slave) married a fellow named Owens. He and his son came here in an
oxcart from Texas, and he was half white, and his brother was a white man,
and he owned a big grocery store in Oxnard and his son and two daughters
and his wife stopped in Los Angeles. They didn’t go to Oxnard where his
brother was, and they found an old livery stable that was vacant at 1st and
Los Angeles Streets. They opened up the livery stable and he used to buy
horses. He got a contract with the Army, and he’d buy horses for the Army.
Sometimes he’d go far as San Diego and pick up horses all along the way
and come back, get feed and everything form the Army, so he had a pretty
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nice thing going. And when Biddy was in court and they freed her, she
didn’t have a place to go, so he and the judge was friends so he took biddy
and her daughters in his home until they got work and things. And then his
son married one of Biddy’s daughters, and from that on, it was Bob Owens.
Owens used to own the whole block from 6th to 7th on Olive. When visiting
his brother in Oxnard he died there.”
Reb wrote other shows and reviews such as “Rhythm Town,” called
by its description title: “Jump, Jive and Jam,” and Harlemlesque.”
Johnny Spikes
(1882-1957)
Johnny was about 6 years older then Reb, which would make his birth
date in about the year 1882. Johnny was an educated musician. It was
Johnny that taught Reb to play music. When Johnny came home to L.A.
from a tour he formed a team with Reb, Johnny playing the piano and Reb
playing drums. Soon Johnny was teaching Reb to play reed instruments. The
tour took them to many southwestern towns in Arizona, New Mexico and
other states. In Santa Fe Johnny played at the Elks Opera House for the
motion pictures.
Johnny’s eyes began to give him trouble in 1906. Johnny also had
rheumatism. Johnny went to Hot Springs and for a remedy they buried him
in hot mud. This effected his head and eyes and closed the pupils in his eyes.
He then went to Frisco for an eye operation in 1907. After the operation one
eye was damaged and he only had one eye that he could really see with. In
1936 he lost sight in both eyes.
Johnny’s principle instruments were the piano and trumpet. He could
play many other instruments. Reb said he had college training in music.
Johnny and Reb still toured for about 4 or 5 years after his affliction. Part of
their act was playing various instruments such as chimes, marimbas, harps,
saxophones, piano, trumpets, and they would go from one to another. Reb
recalls that “it was the old-fashioned musical act where we’d play about
seven different instruments. They called it “The Meat Market.”
After Johnny went blind in 1936, he mostly gave up the trumpet and
mostly taught piano. Johnny got married after he went blind and he remained
a very happy man until he died in 1955. During the day he would often listen
to the radio and enjoy it. Johnny also continued to write a lot of music,
having someone takes down the notes for him. He had a great sense of
humor and often told jokes which he laughed at more then the listener. He
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had no hard feelings about going blind saying that it was nobody’s fault that
it happened to him.
About 1920 Johnny was playing at a place in Oakland called Cliff’s
Place, playing in a 3 or 4 piece band and played there 6 or 7 months.
Johnny and Reb played for a medicine show owned by a “Doctor”
Ferdon for a few seasons. Ferdon carried a 10 or 12 piece orchestra.
In 1912 we find the two brothers playing for a show called McCabe’s
Troubadours, the show that Jelly Roll Joined for a few months.
In 1919 the brothers opened their music store in Watts. Both brothers
were active in running the store but Reb did most of the business-related
work. Johnny remained active playing music while Reb mostly took care of
the store. Johnny had a small band with a guy named Henderson on
clarinet/tenor sax, Bill Hegamin played the piano; Frank Watts-drums, and
Johnny played the sax and marimbas. Johnny did all the arranging and
orchestration of the music the brothers published and played.
Reb spoke of his older brother in the Willard interview:
“When he was 13 years old he wrote his first number, a big school
march. He started composing, arranging and everything when he was 13
years old. He was a great trumpet player, and a great piano played. He had
several big bands. (Sic: Reb has a picture of the Afro-American Concert
Band)
I told you Johnny went blind, and I used to have to lead him on the
stage around. I’d lead him from instrument to instrument, and then he had an
operation, and they put him on the table, and this operation they went down
in there (his eye) and just cut out a piece of his eyeball, They cut it like it
was a “V”. It wasn’t round. They didn’t know much about eye operations in
those days. After that he had to put his music up real close when he played
the piano. When we did the musical act he would stick close to me. He knew
where the instruments were but he didn’t know how close he was to them.
He knew the position they were always in, so we’d walk from instrument to
instrument. I’d be guiding him. When he came home, he started a music
school and we opened a music store. I ran the store and he opened in the
morning while I was asleep. If I was out playing that night, my sister would
open the music store the next morning. That went on for 3 or 4 years. In this
school he had a couple of girl bands and a man’s band and he taught ‘em all.
The music school of Johnny’s didn’t have a name. He was just a
music teacher and had all these scholars (sic: students). He taught them
piano, clarinet, saxophone, trumpet and drums. Once or twice a week he’d
have his band rehearsals. If you was one of his students, and I was your
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friend, you’d say, “Come on up and play with us,” and that way, he had his
band. So this band was organized in our music store. That’s how we got
together with this band. You see Paul Howard in this picture? Kid Ory
wasn’t in the band but Mutt was.”
Before Johnny taught Reb to play the drums, Johnny was on the road
as a solo pianist.
At the time of Johnny’s death he was writing an operetta “As You
Sow, So Shall You Reap.” It was never performed.
Stoddard’s book contains some material about Johnny seen through
Reb’s words:
“Johnny’s eyes went bad in 1906. He had rheumatism, and he was
drawn up in a ball-like. They took him to Hot Springs and they buried him in
that hot mud. It drove that misery all up into his head and closed the pupils
in his eyes up - that’s what the doctor said. Then they took him to San
Francisco for an eye operation in 1907. They cut a hole right straight
through his eyes so he could see in the back. After that, one eye was no good
and one was fair. That’s what he had until about 1936 when he lost the other
eye.
Johnny’s main instruments were piano and trumpet, but he could play
a lot of other ones. He played the piano good, and he was a good trumpet
player; he had college trainin' in them. After his eyes failed him, he had to
hold his music right up to his eyes to read it. We traveled for 4 or 5 years
doin' a musical act after he got in that condition. We had chimes, marimbas,
harps, saxophones, piano, trumpets, and we'’ go from one instrument to
another. It was the old-fashioned musical act where we'd play about 7
different instruments.
After Johnny went blind in 1936, he practically gave up the trumpet.
He could still pick it up and play if he wanted to. He went mostly to teachin’
piano. He even got married after he was blind. His wife was nice to him; he
was the happiest man. He knew all of the programs on the radio that he
listened to every day, and he knew what time they come on, and he’d listen
to them. He even wrote a lot of music after that, but he’d have to have
someone take it down for him. He’d tell a joke and laugh harder and longer
than some guy that was perfect. He said it wasn’t nobody’s fault he was
blind, so why have ill feelings. I don’t know if I could do it or not.
Johnny never played the Barbary Coast. He played in Oakland at a
joint that Cliff Ritchie, the singer, had called Cliff’s Place. That was about
1920, and they had a 3 or 4 piece band. He played there 6 or 7 months.
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Johnny died in 1955 when he was eighty-seven, so all those years he was
blind like that. He was a very happy man.
My brother was at the store, too, and he was active in music. He had a
little band around here with a guy named Henderson on clarinet and tenor
sax, Bill Hegamin-he was Lucille Hegamin’s husband before they broke upplayed piano. Frank Watts was the drummer, and Johnny played the sax and
marimbas. Johnny could play nearly all the instruments. He did all the
arrangin’ and orchestration of music we published and played, while I
tended to business. Henderson was older than I am, about 20 years older; he
was about the same age as Johnny. He played with me once in a while, too.
He was a good jazzman for the times of jazz. He played all the old Dixieland
things like Ory and Papa Mutt and all of them. I don’t know where he was
from, but he could read. All we ever called him was Henderson. Bill
Hegamin went on to Shanghai, China, and I guess he died over there.
Johnny lost his sight completely after being hit by a streetcar. That
was in 1932.
Later in the life of the brothers they wrote a couple of musicals
together. One was Steppin’ High,” which ran for about a year and was said
to have made its way to New York. Another show was Rhythm Town.” The
show opened during the streetcar strike and the strike caused its early
closing, as people did not have transportation to get to the location of the
show without streetcars.”
Steppin’ High
Steppin’ High was produced in 1923. The book was by Billy Pierson
and the music and lyrics by Johnny and Reb Spikes. Reb speaks of this
show:
“We really didn’t have any book. Every time we’d bring a song, he’d
write something to bring in the show to fit the song. It was first produced in
Los Angeles. It starred comedian Strawberry Russell. The specialty songs in
the show included: “My Mammy’s Blues,” “Love, Love, Who Do You,
Seem So Hard To hold?” “Drifting Back Home,” Sunshine May,” “What’ll
You Do?” and “You’re Not the Only One That’s Lonesome.” Paul Howard
and the Quality Serenaders went to New York with the show. The show ran
about 2 hours. It played all the way from here to New York. Petrie and
Smith produced the show and it appeared at the Philharmonic Auditorium.
After the show got to New York it wasn’t long before they were back here.”
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Hugh Macbeth interviewed Johnny Spikes on March 3, 1955 and Reb
spoke of Jelly Roll:
“I met Jelly Roll forty years ago, when I was on the road traveling. I
would judge he was somewhere around thirty one years old. I was about his
age at that time. I heard him play the piano and thought he was in a class by
himself. His interpretations were of a sort different from everybody else.
You can generally tell a musician’s character just by the way they emphasize
a melody. As a player and composer, I don’t think we had anybody who
could compare with Jelly.
Jelly Roll was a fellow who liked to be outstanding. He had the
Louisiana touch. Jelly Roll was interested in the race problem. If you wanted
an argument you’d get it out of Jelly on the race problem, but he was fair to
all races, to everybody. He was a Creole, but he also had darker colored
members in his band, too.
He had ability and also dependability. I could depend on anything he
told me, because he’d do just what he said he was going to do.
I remember Jelly Roll in Los Angeles. My brother Reb and I had the
Spikes Brothers’ Music Store. We wrote the words to his Wolverine Blues,
Froggie Moore, and one or two others. Wolverine Blues was my favorite. I
heard him play at the Cadillac Café on Central Avenue. In the early days,
Kid Ory played at the Cadillac.
I never met Jelly Roll’s sisters and I never knew of him having a wife.
I called him just “Jelly” for short, but I always thought the name was a
reflection on him, and felt it didn’t have enough dignity for his ability.
He played both by ear and from notes. He was the greatest improvisor
I ever heard. That’s what made him so different, the way he could take any
number – I think when this whole thing is checked up or down, they’ll find
out that Jelly Roll was one of the truly great musicians.”
Music Publishing
With the record store established and being at the hub of live music it
was a natural step for the Spikes Brothers to move into the publishing
business. Reb stated to MacNic that their first published works were several
of the tunes recorded on their Sunshine Label and they co-operated with
several other musicians to produce some big hits. “Krooked Blues” with
Dink Johnson, “Maybe Some Day,” “When You’re Alone” (both under their
own name) and what was destined to be their biggest hit, “Someday
Sweetheart.” With Jelly Roll Morton they arranged and added lyrics to
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Froggie Moore and Wolverine Blues, and Reb added with a smile that the
royalties from these paid for Jelly’s trip east, when he really got started on
his own recording career. (See Appendix for musical scores.)
When asked about Morton’s claim to have made records with him
about 1918, Reb thought that Jelly didn't’ show up until after this and that
although they often played together he couldn't recall any record date.
“Someday Sweetheart” brought them national fame and dozens of
recordings of the number were made and continue to be made, so that the
royalties continue to flow in. Reb’s own favorite version of the number is
that made by Louis Panico for Decca. (See appendix for a musical score of
“Someday Sweetheart.”)
Reb stated that they only published professional copies of one or two
of Jelly’s things, “Froggie Moore” was one. The piece was first copyrighted
in 1918. Could it be that it was written with the frog pond at Leek’s Lake
acting as the inspiration of the tune? It was about that time that Jelly was
playing in the Leek’s Lake Band.
When a musical vaudeville act that the Spikes were playing in needed
a new comedian they spoke of Jelly. Jelly joined them in Kansas around
1912. “This group named McCabe’s Troubadours,” recalls Reb, “played in
theatres, halls, dining rooms, anywhere that McCabe could get, but not in
tents. …We had a little girl playing the piano. She could read the music so
she could play all the songs and things for the show. But after they heard
jelly play, they wanted him to play the overture. Then he’d come up to do
his blackface comedy act on the stage, and the girl would take over the piano
for the show. Yes, Jelly could read music in those days. We were in Kansas
and Missouri for about nine months but Jelly didn’t stay with McCabe but
three or four months. He corresponded for a while but I didn’t see Jelly
anymore until he came to California…. I came home to California in the last
part of 1913 and pretty soon, in 1914, Jelly came out west. (In 1917 and
1918 all the big night clubs were in Watts, both white and colored clubs,
because you couldn’t sell liquor in Los Angeles. All the movie stars came
down there.
MacNic asked Reb about the Red Spikes’ Majors and Minors
Orchestra recording on Columbia, and he replied that he had taken this
group into the Follies Theater on Main Street where they were featured for
several years. Ivy Anderson was one of the singers in the show. The band
made a little bit of local history since it was the first time that a colored
group had been used in a white show.
Within a few years after arriving in Los Angeles in 1919, Reb’s
Majors’ & Minors Orchestra had joined the elite musical groups of Los
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Angeles (The Black & Tan Orchestra and the Sunnyland Orchestra are two
other L.A. bands in this elite group)
Reb and Brother Johnny were beginning to be a major force on the
black music scene in L.A. and would influence many dimensions of the
music and entertainment industry.
Reb remarked, in the Willard interview, more information when
looking at a picture of the Major and Minor Band:
“On the left at the back that’s William Woodman on Trombone - he’s
now with Teddy Buckner, and Eddie Morgan on the right is the other
trombone player. In the center row we have George Morgan on tuba, George
Bryant and Addison O’Neil on trumpets and Adam “Slocum” Mitchell on
clarinet. I told you about him before. The pianist on the left is a fellow
called, Gordon, I can’t remember his first name, and the banjo player next to
him, now I can’t remember his first name either, but his second name was
Bruce. That’s me in the middle with the baton and William Robinson with
the other banjo. The other pianist is Fritz Webster; he was quite a musician
and could play every instrument you can see there although he couldn’t read
a note of music. He used to do quite a lot of the ‘head’ arrangements for the
band. Oh, I’ve missed one, that’s Lawrence Craig on drums behind
Webster.”
Reb also produced a photograph of Reb’s Legion Club 45’s band and
again was able to identify the men involved. He also possessed a business
card showing the same band without the vocalist and both are reproduced
here. (See page 159)
Johnny had also been active and apart from providing arrangements
for the various bands had gone into partnership with blues singer Lucille
Hegamin’s husband to form the Spikes/Hegamin Band. He also ran a
“Concert Orchestra’ for a time in which Sonny Clay played the drum.
MacNic’s article goes on to say that after the depression both brothers
found things more difficult; Johnny’s eyes were beginning to trouble him
although he still continued to write music, (Sic” Johnny finally went blind)
whilst Reb felt the first effects of the illness which was to limit his activities,
for a time. Most of the 30’s were spent on various promotional activities –
he helped both Les Hite and Lionel Hampton to achieve national fame. By
the mid-40’s he was fully recovered and again launched his Sunshine label,
which apart from the initial release had seen no further issues. This proved
to be a commercial failure, after which Reb tried his hand as a talent scout,
but as he says, “What they play these days isn’t music, in our music you
could always hear the melody going somewhere, but today…”
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In the book “Barbary Coast” an interview with Reb appeared in the
spring of 1998. He stated:
“When I visited San Francisco (ca. 1907) I think they just called the
music ragtime. I wasn’t playin’ music then, I learned later from my brother
Johnny…They could have called their music jazz. It was called jazz music in
1914 when I cam back to San Francisco, because we were called a jazz band
then. I don’t know how the name originated.”
In the Willard interview Reb spoke of the origin of the word jazz.
When asked about when he remembered hearing the term “Jazz” he
remarked:
“I couldn’t tell you that. It didn’t come till after the war. It didn’t
come till after the war was over, and I think the first one, I think James
Reese Europe was the first one that…you know he had the jazz band. He had
a big band in the Army, and when he came back, they’d never had a big
band that played that kind of music, and I think that’s where he started. I
think that’s when they started to calling it jazz then. But before that, it was
called “Ragtime.” And when you played hot stuff, they called it the blues.
But jazz, I don’t think, was started till after the war.
Adam “Slocum” Mitchell
Reb also remarked about the legendary clarinetist Adam “Slocum”
Mitchell:
“Adam Mitchell was kind’a the king of clarinet jazz. He’s the first I
ever heard playin’ that way and the best I ever heard. We all called him
Slocum and I don’t know where or how he got that nickname. I don’t know
if he’s the originator of jazz clarinet but I heard Slocum playin’ jazz in 1907.
He was doin’ all the stuff that you hear Ben Goodman and all those guys
doin’, but he was doin’ it back then. Slocum could whine and cry on that
thing, and do all that blues stuff, he was a sensation, that’s all. …He played
in San Francisco all those years between 1907 and was there when I went
back in 1914.”
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Perhaps the most complete history of the Sunshine recordings is given
in Floyd Levin’s book “Classic Jazz.” Beginning on page 14. Levin
conducted an interview with Reb that stated:
“The brothers had entered the music business during the 1910’s in
Muskogee, Oklahoma, where they operated an open-air playhouse, the
Pastime Theater that featured traveling jazz bands and blues singers. In 1918
the brothers moved to Los Angeles, and the following year they opened the
Spikes Brothers Music Store, which soon became the center of the city’s
black music scene. Eventually the brothers became involved in every facet
of the entertainment business. Their Dreamland Café on Fourth Street was a
Mecca for local musicians. When the Spikes brothers opened their Watts
Amusement park in may 1921, they sent for Jelly Roll Morton, who became
their musical director and star performer. Morton engaged Kid Ory, the
thirty-one year-old trombonist, to appear at the Wayside Café with his
Creole Jazz Band.”
Already successful as retailers and club owners, the brothers decided
to venture into record production. Reb told Levin in 1951 that:
“Back in those days, our store was the only place in Los Angeles
where recordings by black artists could be purchased. As a result, we did a
huge record business. The early blues recordings were quite risqué for that
time. Wealthy Hollywood people would drive up in long limousines and
send their chauffeurs in to ask for “dirty records.” When the local distributor
received a shipment of Mamie Smith or Ma Rainey records, we’d take the
entire lot…a few hours later, they’d all be gone. We were selling as many as
a hundred copies a day of Alberta Hunter’s Black Swan recording of
“Someday Sweetheart,” a song Johnny and I had recently written. We
decided to make our own records to sell in the store.
In the book Central Avenue we read:
“Reb Spikes, who owned the music store at 12th and Central. That was
the only black music store there was. That was the hub of the black
neighborhood at that time. 12th and Central, all through the teens and early
twenties. Reb Spikes wasn’t too much of a player, but he was a good
businessman. He also had a brother by the name of Johnny Spikes.” (Page
40, Marshal Royal interview)
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Medical Studies
We know about Reb’s musical career, but little is known about Reb’s
medical studies. Reb received a certificate from the California State Board
of Medical Examiners. Reb went to medical school. It was on West 7th
Street. It was a school for drugless physicians. Reb remarked:
“We used a lot of medicine but we used it for, like, reducing a tumor
on a woman. I have a tube that I insert in her vagina and the medicine is in
the tube and it flows out and that reduces the tumor; and hemorrhoids and
things like that. We used medicine to reduce them and things but as far as
giving prescriptions. We weren’t allowed to do that. But delivering babies,
we could do that and we give all kinds of other things. You know, diet and
exercise, and then I went over and took chiropractic for about three or four
months to fill in for manipulation. The name for this medical practice is
drugless practitioners. The school was called the Drugless Physicians
College. It was at Westlake Park on West 7th Street. I never practiced
though. I was offered a lot of partnerships to practice but never did. Instead I
opened Music Town. I decided to open Music Town because the music
business began to pick up a little bit around 1940.”
Music Town
Music Town was where Reb had his songwriting service. It was
located at Jefferson and Normandie. It opened around 1942. It was an art
center. Here they wrote songs for people and recorded them. They advertised
in the Chicago Defender and the Pittsburgh Courier. Reb remarked:
“We wrote for people all over the United States. We had a little
recording machine and made a little disc. I’d straighten out the lyrics and
we’d get together on the tune. If the person wanted a little band, we’d get a
one together and a singer, whatever they wanted. We’d make it and send it
to ‘em.”
Reb opened Music Town with Austin McCoy, a former student of
Brother Johnny. McCoy turned out to be a great arranger and piano player
and the pair arranged a lot of music for Noble Sissle when he came to town
and the Duncan sisters when they were showing out in Hollywood. They
opened up a business of doing music for people all over the U.S. They put
big ads in the papers, and the duo got orders for sometimes 10, 12, 15 songs
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a week. People would sent in the words, and the partners put music to it or
people would send in the music and they would put words to it, or their
customer might have an idea, just a bunch of words. Reb and Austin would
make a song out of it and make a record and send it to them. They had our
own little machine that you cut your own little records, and they would send
them a record of the song, and get 10 or 12 dollars for it. They sometimes
did 20 or 30 of them a week. Then Reb rented the hall for dancing up there.
They presented two, three dances a week. During the day various bands
would hold rehearsals there. Les Hite, Ben Carter, and a lot of other bands
used to come up there and rehearse. The center had all of the other activities
- like dancing classes, drama classes and such as that and had several
teachers that were doing that so they were very successful in their endeavors.
In 1942 McCoy got drafted. McCoy came back in 1945 and they stayed
there for about 3 years and then dissolved their partnership. It was then Reb
went into the real estate business.
Reb remembers an art show they had there for a week called “An
American Rhapsody.” On the staff at Music Town were Malcolm Walsh and
Archie Savage-dance directors, Laura Sowman-dramatic arts; also connected
were Horace Willard-radio technique and recording, Maceo B. Sheffieldpublic relations, Norman Siminoff-photograph, Dewey L. Johnson-radio
productions. The business card read: “Spikes Brothers and McCoy’s Music
Town – Music composing, arranging, vocal, recording, dancing, dramatic
art, photography – Benjamin F. ‘Reb’ Spikes, Lyricist, 1480 West Jefferson
Boulevard, corner Normandie, Los Angeles, California – Republic 6211.”
The Vitaphone Endeavor
Reb Spikes Band made a vitaphone film at Warner Brothers in
1927when Reb’s band was performing at the Follies Theater. Byron Foy
came and hired them to make the picture for the Foy brothers. He then
recommended the band very highly for Victor Record Company. A picture
was made with the band which before Al Jolson’s film the “Jazz Singer.”
The picture was about 56 minutes long. The band played 8 or 10 numbers
showing what their band could do. The band had 5 or 6 entertainers, dancers,
and 3 or 4 musical numbers. It was about the same thing they were doing at
the Follies. It was the same performers. At the Follies played for different
performers each week. All the old colored performers that would come in
town nearly were used for a week or so. The band went on every week. They
did a different number – maybe some novelty or somethin’ and then had the
entertainers, and the band played for the entertainer’s right in the middle.
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Just like Lawrence Welk is today. The format of the film made for Warner
Brothers was almost identical to what Lawrence Welk’s Show is on
television now, the band and then specialty acts. And Reb would announce
them just like Welk did. The film was made around July of 1927 and the
Jazz singer was made in the fall of 1927. It took the band about three hours
to make the film.
Time Line of Reb Spikes
1888 – Born Oct. 31, 1888 (Dallas, Texas)
1897 – Moved to Los Angeles. Began to study music (drums) later reeds
1907 –1908 – In San Francisco – (Barbary Coast) Visits brother Tom
1909 – Back in Los Angeles
1910 – Toured the Southwest – In Bisbee, Prescott, Douglas Arizona, and
Globe, Arizona Jan 27, 1910 – later with Dr. Ferdon’s Medicine
Show. Also in Albuquerque, Santa Fe, New Mexico*
1911 – Tulsa, Oklahoma – met Jelly Roll Morton there.
1912 – Kansas (4 months) with McCabe’s Troubadours (Jelly Roll Morton
joins troupe.
1912 – In St. Louis with the “Won’t You Please Come Home bill Bailey
Troubadours.”
1913 – Los Angeles, With Wood Wilson’s Band
1913 – Only Negro owned place in L.A. – the Dreamland (4th & Standard)
1914 – In Frisco for Fair. Played at Sam Kings and Purcells with Sid
LeProtti. Says music was called jazz in Frisco in 1914.
1916 – At Levy’s Tavern (6 weeks)
1916 – Frisco-at Porta La Louvre (8 or 9 months)
1916 – Dreamland in Los Angeles (later called the Plantation and Jazzland.
Played there a portion of the year 1916.
1917 – Feb. - In Honolulu, Hawaii after leaving Longs – 6 monthsAlexander Long Hotel
1917 – Drafted into U.S. Army at stationed in Nogales, Arizona
1919 – Played at Canary Cottage (Beach) (Barbary Coast)
1919 – In Oakland, CA 4 or 5 months (met Jelly Roll Morton there)
1919 – Back to Los Angeles in December when he opened music store and
nightclub and formed Negro Musician’s Union, Booked dance
gigs and movie gigs.
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1919 – Mostly managing musical activities. Only band he had was for 1919
Follies and played at Redondo Beach (5 or 6 months). Also American
Legion band for dances there.
1919 - Pick up bands for 6 or 7 years.
1920 – In July – So Different Orchestra plays at the Black & Tan Club in
Seattle. Also played at the Alhambra.
1920 – In July – So Different Orchestra plays at the Alhambra.
1920 – Met King Oliver at his music store in Watts
1922 – Published “Krooked Blues”
1922 – The Ory Sunshine Recordings.
1923 – Went back east with Ory Band for awhile
1924 – Published “Someday Sweetheart”
1925 – Reb has Lionel Hampton & Les Hite in band at Dreamland (4th &
Standard Sts.)
In the book “The Jazz Revolution,” by Kathy Ogren writes:
“In the Far West, saxophonist Reb Spikes and his brother performed
as the Spikes’ Brothers Novelty Stars in a seven-piece band which traveled
on their “own little circuit’ that went from Bishee, Arizona, to the Mexican
border, Tucson, Phoenix, and “up to Bowie and Stafford and all around.”
Places in L.A.
Cadillac Café
When Jelly Roll came out to Los Angeles he began working at the
Cadillac Café. He had come out on a tourist car on the train and was “dusty
as a boll weevil.” After a couple of days to get his clothes (he actually
worked there with his dirty clothes) he began working at the Cadillac. It was
located on Central Avenue between 5th and 6th Street. Jelly worked there
with a woman singer named Bricktop. Reb stated that:
“Morton mentions Bricktop. He says she was “stuffin” tip money in
her stocking and not sharing it with him and so he tried to turn her in, and
instead, he got fired.”
In “Way out West on Central” Michael Bakan writes about Morton
and the Cadillac. Morton’s autobiography states that:
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“The Cadillac was Morton’s first main gig after he arrived in Los
Angeles in 1917 and the band he played with there initially was composed of
local (at least, non-New Orleans players). The Cadillac was again in bloom.
Of course, the musicians couldn’t play the tunes we could in New Orleans;
they didn’t have the ability. So we had to play what we could – The Russian
Rag, Black and White, Maple Leaf Rag, Liza Jane, Daddy Dear, I’m Crying
For You, Melancholy Baby - these were quite prominent in 1917, if I don’t
get the years mixed up. Then I wrote a tune and called it Cadillac Rag that
we used to do with a singer.”
Kid Ory’s first engagement was also at the Cadillac Café. He sent
word to Louis Armstrong, who was still living in New Orleans at the time, to
come out and join his band. Armstrong declined the offer, so the job was
offered to Mutt Carey, who had been a member of Ory’s band back in New
Orleans. The band also included: Wade Whaley-clarinet, Manuel Manettapiano and Alfred Williams-drums. This job lasted almost a year. This was
the fall of 1919. Levin writes:
“The patrons, unaccustomed to hearing the pure New Orleans sounds,
were astounded by the range, tonal clarity, and sheer swing of Mutt’s
playing. He soon became the most popular member of the band.” Reb
remarked that: “Mutt, who was actually the leader of that band, called the
tunes and set the tempos.”
In Central Avenue sounds we read:
“Morton opened to a full house at the Cadillac and was soon the toast
of the town, at least by his reckoning. He stated: “Then the movie-star trade
began, and we didn’t have anything but movie stars at the Cadillac long as I
stayed there.”
The Black and Tan band also had extended nightly engagements at the
Cadillac, and Paul Howard’s band also played there, and Paul Howard’s
band also played there.
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Dreamland
The Dreamland Café was a nightclub at 4th and Central-across from
Southern Pacific Depot. Reb opened it in 1921. Reb spoke of it in his
Willard interview:
“That’s where Kid Ory and them was playing and the Black and Tan
played there, led by Harry Southard. Carolyn Williams sang there. Paul
Howard was in that band.”
Reb had the club for about a year and a half. When Reb closed the
Dreamland he took the chairs, tables, etc. and opened a place at Leek’s Lake.
Baron Long’s
When Reb left San Fancisco he took a band into Baron Long’s
Tavern. The band played for Rudolph Valentino when he danced there. The
orchestra was known as the “So Different Orchestra” after the place Reb had
played in Frisco. The band included: Clarence Williams on bass (not the
New Orleans Williams), Adam, “Slocum” Mitchell on clarinet, and Reb on
baritone sax. Harry Richman was the singer there. All of the movie stars
came in there: Blanche Sweet, Charlie Chaplin, Fatty Arbuckle, the
Pickfords and all of the oldtimers. They were there every night ‘cause “they
never heard a band like ours, remarked Reb. Al Jolson came in and he liked
the hootchy-kootchy style and that’s what attracted him. Jelly Roll played
there. The Tavern was later named the Plantation Club and then Jazzland.
The Alabam
(Earlier called the Club Apex)
See page 121
The Club Alabam was opened by Reb Spikes and Will Heflin in 1931
shortly after Curtis Mosby closed the club called the Apex. The location was
at 4015 Central Avenue. It was next door to the Dunbar Hotel. They
operated the location for 8 or 9 months. Reb remembers that: “The one thing
we had in there was the Brown-skin Models for awhile. They came through
here. That was Miller’s brother you know. He had the big shows “Runnin’
Wild,” and “Shuffle Along.” The girls were in there 6 or 8 weeks.”
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When asked about the clientele at the Alabam Reb remarked:
“Well, after Mosby left, it was so uncertain, they didn’t have many
white people come down there. And we had big Saturday nights, big
Thursday nights and big Sunday nights, and that was about all. See,
Thursday night, you know, has always been a big night when all the cook
and things are off, and that’s when all the dances were, and then Saturday
and Sunday nights. The rest of the nights are slow, if you make expenses
you’re lucky.”
The Apex was empty for a month or two, nobody was running it at all,
and one would go in there, and if one didn’t make some money quickly you
couldn’t pay rent. During the Depression all you could do is to go and try to
make a club a success, rent it for a few months and see how you come out.
That’s what Spikes and Heflin did.”
Pacific Electric Railroad Company Dance Hall
After Howard left Reb’s Band to form his own Reb got a job at the
PERC Dance Hal in Long Beach. They had a great big dance hall there and
Reb put this big band in there. He used to play for the “Rolly Coas’” (roller
coaster). They had a bandstand there and the band played on Saturday and
Sundays. They’d play for fifteen or twenty minutes. Then stop, get off and
walk around twenty or thirty minutes so the people could ride the roller
coaster. The band would draw a big crowd, and as soon as the crowd got big
enough, they band would quit. Then they had a big dance hall down there
owned by the Pacific Electric Railroad Company. They hired Reb’s band to
go in there and play, so Reb played in there a couple of season and that is
when he sent for Lionel Hampton. Reb had a banjo, sax, drums and piano.
That’s about all Reb said: “‘cause it had a little bandstand about as big as,
you know---up over the ticket office. And the crowds would jam around, and
then we’d quit and everybody’s ride awhile.” This was the roller coaster at
the Long Beach Pike. The band was there between 1922 and 1923. Reb
thought they called the dance hall the Long Beach Pavilion.

Solomon’s Dance Hall
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Solomon’s Dance Hall was located at around Grand and 12th or 9th.
That was a big dance hall and Reb played there afternoon and night. They
had two sessions a day and had 1000s of people there every day. In 1925
Mosby’s Dixieland Blueblowers played there for over 7 months. The band
had Harry Barken-trumpet, Lloyd Allen-trombone, H.L.Brassfieldsaxophone, Henry Starr-piano and Fred Vaughn-banjo.
The Sunnyland Jazz Band – a cooperate group with Charlie Lawrence,
Buster Bailey-piano and James Porter-trumpet played at Solomon’s Penny
Dance Hall at 10th and Grand used a scat singer named Bo Diddly. Reb said
that Diddly was scat singing before Amrstrong.
Mosby’s Dixieland Blueblowers, between 1924-1926 had a regular
engagement playing for an all white-only audience at Solomon’s Dance
Pavilion De Luxe. Variety reported in 1926 that a cowboy band was playing
opposite to Mosby’s band at Solomon’s. James Porter was now in Mosby’s
Band having left the Sunnyland Band to join Mosby at Solomon’s. The
dance hall was frequented by all the sailors, 1000s of sailors went there. It
was a huge place. They’re said to have such a crowd, they had to have
afternoon and evenin’ dances. Solomon made lots of money. They called it a
Penny Dance, but it cost you a nickel or a dime to dance.
Bands in Los Angeles Area
Black & Tan Band – Harry Southard-trombone, Ernest “Nenny” Coycault
and Leon Herriford-trumpets, Paul Howard-sax,
So Different Orchestra – (In Frisco-1915) – Pete-drums, Slocum-cl., Reb
Spikes-Sax, Sidney LeProtti-piano, Gerald Wells, Flute/cl. Williams-Bass
Wood Band - 1913 – Reb Spikes-bary sax, Charlie Wilson-drums, Mathewspromoter, Wood Wilson-banjo/mandolin/leader, Harry Southard-trombone,
Curry-piano
Sam King’s – Frisco – Juicey Payne-piano, Reb Spikes-sax,
Purcell’s – Sid LeProtti-piano, Reb Spikes-sax, Clarence Williams-String
bass, Old Pete (later Huddleson) -drums, Slocum-clarinet, Wellford
So Different Band (Frisico) – Sid LeProtti-piano, Clarence Williams-bass,
Reb Spikes-sax, Slocum-clarinet, Gerald Wells-flute/sax, Old Pete-drums
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Quality Five/Serenaders – Les Hite, Paul Howard, Lawrence Brown, Lionel
Hampton
Sunnyland Orchestra – Clarence Williams-string bass, Charlie Lawrencealto sax, Buster Wilson-piano, Jesse Smith-tenor sax, Ben Borders-drums,
Howard Patrick-banjo, James Porter-cornet, Ashford Hardie-trombone.
Legion Band – Reb Spikes-sax, Eldsworth-drums, Gene Wright-piano, Mar
Shaw-tuba, Russell Massengale-trumpet, Leon White-trombone, Perkinsbanjo.
Spike/Hegamin Band – Johnny Spikes-trumpet/marimba, Hegamin-piano,
Henderson-clarinet/tenor sax, Frank Watts-drums,
Wayside Inn/Leaks Lake – Lil Hardin/Jelly Roll Morton-piano, Kid Orytrombone, Ed Garland-bass, Reb Spikes-sax, Willie Woodman, Dink
Johnson, Jess Smith, Everett Walsh
Kid Ory Band (1922) – Papa Mutt Carey-trumpet, Fred Washington-piano,
Bud Scott-banjo, Boner-sax, Billy butler-tenor sax, Pops Foster-bass. (This
was the Sunshine Record Band)
Follies Band – Reb Spikes-sax, Teddy Buckner-trumpet, Eddie Morgantrombone, George Morgan-tuba, George Bryant & Addison O’Neiltrumpets, Slocum-clarinet, Gordon-piano, William Robinson-banjo, Fritz
Webster-piano, Lawrence Craig-drums
Creole Band - 1917 in Los Angeles – Will Johnson, Coycault, Petit, Frank
Dusen, Wade Whaley, Dink Johnson, Jelly Roll Morton (later Keppard1910)
Oak Leaf Band – J. M. Henderson,
Dixieland Blueblowers (1923) – Curtis Mosby-leader/drums, R. Henry
Starr-piano, Bob Brassfield-sax, Freddie Vaughn-banjo, Harry Barkertrumpet, Lloyd “Country” Allen-trombone
Sonny Clay’s Bands:
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California Poppies – 1923 – Sonny Clay, Ernest Coycault-trumpet, Leon
White-trombone, Leonard Davidson-clarinet, Bob Farrell-alto sax, Johnny
King-tenor sax, Thomas Valentine-banjo, Willie McDaniel-drums.
Dixie Plantation Orchestra – 1926 – Sonny Clay-piano, Ernest Coycaulttrumpet, Woodman-Leonard & Davidson-clarinet, Fitzgerald-banjo,
McDaniels-drums. (In 1926 he added: William Blackeney-trumpet, Baby
Dodds- James Carson-clarinet/tenor sax
Dixie Serenaders: 1931 – Sonny Clay-piano, Doc Hart, James “King Portertrumpets, Leon White-trombone, Davidson, Sherman Williams- clarinet/alto
sax, Carlton Wade-clarinet/tenor sax, Frank Watkins-banjo, Bert Holidaytuba, David Lewis-drums/vocals
Clay Orchestra – 1928 – Sonny Clay-piano, Ernest Coycault & Archie
Lancaster-trumpets, Luther Graven-trombone, Davidson, Dodds, William
Griffin-tenor sax, Rupert Jordan-banjo, Herman Hoy-tuba, David Lewisdrums.
Sid Le Protti Band (“So different Jazz Band”) Frisco-1915 – Clarence
Williams-string bass, Reb Spikes-baritone sax, Adam “Slocum” Mitchellclarinet, Sid LeProtti-piano, Gerald Wells-flute/sax, unknown drummer.
Sid Le Protti Band (1923) Frisco – Roy Tayborn-trombone/baritone, Elliott
Worh - ?, John Terrell-tuba, Unknown banjo , Harry Pierson-drums, Lottie
Brown-singer, Unknown-violin, George Heard-clarinet, Norris Hester-alto
sax.
Barbary Coast Quotes of Reb’s
“Los Angeles had mostly just piano players in the early days before
1923.”
“There wasn’t much music in Los Angeles, I remember, before I went
to Frisco in 1907.”
“Will Johnson came to L.A. in 1907 playing bass with his Creole
Band. He had Ernest Coycault with him on trumpet, Coycault called himself
Johnson because Will and him looked so much alike everybody thought they
were brothers. Will later went to Chicago, but Ernest stayed here ‘til he died.
Dink Johnson came out later on, and he was Will’s brother.”
New Orleans Musicians on the West Coast
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Many New Orleans musicians visited or settled on the West Coast
during the early 1920s. The jazz music scene was shifting to Chicago and
many southern musicians didn’t like the cold weather ‘up north.’ The music
scene in California was beginning to develop in both Los Angeles and San
Francisco. Some returned to New Orleans but others stayed. The ones that
settled on the West Coast played a very important part in the development of
jazz, while many others settled there and took jobs other then in music.
There were some New Orleans musicians that were major contributors
to bringing New Orleans jazz to the West Coast. Those that took a major
role include: Kid Ory, Jelly Roll Morton, Mutt Carey, Ernest Coycault, Tudi
Garland, Pops Foster, Dink Johnson, and in a lesser way King Oliver,
Freddie Keppard, Frank Dusen, Buddy Petit, Joe Darensbourg, Minor Hall,
Willie Humphrey Sr., Ray Lopez, Manuel Manetta, Gus Mueller, Bud Scott,
Wade Whaley, and Alfred Williams and others that took part in the music
scene.
Others are placed on the West Coast but were not as active in the early
1920s. This includes: Henry Brunies, Meritt Brunies, Achile Baquet, Ben
Armant, George Baquet, John Dodds, Baby Dodds, Bob Ferris, Babb Frank,
Huntley Gardette, William Johnson, William Lambert, Thomas LeBlanc,
James Palao, Albert Paddio, Raymond Clem and perhaps others that passed
through or visited the coast for a brief stay.
Thomas “Papa” Mutt Carey
Mutt Carey was one of the primary New Orleans musicians that
settled in Los Angeles. The youngest of 17 children, Carey was born in
Hahnville, Louisiana in 1891. When Carey was young he got to hear the
other legendary trumpets players in New Orleans: Buddy Bolden, Freddie
Keppard, etc. and followed the leading orchestras of New Orleans such as
the Superior. When young he had wanted to be a fireman but through the
encouragement of his brother Jack, who led a band of his own, taught his
younger brother to play the cornet in around 1912. Soon he was playing with
brother Jack’s Band, the Crescent Band. He also began playing with the
Imperial Orchestra, replacing the legendary New Orleans Creole cornetist
Manuel Perez. In 1914 he joined the great Kid Ory Band and began an
almost lifetime association with Ory that lasted until around 1947.
Carey took a tour with the Billy Mack vaudeville troupe around 1917,
leaving Ory’s band to lead the 4-piece musical ensemble that included New
Orleanian Johnny Dodds on clarinet, and pianist Steve Lewis, both well
known musicians in New Orleans. Carey left the tour when it got to Chicago
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and replaced King Oliver at the Dreamland Ballroom in Chicago. He soon
returned to join Ory in New Orleans.
When Kid Ory moved to California he sent for Mutt to join him in the
autumn of 1919. He had secured a job at the Cadillac Café on Central
Avenue. Unaccustomed to hearing the pure New Orleans sounds of Mutt, the
patrons were astonished by his range, his tonal clarity and the sheer swing of
Mutt’s playing. Mutt soon became the most popular member of the band.
Reb Spikes remarked that: “Mutt, who was actually the leader of the band,
called the tunes and set the tempos.” When Reb hired them to play at the
Wayside Café at Leek’s Lake in Watts, CA. The band was billed as Ory’s
Creole Orchestra – the tune “Ory’s Creole Trombone” was a very popular
tune and the notoriety of the tune was used as a drawing card for the band.
But, Mutt led the band. In the park’s advertisements the copy always
included the phrase: “Till Mutt plays ‘Farewell.”
In 1925, when Ory moved to Chicago, Carey took over the Band. The
band was kept busy playing at parties, country clubs, taxi dance halls and
local clubs, which included Frank Sebastian’s Cotton Club in Culver City.
The band included: L. Z. Cooper-piano, Minor Hall-drums, Les Hite-reeds.
Carey formed a big band called the Jeffersonians, who worked regularly in
Hollywood and provided atmospheric music on the silent film set. When the
music business slowed down during the Depression, Carey took a job as a
railroad Pullman porter.
When interviewed by Bill Russell in around 1948 Carey was very
enthusiastic about the success of his recent Century Records release, which
included the Joplin rag “The Entertainer.” He was also pleased with his
appearance in the film New Orleans and his new group called the Mutt
Carey New Orleans Stompers. The band was soon to appear at Don Foster’s
jazz Band Ball series at Pasadena’s American Legion Hall. Carey remarked:
“We always played waltzes, rumbas, tangos, Ellington tunes, anything
requested. WE played a lot of popular current hits – even hillbilly numbers.
On most of our jazz dates, the producers just wanted the old Dixieland
standards. Last year, we worked in San Francisco at the Green Room, in the
basement of the old CIO Union building. The people who came there came
to dance – and we played dance music, popular tunes of the day, like we
used to play in New Orleans years ago. We mixed a few jazz standards into
the program. We were a bit hit.”
Carey left the Ory band after the 1947 Green Room Date, a move that
he never explained.
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The New Orleans Stompers made a very successful debut on May 14,
1948. This band featured pianist Buster Wilson (from Ory’s Creole Jazz
Band) and Bill Perkins playing a twin-necked guitar. The Legion Hall was
filled with Carey’s beautiful tones, with a melodic, rhythmic punch, and
with an exhilarating swing. This turned out to be the bands only appearance.
The band had secured another booking and was scheduled to have another
recording session, in San Francisco, Mutt Carey died suddenly on Sept. 3,
1949.
Sadly, death overtook Carey just as his career was having a great
comeback and hitting its stride. In 1951 the country’s best-selling record
featured Mutt Carey in his prime. When the Record Changer listed its most
popular musicians by instrument Mutt finished 12th, although he was
considered by many to be the most influential New Orleans trumpet player
at the time.
Joe Darensbourg when playing a time with the Ory band talked about
the procedure of the running of the band:
“Ory knocked off the tunes sometimes or he’d let Mutt knock them
off. Once in a while he would let Mutt do a tune and he would be the leader
on that particular number. We played sometimes on the order of the old New
Orleans bands, where we would get on an ensemble deal, play eight or ten
ensemble choruses and then the leader would hit his foot - that means on the
next chorus you going out. That was always the signal, so everybody stops at
the same time. A lot of those old bands didn’t have particular endings for
their tunes. Ory always used to say it’s not the tune you play, it’s the way
you play it. You had to see Ory’s band. Tudi (Garland) bowed his bass and
we had a lot of specialties. Ory’s band never did record as good as it
sounded in person; that band didn’t tell the truth on records.
Mutt Carey’s personality
Darensbourg talks about Carey’s characteristics:
“Each guy in the band had his own special personality. I told you
before, that Papa Mutt was so cheap. We had a job coming up in San
Francisco. A prizefighter had a club on Filmore Street and we were traveling
up in my car to play there. Mutt always used to go round with a big old
thermos liked with coffee when he was going on the road. He liked a lot of
cream, but he never put any in: he’d wait until you stopped to get a drink or
to eat, and then he’d use the sugar and cream, get it free. We stopped at this
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little lunch counter outside Bakersfield. Buster and I wanted a sandwich and
some chili but Mutt seen a bakery across the street where it said “Day-old
do’nuts – Three for 5 cents.” In other words, stale donuts, damn cheap. So
Mutt went and got a paper bag of these donuts. There was half a dozen in
there and he starts using the guy’s sugar and cream. He had a top on his
thermos to use for a cup and he’s chomping on these donuts. He wouldn’t
even give us one. He says, “That’s the way to save money.” Then, the owner
of the counter seen him and says, “Where did you get those donuts?” Mutt
gives him a smart answer and says, “What’s it to you?” The guy says, “I’ll
tell you, you cheap sonofabitch. You using my cream and sugar, you about
the nerviest bastard I ever seen. Is he with you?” Buster said, ‘Hell, no, we
don’t know the bastard.” The guy told Mutt to get the hell out of there and
he says, “I seen a lot of cheap bastards in my life but you take the cake.”
Finally Mutt tells him, “I don’t like your attitude. If the guy had one of them
bush knives or a cleaver he would have killed Mutt.”
Darensbourg related another story about Mutt when they were
working at Paramount Film Studios:
“One of the things I always wanted to do was to work in some kind of
movie. Next to the circus and playing with Louis Armstrong, my biggest
thrill was when Papa Mutt had the call to work in the studios. This was at the
Paramount Studios, that’s still here, right on Melrose Avenue, not far from
the Musician’s Union. It was a movie called The Road to Ruin, with Sally
Eillers and Grant Withers. Of course, this was before the talkies came in.
We’re talking about 1927.
Our scene was a barn dance. We all had to wear overalls and straw
hats like guys wear out in the cotton fields. We actually played music, for
atmosphere. Naturally, it wasn’t recorded. The work was easy; you just
stood by, waiting to be called. That was the monotonous part, waiting all day
for a five-minute scene. You might have all kinds of retakes so you had to be
there. We got something like 40 dollars a day, which was almost a week’s
salary.
Los Angeles was awful prejudiced at that time. They didn’t have a
commissary in Paramount Studios, or, if they did, we didn’t use it. We had
to go across the street to eat at a restaurant. This was Ram and me. They
couldn’t tell what Ram was, and, naturally, I ain’t going to have any
problems with prejudice, so we sit right down and put in our order. The girl
took it and then here come Mutt and Elzie. Mutt couldn’t pass for anything
and Elzie sure couldn’t, he was real dark. Me and Ram got our order and
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was eating but the waitress kept passing Mutt and Elzie by, until Mutt says,
“Hey, young lady! We been waitin’ and we gotta go back and get on the set.
We move actors.” He wanted everybody to know he’s a movie actor. In the
meantime me and Ram got the drift, so Ram says, “You know one thing, I
don’t think they serve coons in here.” Mutt says, “What did you say?” and
Ram answered. “I’m telling you, I don’t think they serve jigs in here. You
better get up from here. You gonna get me and Joe in trouble.” Mutt says,
“To hell with you, if you can eat in here, I can, too.” Then Ram tells him to
go sit somewhere else as he’s bothering us. Mutt says, “I’m gonna fire both
of you bastards when I get outta here.” Then he calls the girl and finally she
comes over and she says, “I’m sorry we’re not allowed to serve colored
people in here. Didn’t you see that sigh up there?” The sign didn’t say “We
don’t serve colored people” but it did say, “We have the right to refuse
service to anyone.” Now at the time they did have a law, they didn’t enforce
it, but you could bring suit against any place that refused you service. Mutt
starts hollering, “Give me a pencil,” and he calls the manager, who won’t
serve him either. Then Elzie came over to us and he wanted a pencil. So
Mutt turns around and tells Elzie, “You black sonofabitch, you get away
from me, you causing all this trouble. They’d have served me but for you.
Then the manager started looking at Ram but, by having that big old straw
hat and being so light and bald-headed, you couldn’t tell anything about him.
What the hell, Ram was through eating by then. The guy had no reason to
question me but he did ask if we was all working together. When I said, yes,
the guy just looked at us. Ram and me laughed so much. This was one of the
funniest incidents that ever happened to me. I was able to continue working
with Papa Mutt every night at the Liberty.”
Darensbourg continued to talk about working with Mutt:
“I went with Papa Mutt. He had Edward Barnett with him, but Barnett
left to go to Honolulu with a bandleader named Johnny Mitchell. I replaced
Barnett for a one-nighter, an extra job on their day off, and started gigging
around Los Angeles until Mutt got a steady job. I never knew Mutt in New
Orleans. I just met him in Los Angeles. We’d all meet on 12th and Central
and, being from Louisiana, we’d talk about Baton Rouge. Old Mutt was
always B. S. about Toots Johnson. He’d say that they’d run Toots out of
town when he came to New Orleans, but I’d remind him that Toots use to
run Ory’s band out of Baton Rouge. You know, just kidding each other.
The first thing Mutt wanted me to do was to come to his house and
learn how to play the blues. He lived on Cheeseboro’ Lane in Boyle Heights,
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that’s where all the Mexican’s lived. Ram Hall used to live with Mutt, rented
a room from him. Mutt was married to a beautiful Spanish women and he
told me “Be sure and bring your lunch, home boy. I ain’t got nobody to
cook, so you can bring me something to eat, too, if you want. Mutt was the
nerviest, the cheekist guy you ever seen in your life. So I went out there and
he wanted to charge me money for lessons. I told him I didn’t need this
damn job that band and he says, “Ok, home boy, you know I’m just kidding
around with you.” Ram says, “B.S., if you’d gave him 50 cents he’d have
took it.”
Mutt was a pretty good trumpet player but he didn’t have much
power, he wasn’t a high-note man. He was fairly good with the wa-wa mute
but he didn’t have a strong enough lip. When I first joined, Mutt was always
calling rehearsals, but we never learned a goddam thing. We played all the
same tunes, anyway. This was before we was working steady, while we was
just gigging around Los Angeles. We’d rehearse at his house and afterwards
he would always talk up a card game. He was ready to start a poker game no
matter where you was, but you had to use his cards. We’d lose every time.
Mutt would win all the money. We found out later that all the cards were
marked. He always carried a couple of decks of marked cards in his trumpet
case. Mutt was crooked than a barrelful of snakes and the biggest B.S. in the
world.
I’d never seen a guy that could put a pack of cigarettes in his pocket,
unopened, and then open it with one hand and take out a single cigarette.
That’s’ what Mutt could do. Every cigarette was his last, so you didn’t ask
him for no cigarette. He’d likely bum one off you with a pocketful of
cigarettes of his own. That’s how cheap he was.
Even so, Mutt was rated as one of your good bandleaders. He got a
job for the band at the Liberty Dance Hall, which was a taxi-dance hall on
East 3rd Street. They called the band Papa Mutt’s Liberty Syncopators, and
the job paid 45 dollars a week. In the band we had Minor Hall on drums, we
called him Ram. Colzie Cooper was the piano player, Frank Pasley was on
banjo and guitar, Leon White played trombone and Leonard “Big Boy”
Davidson played tenor sax, while I played alto and soprano saxes. Leon also
doubled on piano and later on I got a baritone sax. I think it was Frank
(Pasley) that recommended me to Mutt. Frank and I stayed together, he had
an apartment.” First night at Liberty dance hall after we got through playing
Mutt told him, “Look, now I know why they call you Aspirin, I get a
headache every time you play a tune on that damn violin, so forget it. I’m
gonna tell the owner to get Atwell Rose back or we ain’t gonna use no
violin.” So the owner says “I ain’t gonna fire him, my wife would leave me.
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Either you use Aspirin on that violin or you get another job.” (Aspirin was
the wife’s brother, a Filipino. He quit after 2 or 3 weeks. The band did not
use violin after that.
Mutt moved from Cheeseboro’ Lane to a home in Los Angeles and in
the meantime we sent out for Pops Foster, who was in New Orleans, and we
added old Pops doubling on tuba and string bass. Papa Mutt used to call him
fireman George. Elzie Cooper left the band – this was just after we opened at
the taxi-dance hall – and he was replaced by the great piano player and
arranger Alex Hill, who later on went to Chicago, and with Louis wrote a
couple of tunes including “Beau Koo Jack.”
The first time I ever got fired was with Mutt’s Band. I got drunk one
night and overslept. I wake up at 8:00, pajamas on and everything, and we
were supposed to start work at 8:00. I was in such a hurry I put my clothes
on over my pajamas and made out a cock and bull story about the taxi
having an accident. Mutt could see I had a hangover and anyway, you could
see the bottoms of my pajamas. I finished the night but Mutt gave me 2
weeks notice. What made it bad was I told him to go to hell. I bragged that I
could get another job. I had been offered other jobs, like with Sonny Clay or
Paul Howard, but I told Mutt I could go to work with Gus Arnheim, which
was a lot of B.S., and that made him mad. So Frank Pasley said he’d talk to
Mutt about all this.
Well, Charlie Mosley and I had gals that worked at Ida Lewis
Whorehouse. Mutt would see one of the gals Dorothy and start frothing at
the mouth, but she didn’t want anything to do with him. Ida was surprised
when Charlie said “Joe ain’t gonna be playing with us cause Mutt gave him
his 2 weeks notice.” I told them why, so Dorothy says, “You want me to fix
your job up for you? You get that SOB to come up here. Tell him I want to
see him.” Naturally, if I’d told him he’d have smelled a rat, so next evening
Charlie says “By the way, Mutt, I was up at Ida Lewis’ last night and I seen
Dorothy. She was asking about you and said she wanted to see you.” Old
Mutt’s eyes start brigging out and he couldn’t hardly play that night, he was
so excited. So we went up there after work and Dorothy took him in a room.
I still don’t know what she told him or how she kept him from being
suspicious. When he came out he said, “Hello Creole, about that notice, we
don’t want you to leave the band. I just did that to teach you a little lesson, to
make you be on time.” Dorothy had laid some of that plunder on him, you
see. That did it.”
Joe Darensbourg had another story to tell”
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“Ram Hall tried to grow hair (he was bald). He tried some chicken
droppings and had it on his head on the job. Pretty soon Mutt gets suspicious
and says “you guys must have stepped in some crap, got it on your shoes.”
Well we all looked and finally Mutt spotted Ram with this thing on his head.
Everybody started laughing and Mutt got mad. Anyway, he made Ram go to
the bathroom and wash his head. ”Mutt said, “you’ll get us all fired off the
job. Clean it up.”
Joe remembered that during the Depression Mutt had it hard playing
music during that time. Mutt went back to work on the railroad. Oh, he had
it rough in the 1930s. I came back here twice in the 1930s and it was pretty
sad. Still, in those days at the taxi dance hall with Mutt was fun, the most fun
I ever had. See, Mutt himself was a funny guy.”
Joe also remembered about working with Ory and Mutt:
“Ory wasn’t the easiest guy to work for, especially when he was
drunk; Arguments in the band. Mutt was kinda argumentative and there was
always a little undercurrent in the band. I think Mutt figured that it should
have been his band, even when Jimmie Noone had it. Later on he and Ory
fell out and Mutt went back to being a railroad porter. Southern Pacific had a
train that was called the “Argonaut” but it was so slow they called it Sad
Sam. It made all the little stops and took 2 hours to get to San Francisco.
Mutt never came back to the band. Andy Blakeney took over for Mutt.”
Floyd Levin wrote about Mutt’s coming to Los Angeles:
“Ory in 1919 established the Creole Jazz Band and sent for Mutt.
They opened at the Cadillac Café on Central Avenue with Clarinetist Wade
Whaley, pianist Manuel Manetta and Alfred Williams on drums. The job
lasted almost a year.”
In Central Avenue Sounds we read:
“The sound of Papa Mutt’s horn, especially, made a tremendous
impact on Los Angeles audiences.” In the chapter by Lee Young we read:
“The first person I worked with was Papa Mutt Carey. My dad was from
Louisiana. For some reason, the people from Louisiana are very clannish. So
he was holding this audition for a drummer. A guy played, and then another
guy. Then I played. He said, “Hey, boy what is your name?” “Les Young.”
“Who is your dad?” “Willis Young. “Yes, that’s him. You got the job,
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laughing.” Then Papa Mutt ended up bringing my sister as female vocalist.
So we worked on Pico near Georgia Street. I worked quite a little while
there.” Young worked with Mutt in Ory’s band at Larry Potter’s Jade Supper
Club. Young remarked: “I look back, of course, that was just an incredible
moment to consider that on that bandstand was Papa Mutt Carey playing
trumpet.”
Reb Spikes recalls: “When I came back from New York I put a band
in the Culver City Plantation Night club. WE put Mutt and them in there.
Kid Ory and them in there."
Pops Foster traveled to Los Angeles in 1921 to play with Papa Mutt
Carey. Tudi Garland had played with the Carey band that included Kid Ory,
Garland remembers that at this time Carey was playing muted trumpet, a
style in which he was famous.
Bunk Johnson spoke of Carey’s playing: “Mutt Carey was considered
nd
2 only to Joe Oliver as an expert in the imaginative use of mutes of all
kinds. He left New Orleans before Oliver in Billy & Mary Mack’s touring
show, which also included Johnny Dodds. After arriving in Chicago, Mutt
joined a band led by Lawrence Duhe, a clarinetist who had also worked for
Ory before going North with a complete New Orleans group. Mutt stepped
in when Duhe’s cornetist, sugar Johnny South, died of pneumonia, but soon
returned home and asked Oliver to take his place.”
Mutt and Oliver played a concert in San Francisco – a high point
came when, on Maryland, my Maryland. Oliver and Mutt traded phrases
with one another from where each was standing on the stage and the
balcony.
Floyd Levin in his book “Classic Jazz” writes about Carey:
“During the 36 years he blew his horn, Mutt Carey always seemed to
be overshadowed by more flamboyant colleagues who enjoyed wide
acclaim. He was the last of the truly great original New Orleans trumpet
players, a member of a select club that included Buddy Bolden, Freddie
Keppard, Manuel Perez, Bunk Johnson, and Joe Oliver. Yet, except for a
few brief articles written half a century ago, his rightful place in jazz history
has been sadly neglected. This oversight is especially appalling in view of
his many accomplishments.
Mutt was among the first musicians to introduce jazz to audiences in
the North and on the West Coast. He participated in the first recordings and
the first radio broadcasts of authentic black New Orleans jazz in the early
1920s. Three decades later, during the revival era, trumpet players
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throughout the world tried to emulate his elusive sound. Carey favored
muted tones; he and Joe Oliver introduced what he called “freak” sounds.
Those subtle shadings distinguished Mutt Carey’s individual style, coloring
his work in a soft glow of muted pastels. The heat was there, but it boiled
gently beneath the surface. When he occasionally played without the mute,
his open tones were strong and harmonically interesting.
In 1973 – 25 years after his death – Carey’s influence was still being
felt. That year Marvin Hamlisch used a 1902 Scott Joplin rag called “The
entertainers” in the soundtrack for The Sting. Hamlisch based his
arrangement for the piece on Mutt Carey’s 1947 recording of “The
entertainer” for Century Records. When Hamlisch’s soundtrack record was
released by MCA, it achieved gold record status. In large part, then, the great
popularity of ragtime music today is traceable to Mutt Carey’s 1847 Century
recordings.”
While Darensbourgh wrote about how Carey’s playing was not strong,
Tudi Garland remembered the opposite:
“A big smile came over Ed “Tudi” Garland’s face when asked about
the street bands. Remember Mutt Carey? He asked. You remember when
Mutt played with Ory and me here in Los Angeles. At that time, he played
mostly muted trumpet. But in New Orleans, he was a powerful hornsman. I
remember a big parade when Mutt was playing in the Tuxedo Brass Band.
Joe Oliver and I were playing with the Onward Band and we were ahead of
the Tuxedos. Joe could hear that powerful Carey horn behind us and he
dropped out of the band and tossed his cornet in a trashcan and walked into a
pawnshop and bought another horn! Joe improved a lot. He copied some of
Mutt’s tricks and became “King” in New Orleans much later.”
Carey was in the band used by the Orsen Welles radio show. The band
had the following personnel: Tudi Garland-bass, Kid Ory-trombone, Mutt
Carey-trumpet, Jimmie Noone-clarinet, Buster Wilson-piano, Bud Scottguitar and Zutty Singleton-drums.
In the book “Hear Me Talkin’ To Ya” which contains the story of jazz
by the men who made it. Mutt talks about his career and experiences:
“I was the youngest of 17 children in my family – You know, my
brother Jack had the Crescent Band in those days and was a pretty good
trombone player as was my brother John and my brother Milton. Pete and
myself played the trumpet. I was 22 when I started playing the trumpet. Lots
of boys had a head start on me because they began playing earlier, but I
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caught up with them. You see, I first learned the drums but got tired of
packing those drums around, so I switched over to the trumpet. My brother,
Pete, gave me my first lessons on the horn. Later, John taught me also.
I got my first job with Jack Carey’s Crescent Band in 1912. They had
a lot of good bands in those days and a lot of fine musicians playing with
them. I played with almost all of them during my years in New Orleans.
There was Frankie Duson’s Eagle Band. I played with them. Babe
Ridgley had the Tuxedo Band, which I also played with. I played with Kid
Ory’s Band too. Jimmy Brown had the superior Band and I also played with
them. I played with Joe Oliver in a brass band too. Old Joe could really play
his horn.
In my brother Jack’s band Sidney Bechet was playing the clarinet and
Jim Johnson was on bass. Charles Moore was the guitarist and Ernest
Rodgers (or tubby Hall) played drums. (Also in the band was Willie
Humphrey Sr. Wiley King-bass. Then there was my brother Jack and I.
My first job was in Billy Phillip’s place. We played anything we
pleased in that joint; you see there was no class in those places. All they
wanted was continuous music. Man, they had some rough places in
Storyville in those days. A guy would see everything in those joints and it
was all dirty. It was really a hell of a place to work.
Joe Oliver and I were the first to introduce these mutes and things. We
were both freak trumpet men. Some writers claimed I was the first one to use
mutes and buckets, but it wasn’t so. I got to give Joe Oliver credit for
introducing them. Joe could make his horn sound like a holy-roller meeting;
God, what that man could do with his horn! Joe’s band followed me into San
Francisco, and it didn’t go over because I had come there first with cups and
buckets, and the people thought Joe was imitating me. Joe and I used to get a
kick out of that whenever we talked about it. He sure got his laughs from it.
Keppard was the first man I ran into in a band battle, and it was just
my hard luck to run into the King. We had a big audience on the street. It
was on Howard and Villare Streets in New Orleans. The crowd knew I was a
younger musician and they gave me a big hand mostly to encourage me. It
certainly was an experience for me I’ll never forget. Freddie had a lot of
ideas and a big tone too. When he hit a note you knew it was hit. I mean he
had a beautiful tone and he played with so much feeling too.
When I left New Orleans Louis Armstrong was just a beginner. He
had just gotten out of the Waif’s House, and he was a coming trumpet man
then.”
Willie “Pops” Foster also speaks of Mutt:
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“Willie Humphrey Sr. came to Los Angeles and played tenor sax
around Los Angeles with Mutt Carey for 20 years. I worked with Papa Mutt
Carey, a fine New Orleans trumpeter, at the Liberty on 3rd Street east of
Main in Los Angeles. We played the 1-11 Dance Hall near Main and Spring.
We played at night from 6-11:30 PM during the week. Saturday night it was
from 8-1:00am. On Sundays Los Angeles really closed up. The only things
in the streets were police, ambulances and fire trucks. If you wanted to go
out of town you had to get a permit. On Sunday nights the Dance Halls
didn’t open until midnight. In the band we had Kid Ory, Papa Mutt Carey,
Fred Washington-piano, Bud Scott-guitar, Bonner-sax, Billy Butler-sax and
me on string bass and tuba.
In 1927 Papa Mutt came to New Orleans to visit and asked me to go
back to Los Angeles and play with him. I went. Papa Mutt had taken over
Ory’s band and changed the name to the Liberty Syncopators. We played the
Liberty Dance Hall on 3rd between Los Angeles and Main Streets. We had
Minor Hall on drums. We called him “Ram.” Joe Darensbourgh played
clarinet, Leon White, who played drums way early with the Black and Tan
Band, on trombone. Papa Mutt and Jimmy Archer were the funniest guys I
knew.”
Charters mentions Jack Carey’s Tiger Rag:
“Tiger Rag was usually knows as “Nigger #2” by the white musicians
and as “Jack Carey” by the colored. Mutt had gotten the first strain out of a
book of quadrilles, the 2nnd and 3rd strains were worked out by the band to
show off George Boyd, the fine clarinet player and the “tiger” section was
worked out at a rehearsal one afternoon by Jack and Punch when Jack
started making loud slides on a last chorus.”
Charters also mentions the Carey trip to Chicago and his return home
to New Orleans:
“At the Deluxe Café in Chicago in April of 1917, in Duhe’s Band –
when sugar Johnny died of pneumonia in the winter of 1918 Mutt Carey
replaced him. Mutt left without notice, returning to New Orleans and told
Joe Oliver, who was leaving for Chicago for another job, to take over at the
Deluxe. The result was Oliver playing for both bands.”
Charters also had the story of Carey joining the band at Philips place
in New Orleans:
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“Lewis Mathews left the band to play bass in Lala’s Cabaret; Ory
replaced him with Jack Carey’s younger brother mutt. In the fall of 1917
Mutt and Johnny Dodds left for Chicago with a Mack Minstrel show. In the
fall of the year Ory went out to Los Angeles and sent for Mutt."
Charter’s book contains a small bio of Mutt Carey:
“Carey, Thomas “Mutt” Cornet; born 1892, died Sept. 3, 1948 in
San Francisco. Mutt, jack Carey’s younger brother, started as a drummer,
but the drums were too heavy to carry around. He took cornet lessons from
his brother and began playing occasional jobs with the Eagle Band or the
tuxedo Band. In 1913 he joined Jack’s band (Sic the Crescent Band). The
next year he replaced Lewis Mathews in Kid Ory’s band and Punch Miller
replaced him in his brother’s band. Mutt stayed with Ory until the fall of
1917, when the Dodds' boys talked him into a Mack and Mack minstrel
show tour to Chicago.”
Earlier in the year the clarinet player from Ory’s band, Lawrence
Duhe, had taken a band to the Deluxe Café in Chicago with Sugar Johnny
Smith on cornet. It was a hard winter, even by Chicago standards, and sugar
Johnny died of pneumonia. Duhe replaced him with Mutt, but after a few
weeks of the Chicago cold Mutt told Duhe he had to go to his sister’s
wedding in New Orleans, and he returned south. When he got to the city he
told everybody it was so cold in Chicago that nobody would ever get him up
there again. Joe Oliver was on his way to Chicago to take another job, and
Mutt told him to take his place with Duhe.
Mutt worked for a few months with Wade Whaley, then late in 1918
left to join Kid Ory in California. He was such a sensation in San Francisco
with muted effects he had learned from Oliver that Oliver was passed over
as a Mutt Carey imitator when he played in San Francisco a year later. The
band went to Los Angeles and Mutt settled in the city.”
In the Chapter “Way Out West on Central” by Michael B. Bakan we
read:
“Upon arriving in Los Angeles, Ory’s first engagement was at the
Cadillac Café on Central Avenue. He sent word to Louis Armstrong, who
was still living in New Orleans at the time, to come out and join his band.
Armstrong declined the offer, so the job was offered to Mutt Carey, who had
been a member of Ory’s band back in New Orleans. Carey settled in Los
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Angeles and became an important part of the city’s jazz scene through the
1920s, first as a member of Ory’s band and then, after Ory left for Chicago
in 1924, as the leader of his won band, Papa Mutt and His Syncopators.
Carey would certainly have achieved wider fame had he moved on to
Chicago. Most everybody had heard of Joe Oliver and Louis Armstrong, but
few ever heard of Mutt Carey in his prime,” claims Preston Jackson. “Mutt
Carey, in his day, was equal to Joe Oliver. I never will forget Mutt Carey.”
In Albert McCarthy’s book “Big band Jazz” Hsio Wen Shi describes
the “freak” style of Mutt and Oliver:
“The styles of such bands as the Missourians were heavily influenced
by their work in clubs, when they had to back show dancers and singers, as
well as play music for dancing. He commented ‘show bands needed
dramatic qualities that dance bands could ignore, and to create maximum
excitement all these band concentrated their ensemble sound on brass as the
dance bands did around reeds. To satisfy the demand of white customers for
‘low life’, they all adopted the “freak” brass playing of New Orleans
musicians like Oliver and Mutt Carey, using a variety of mutes to produce
strange tonal and expressive effects, and thereby developing what was called
“the jungle style.”
Buddy Petit’s Trip To Los Angeles
Petit led an exciting and interesting life while in New Orleans and
might have made jazz history different if he had accepted Oliver’s offer to
come to Chicago. His legacy might have been quite different if he had gone
to play with Oliver’s band.
But he did accept an offer from Dink Johnson to come to Los
Angeles. Perhaps it was the climate or the circumstances he found himself in
at the time of the offer.
In my book “Under the Influence” I wrote about his trip to Los
Angeles:
“Buddy Petit was one of the earliest New Orleans jazz musicians to
play on the Pacific Coast. When Jelly Roll and Dink Johnson decided to
form a “Dixie style jazz band” in 1917, they sent to New Orleans for Petit,
Frankie Dusen and Wade Whaley. Dusen was an old friend of Jelly’s since
the Eagle Band days of Dusen and Buddy Bolden.
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Jelly and Dink knew their friends would come in “the antiquated”
dress habitual to New Orleans musicians, with their instruments all taped up
to keep them air-tight and Whaley’s clarinet in his back pocket.”
For this reason, they wanted to bring them in secretly, and met them at
the train station in Los Angeles in Johnson’s big MacFarland. (Sic:
automobile) They asked buddy where his cornet was, and he said it was in
his suitcase. Parts of Dusen’s trombone was in his suitcase, the rest wrapped
in newspaper.
“We spirited them away so no one could see them in their tight pants
and box back coats, and brought them to a tailor. They wanted to kill us for
wanting them to change their outmoded clothing for them modern clothes,”
said Morton.
Forming a five-man jazz band, they played a dance hall every
Tuesday night. Then they got a regular job, paying each man $75 at Baron
Long'’ nightclub in Watts. Tips were generous, sometimes doubling the
salary. But in New Orleans, salaries were so low that musicians couldn't
afford to spend much money on food. On most dates they would be fed, but
in spite of this, some would bring their own food in a bucket, and this is
what they did in this elaborate nightclub. They cooked up red beans and rice
in a bucket.
When Jelly and Dink began to kid them about the home cooking,
Dusen and Petit blew up and threatened to kill them if they ever went back
to New Orleans - a threat which neither Morton nor Johnson took seriously.
But the next day the two diehards left town without notice, and went back to
New Orleans.
The Chicago Defender newspaper of Feb. 23, 1918 we read that Jelly
Roll Morton is playing with the Creole Jazz Band in San Diego. “Little
Willie Moorehead, formerly the stage manager of the Moonlight on the
Levee Co., is having fine success with the Creole Jazz Band at San Diego.
The band is composed of: Buddy Petit-cornet, Mack Lewis-clarinet, Jelly
Roll-piano, Dink Johnson-drums and Willie Moorehead-trombone. Some
band, I’ll say.”
Pops Foster writes about Petit in California:
“In those days Watts was known as Leek’s Lake. Frankie Dusen and
his band came out to L.A. in 1922. They had Buddy Petit on trumpet, L.Z.
Cooper on piano, and a little guy named Pills Coycault on clarinet. Pills was
Ernest “Nenny” Coycault’s brother.”
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Another account of Petit’s trip to Los Angeles is given in “Central
Avenue sounds”:
“Petit, Dusen, and Whaley moved to Los Angeles at the invitation of
Morton and Bill Johnson, both of whom were enjoying prosperous careers
and thought it would be a good investment “to bring a real New Orleans
band to the coast in order to build Leek’s Lake up.” Dressed in their sharpest
clothes, Johnson and Morton went to the train station to pick up their old
cronies, riding in Johnson’s very fine MacFarland automobile.”
Morton reports in his autobiography Mister Jelly Roll that:
“We knew they would arrive in the antiquated dress habitual of New
Orleans musicians, their instruments all taped up to keep them airtight and
Whaley’s clarinet in his back pocket…We were afraid somebody would see
them and think they were clowns, so we rushed them to the tailors and put
them in some decent-looking clothes.
But, man, those guys could really play. Petit was second only to
Keppard on the cornet, had tremendous power in all registers and great
ideas. He was a slow reader, but if the tune was played off first, he would
pick up his part so fast no one knew he couldn’t read. And, as for Dusen, he
was the best there was at that time on trombone. So we had a very hot fivepiece band and made plenty money - $75 a night and the tips doubled the
salaries.”
The music and the money may have been great, but Petit, Dusen, and
Whaley, by Morton’s account, could not adjust to the high style of West
Coast living preferred by Jelly Roll, Johnson, and other transplanted New
Orleans musicians. The newly arrived jazz artists would show up for gigs at
Wayside Park (sic: Leek’s Lake) with “a bucket of red beans and rice and
cook it on the job.” Morton and drummer Dink Johnson began to ridicule
their lowbrow band mates mercilessly. “And Buddy and Frankie blew up,”
recalled Morton, “threatened to kill us. Next, day, they left town, without
notice, and went back to New Orleans.” Which shows you never fool with a
New Orleans musician, as he is noted for is hot temper.
The indignant departure of Petit and Dusen took place in 1922 - by
Morton’s reckoning. As Pops Foster remembers it, Dusen did depart Los
Angeles in 1922, but for different reasons than those described by Morton.
According to Foster, it was Dusen’s inability to make the scene musically,
rather than in terms of social etiquette or style of dress, that prompted him to
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leave California. Dusen, Petit and a couple of other New Orleans musicians
had a band that got a job playing at a vaudeville theater, Foster says, ‘The
first week they played their music and the people raved over them. The next
week the vaudeville acts came in and they had to play music for the acts.
None of them could read and that was it.’ Dusen reportedly caught the train
back to New Orleans that same night.”
Ernest “Nenny” Coycault
Coycault was born in Violet, Louisiana around 1890. Violet was a
small Louisiana some 15 or so miles southeast of New Orleans. He, like
Papa Mutt Carey, was a player on the New Orleans music scene in their
early adulthood then moving to California to continue their career. While in
New Orleans Ernest played with Bab Frank’s Peerless Orchestra, and around
1910 replaced Bunk Johnson in the Superior Orchestra. As with most New
Orleans musicians he played at West End at Lake Pontchartrain, playing
with Vic and Oke Gaspard and Emile Barnes.
Coycault was a Creole of Color and in one movie gig the band was
dressed in grass skirts and black tights they were to portray a black band
playing in a French Café. This was for a movie starring Adolphe Menjoi.
Coycault had to put on makeup to make his skin darker.
As with most Creole of Color in New Orleans Coycault was an
excellent music reader. Many early jazz musicians couldn’t read, whether
they lived in New Orleans of Los Angeles. There was a trombonist in Clay’s
band named Luther Graven. He couldn’t read music and was very
resourceful in trying to work around his limited reading skills. Clay
remarked to Bentley:
“Though the band was playing only blues and stomps during this
period the music was still arranged, which presented a small problem to
current trombonist Luther Graves. Whenever the sheet music handed him
proved difficult Luther somehow managed to lose it during the course of the
evening. For the balance of the night he would lean heavily towards
Coycault and follow the cornet lead. After this had taken place several times
Coycault became aware of what Gravens was doing and began taking
liberties with the melody that left the trombonist a little distraught at what
course to follow.”
Coycault played with most of the bands Clay formed. It was while
Coycault was with the Black and Tan that he and Leon White joined Clay’s
Band. Coycault played with Clay’s various bands: the California Poppies in
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1923, the Stompin’ Six in 1925, The Dixie Plantation Orchestra in 1926, and
Clay’s Orchestra in 1928.
The demise of the Black and Tan Orchestra might be directed to the
departure of White and Coycault around 1924 to join Clay and probably led
to the rise of Sonny Clay as a bandleader during this same period.
Phils Coycault
Pops Foster went out to California to play with Frankie Dusen’s band
in 1922.They had Buddy Petit on trumpet, L.Z. Cooper on piano and a little
guy named Pills Coycault on clarinet. Pills was Earnest “Nenny” Coycault’s
brother. Nenny had come out to California way early and had started playing
with the Black and Tan Band. They were the only band who played ragtime
for a long time out here. Frankie’s band was playing in a theater. The first
week they played their music and the people raved over them. The next
week the vaudeville acts came in and they had to play music for the acts.
None of them could read and that was it. Frank told me later he went back to
the place where he was living with some people. They were cooking some
beans with a big hamhock in it. He said he went in and it sure smelled good.
He couldn’t wait for the beans so he stole the hamhock, wrapped it up in a
paper, went on, and caught the train back to New Orleans with the
hamhock.”
Phil was born around 1895 in Violet, La and died in Detroit in 1940.
Phil had one leg missing, the result of an accident. After playing in Violet
for several years, he moved to New Orleans around 1920. He worked with
Pete Locage’s band on Rampart Street for several months, and then worked
with Amos White’s New Orleans Creole jazz Band. In 1921 he went to
Texas with Buddy Petit’s band and stayed with Buddy for a number of
years.
Edward “Tudi” Garland
Garland’s first visit to California was with the King Oliver Band in
1921. Garland was one of the first musicians to travel outside New Orleans
when he traveled in 1912 with a vaudeville performer Mabel Elaine. He
would not return to New Orleans until 1971. From the article in the “Second
Line” about Garland we read about Garland’s time on his visit to Los
Angeles:
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“As the fame of the Oliver band spread, the band started to receive out
of town offers. They took the road in 1921 and headed west to play a date
arranged by Kid Ory, who had moved to California in 1919 following the
Creole Band’s pioneering venture to the West Coast. On June 12, 1921,
Garland played his first note in California with the Oliver Band at the
Pergola Dancing Pavilion at 949 Market Street in San Francisco. After a
successful engagement at the nickel-a-dance hall, the band moved to
Southern California to appear at Spikes Brothers Wayside Inn in Watts (Sic:
Leek’s Lake). Jelly Roll Morton replaced Lil Hardin who returned to
Chicago after the Pergola job. Dutrey also left the band and Kid Ory
replaced him on trombone. Once again, Tudi, Ory, and Oliver were together
as they had been a dozen years earlier at Pete Lala’s “25” Club in Storyville.
When Oliver returned to Chicago, Garland remained in Los Angeles to
continue an association with Kid Ory that lasted most of his professional
life.
Probably the most important event in the musical career of Ed
Garland occurred in Los Angeles during the fall of 1923. He entered a
primitive recording studio with Ory’s band to permanently preserve the
sounds of the music of early New Orleans. Any accurate chronological
listing of authentic Negro New Orleans jazz recordings would have to begin
with the monumental “Ory’s Creole Trombone,” “Society Blues” by Ory’s
Sunshine Orchestra. (Sic: unless of course, those legendary Bolden cylinder
records ever surface!)”
When questioned about the historic recording session, Garland
recalled every detail:
“Reb Spikes and his brother Johnny ran a very successful music store
on Central Avenue in the colored district. During those days, there was no
place in town to buy recordings by Negro artists. Mamie Smith’s records
were very popular. No one had heard of Bessie Smith at that time. Wealthy
Hollywood folks would drive up and send their chauffeurs in to ask for those
‘dirty records’ – some of those lyrics were pretty bad! THE Spikes brothers
decided to make their own records.”
I had the opportunity to interview Reb Spikes for Jazz Journal more
than 25 years ago. His memory was as sharp as Tudi’s:
“Our store was the hub for local musicians.” Reb recalled. “There was
no colored union then and whenever someone wanted a band, they’d call us.
Montudie was very popular and he would often get a band together for us.
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We operated the Wayside Inn where Garland was playing with Kid Ory and
Mutt Carey. We decided to record six sides with that band.
“A man by the name of Nordskog had a recording studio on Santa
Monica Blvd. And we arranged for him to cut the masters. There were no
local pressing plants so the records were made in the East. Going through
the hot desert, we lost several masters. The wax melted and had to be
discarded. I think one of those was an original tune that Garland had written
for the band. For some reason, Nordskog put his label on the records and
called the band “Spikes Pods of Pepper.” My brother and I pasted our
Sunshine label over the Nordskog label. We called the band Ory’s Sunshine
Orchestra. Our label had to be oversize to cover the other one and we almost
lost the inside grooves. Nordskog had no business using his label; those
records were our property.”
Only 5000 Sunshine records were pressed and they were all sold in
Spikes Brothers music store. The paste used to cover the Nordskog label was
not permanent; most copies located by collectors have frayed sunshine labels
covering portions of the original Nordskog label. These historic recordings
are among the most valuable in the world. In a recent auction, a mint copy
sold for $600.00! In addition to Ory, Carey and Garland, the Sunshine
Orchestra included Ben Borders on drums, Fred Washington on piano, and
Jelly Roll Morton’s brother-in-law Dink Johnson on clarinet. Dink had come
to Los Angeles with Keppard’s Original Creole Band in 1919. Although he
played drums with Keppard, he substituted for Ory’s clarinetist, Wade
Whaley, who was out of town when the Nordskog session took place. At the
time of the recording, Dink’s Jazz Hounds were playing nightly at Paradise
Gardens, 12th and Central in Los Angeles. Ironically, Dink might also have
participated in an earlier recording by a New Orleans band. As far back as
1916, the Victor Talking Machine Company wanted to record Freddy
Keppard’s groups, but the trumpet king turned down the offer; he was
fearful that his horn “tricks” would be copied. A year later, Victor did record
the Original Dixieland Jazz Band. The ODJB sides preceded Ory’s by four
years, but Ory led the first Negro New Orleans band on phonograph records.
There was a great deal of musical activity in Southern California in
the early 20s and Garland had many opportunities to perform. The sounds of
jazz had made their way West via phonograph records and traveling bands.
Garland was frequently called upon to form a band for cabarets and theaters
as the jazz movement gained full momentum. The burgeoning film industry
employed many local bands. Occasionally they were seen in the films, but
usually they were employed to provide off-camera atmosphere appropriate
to the action being photographed. Films were still silent and background
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music was quite important to set the mood for the actors. Ed Garland’s
music was heard on many of the early Charlie Chaplin sets long before
sound was added to the movies.
While much of his work was with Kid Ory, Garland recalled many
other jobs during the 20s. He played with saxophonist Paul Howard in Jelly
Roll Morton’s band at Leek’s Lake near Los Angeles. Morton later took that
group into the Cadillac Café at 5th and Central to appear with the famed
entertainer. Ada “Bricktop” Smith who had been booked into the club for a
six week engagement.
Early in 1922, Garland took a small band to San Francisco. He played
there for a year but, in one of his few memory lapses, was unable to
remember the name of the club. After returning to Los Angeles, he rejoined
Ory at the Wilshire Country Club then the Midnight Frolics, at 9th and
spring, for the balance of 1923 and most of 1924.
A yellowing typed page in my files further documents Tudi’s early
activities in Los Angeles. I found this brittle sheet in a small wood cabinet
that he contributed to the band room established in the basement beneath my
office for rehearsal sessions by the Legends of Jazz shortly after the group
was organized by Barry Martyn in 1973:
“Los Angeles, CA. Dec. 8, 1925
The One Eleven Syncopators Orchestra was organized on the above
date at the One Eleven dancing Academy. The following members were
appointed officers; Edward B. Garland, manager, Fred C. Washington,
leader.
Orchestra members: Everett Walsh-drums, Joe Parker-banjo, Mark
Shaw-trombone, Russell Massengale-cornet, Adam “Slocum” Mitchell-sax,
Theo Bonner-sax, Fred Washington-piano and Edward B. Garland-bass.
The “One Eleven Syncopators” undoubtedly was the group organized
to play at the One-eleven Dance Hall on the second floor at 3rd and Main.
This hall has been mentioned to me several times in interviews I have
conducted with Paul Howard. George Ordendorff, Vernon Melton, and Kid
Ory. Despite the “dance academy” reference in Garland’s old document, the
One Eleven was a dime-a-dance place catering to sailors. Paul Howard told
me that the 10 cents dance with “a beautiful hostess” lasted only a few
minutes. The middle parts of all arrangements were omitted!”
“Garland’s nickname “Montudie” was acquired while playing a club
in Los Angeles. Because of Garland’s always-dapper appearance, he was
given the name of a stylish patron of a Main Street Café where Garland
played with Kid Ory in the mid-20s. The original immaculate patron Mr.
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Montudie has disappeared into oblivion, but his namesake has sustained the
reputation of always being the best-dressed musician on the bandstand.
The now famous rift between Tudi and Ory occurred at a San
Francisco place called the Club Hanover. It occurred on a raised stage above
the bar. After working together amicably for more than 40 years, the two
spirited southerners had a misunderstanding that flared into a bitter dispute
and culminated with a rousing punch from the diminutive Garland that send
Ory sprawling amid the glasses and bottles on the bar below the bandstand.
That was Garland’s last appearance with Kid Ory until the 1971 New
Orleans Jazz Festival about 17 years later. After this reunion took place Ory
shortly died and Tudi attended his funeral at Holy Cross Cemetery in Los
Angeles. Ed Garland had remained after the crowd departed. He slowly bent
over and picked up a gardenia and put it on the grave as he silently bade
farewell to his old friend. Earl “Fatha” Hines led the band that followed Ory
into the hangover. He asked Tudi to remain and Garland handled the bass
chores for Hines for the next two years.
IN the fall of 1958, Tudi briefly returned to his musical roots in Los
Angeles to play the snare drum in a brass band sequence for the Universal
Pictures film “Imitation of Life.” Publicity skills from the picture show
Garland in band uniform strutting through a movie set flanked by trumpeters
Andrew Blakeney, Teddy Buckner and George Orendorff. When Tudi saw
this photo he remarked, “This is how I must have looked going down
Claiborne Street with the Onward Band!” He was vividly recalling an event
that occurred some 60 years earlier!
Throughout the years, the Southern California Hot Jazz Society
enthusiastically supported the meager jazz activities that took place around
Los Angeles. As a result, most S.C.H.J.S. members had frequent contact
with Ed Garland. They warmly responded to his affable manner and he
became an honorary member in the mid 1960s. When it was learned that
Garland required costly eye surgery in 1969, the jazz society launched a
project to raise the necessary money. A giant benefit concert in the form of a
tribute to Ed Garland was scheduled for Sunday, February 29, 1969. The
Musicians Union Local 47 volunteered the use of their auditorium which
seats about 600 people. For months prior to the vent, jazz club members
were busy selling tickets. Musicians volunteered to perform and the
excitement grew as the date approached. We had arranged for appearances
by Teddy Buckner, The Firehouse Five Plus 2, Barney Bigard, Johnny
Lucas, Matty Matlock, Turk Murphy, Pops Foster, etc. Every local musician
wanted to contribute his talent for this tribute to Tudi – then 84 years old.”
(Sic: the concert was a huge success but not without some apprehension. The
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concert had sold 1000 tickets while the auditorium only held 600. They
prayed for rain and a huge rainstorm did occur. Many stayed at home and the
concert went on without incident. They collected enough to pay for the
operation.)
There were other stories about Tudi and his relationship with the other
musicians in the Band. Darensbourg relates the following:
“You know, these New Orleans musicians can always find a reason to
fight. In the Ory band if it wasn’t Tudi it was Ram. One time they (Tudi and
Ram) got in a big fight in the Cavern over nothing. It just shows you how
crazy they was, especially when you think Ram was built like a bull and
Tudi was so small. When I first met him he was like 5 ft 10 in tall, then he
shrunk to 5 ft 5in; he’s proof that as you get older you get smaller! Anyway,
some guy came in the Cavern and started talking about delivering mail and
what a ‘scheme’ was. So Tudi says to Ram, “I’ll bet you a dollar you don’t
know what a scheme is.” Ram says, “It’s when you go to be a mail carrier
and you gotta learn the location of all the streets, the numbers and
everything. Tudi says in reply that a scheme is to do with sorting letters at
the Post Office. Of course, Ram was right and whoever was holding the
dollar said to give it to Ram. Tudi says, “gimme my dollar back,” but Ram
says, “To hell with. I won.” Some guy that knew about the mail confirmed
what Ram had said and, before you knew it, Tudi had hit Ram in the eye.
During that time they were building an addition to the Cavern and they had
all kinds of lumber and bricks laying in a pile and, like Teddy says, the
waltzing started. Ram grabbed Tudi and he started hollering, “What a
minute, Ram, I got glasses on, don’t hit me.” Ram replies, “I don’t care if
you got glasses on, “ and he took Tudi’s glasses off and hit him. Little as
Tudi was, he was strong. He was a guy that knew everything – you would
say something and he’d contradict you, especially he’d contradict Ram.
Look like they’d argue all the time. They’d get mad about who played the
right rhythm, little things like that. But that’s typical of New Orleans
musicians, they’ll fight like dogs one minute and then they’ll kiss each other
the next.”
Tudi like to gamble and Darensbourg related the following:
“We used to make quite a bit with tips at times; people would give us
money for tunes and we would split it every month. We made Tudi the
treasurer; when we get money we gave it to him and he’d fold it up and put
it in one corner of his wallet. Ram would write it down in a notebook, cause
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we knew when Tudi got off work he always gambled. We needed to keep
track of how much money Tudi had at all times. They had a gambling joint
on the south Side, on Central Avenue close to Tudi’s house. He’d make a
bee-line for that joint and a lot of times he’d run out of money and borrow
from the kitty. Ram always used to kid him about it, “I seen you over there
gambling and I watched you take some of that kitty money. You better have
our money at the end of the month.” Tudi would say, “That’s all right, you
sonofabitch, I got enough money to buy and sell you. You know how much
you got coming and I got it for you. Don’t worry ‘bout me spending any of
your damn money.” Which was right, he always had the money when it was
time to split.”
Rudi’s gambling almost got him in trouble. Darensbourg writes:
“During the time Lucky Strike cigarettes used to give out little
coupons that you could redeem for cash or more cigarettes at a discount.
These coupons almost looked like green dollar-bills and Blakeney and me
got hold of some of them and handed them to Tudi one night. “Here’s ten
dollars, put this with the kitty money.” We knew Tudi was using our money
for gambling but we shouldn’t have done what we did, ‘cause we almost got
Tudi killed. This night in particular Tudi had run out of money and he went
to a barbecue stand and bought some barbecue. He pulled out these coupons
so the guy says, “What the hell is this?” Tudi wasn’t paying no attention but
then the guy accused him of passing counterfeit money, so Tudi told him
that he got the money from where he’d ben working. Tudi’s eyesight wasn’t
too good, besides it was kinda dark, so the man says, “I’m gonna have you
arrested or else cut you with this cleaver.” Tudi pulled his knife (he always
carried a knife and sometimes a pistol) and they was about to kill each other
when Ram stopped them. He told Tudi the story about the Lucky Strike bills,
so Tudi says, “Wait until I catch up with those guys.” The only thing that
save us, he couldn’t figure which one of us gave him that funny money.
“What I ought to do is to cut both of you. Then I’ll know which one of you
bastards did this.” Right to this day we talk about that. Otherwise Tudi and I
were good friends.”
Darensbourg also relates another view on the story about the club
Hangover fight between Ory and Tudi:
“Tudi and Ory always had their differences, their little arguments.
They had a helluva fight in San Francisco after I left the band (Phil Gomez
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had taken my place). This was right up on the stand. It seems that doe
Dougherty, the owner of the Hangover, had given Ory some extra money to
give to the musicians. Ory didn’t do it and Tudi found out. At that time Ory
had a special-made big old brass mute that he used. I’m the one that started
him to using it again. When I first went to work with him, he had a kinda
junk pile in this yard and this mute was there. It was sure unusual, made of
brass and full of holes. Ory explained that somebody made it for him so I
asked him why he didn’t try it. He picked it up and that got to be one of his
favorite mutes. Anyway, it was pretty heavy. The bandstand at the Hangover
was directly in the back of the bar on a raised platform. It you sat at the bar
you could gaze right up at the musicians. In other words, it was a one-sided
place, one big flat wall with the bar and the band. The brass section would
stand on one side and the rhythm section would stand on the other. Tudi had
found out that day about the money. Him and Ory started the argument over
this before they got on the stand and they continued arguing up on the stand.
Ory was a kinda quick-tempered guy and he picked up the brass mute and
hit Tudi with it. Tudi would fight at the drop of a hat and he hit Ory. Ory had
his back to the bar and, had Doe not caught Ory, he might have been killed.
As it was, the way he fell his back was hurt, I think on the right side, and he
broke three or four ribs. He might have broke his back had Doc not been
tending bar and caught him. Kid was in the hospital for a good few weeks.
Naturally, Tudi left the Band.”
Tudi sometimes would gamble throughout the night and show up for
the gig rather tired. Darensbourg remembers that Tudi took some of the pills
that Barbara, Ory’s girlfriend had:
“Barbara always had a lot of goddam pills. Sometimes Tudi would go
and gamble all night and he’d be literally standing asleep playing the bass.
Ory had these pills from Barbara and he didn’t know it was dangerous, so he
says, “Wake up Nap” – he used to call him Nap – and Tudi said he had a
headache, wasn’t feeling good, so Ory gave him a pill. I wasn’t paying too
much attention but it was a ten-milligram bennie. Tudi took it and for four
nights he couldn't sleep. He was in misery and finally it dawned on me and I
told him about the bennie. Tudi went and lit into Ory, “Goddam you, Red,
you give me dope and now I can’t sleep. You gonna get in a lot of trouble
passing them pills around,” See. Ory didn’t know what these pills was
himself. He says, “You know, I ain’t been able to sleep either.” Tudi says,
‘No wonder, you fool with that Barbara and she gives you dope. You crazy
enough as it is.”
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In 1944 Orsen Welles decided to feature an authentic New Orleans
jazz band on his popular CBS radio show Mercury Theater. He asked Marili
Morden/Ertegun of the Jazz Man Record Shop to locate a band for a onenight appearance, and Morden called Ory, who assembled a group of old
New Orleans colleagues. The lineup included Mutt Carey on trumpet, buster
Wilson on piano. Bud Scott on guitar, Ed Garland on bass, Zutty Singleton
on drums and clarinetist Jimmie Noone, who had been working at a
Hollywood club with a quartet. The Mercury Theater All-Stars debuted on
Welles’ show on March 15, 1944, and were enthusiastically received by jazz
fans throughout the country. Yielding to overwhelming audience response,
the band appeared on the program each week for the next three months.
Welles loved Dixieland jazz and was a champion for the cause of furthering
Dixieland music.
After the Welles broadcasts, Garland and the band appeared on the
Standard Oil Company’s sponsored radio show.
Bios of Famous West Coast Musicians
William Rogers Campbell “Sonny” Clay
Sonny Clay was born in Chapel Hill, Texas on May 15th 1899. He
moved to Phoenix, Arizona in 1908. He began playing music when he was
around 9 years old. He played at the Phoenix Valley Hunt Country Club for
the elite of the town. He also played at the American Dance Hall in Phoenix
around 1918. The pay was $3.00 a night or $1.00 and hour. The band, at that
time, played two-steps, waltzes and Paul Jones. He had an opportunity when
he was called by Bill Foy, who asked Clay to come to Warner Brothers and
furnish music for the movies (atmospheric music to create moods), and to
furnish music for some of the early ‘talkies’ which were coming into
existence around 1927. He did not go, but in 1928 he did travel to Oakland,
CA. Clay had been to Los Angeles just before 1920 in the Dixieland era.
While exact dates and facts are hard to come by Clay did play at the
Plantation Café in Culver City and said that “The Plantation was the place to
be seen on Sunday nights, which was around 1960.” He also played at the
Rose Room Ballroom at 8th and Springs. He did play on the Orpheum
Circuit. He also played for vaudeville at the Lincoln Theater. He also played
in San Bernardino, CA with a 9-piece band. He played with Reb Spikes band
when they went to Bakersfield, CA. They played 3 nights and received
$6.00. Clay played in a movie that starred the actor Adolphe Menjoi in 1923.
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In the movies the band was supposed to be a Zulu band in a French Café.
They dressed in grass skirts and black tights. The movie people wanted a
Colored band and one musician, Ernest Coycault, who was a Creole of
Color, had to put on black makeup. When he played at the Vernon Country
Club he received $60.00 a week. He remarked “but the tips were good.” In
this era many early jazz musicians remarked that tips were many times more
then their salaries.
Probably best known as the first Negro band to visit Australia which
turned into a tragedy. (More on this later)
On the net from Australia we find more details on Clay’s life and
activities:
“Clay led a batch of different bands in the 1920s, including the
California Poppies, the Stomping Six, Sonny clay’s Plantation Band, Sonny
clay and his Orchestra, and Sonny Clay’s Hartford Ballroom Orchestra.
He was born near the close of the 19th Century and by 1908 had
relocated to Phoenix, Arizona, where he began his study of music on the
piano, drums, xylophone and C melody saxophone. He began playing
professionally in bands around the Phoenix area after leaving school,
including a position with a small group that played for students at Arthur
Murray’s dance studio. He was the classic wandering minstrel by 1918,
working in one small instrumental group after another on whichever
instrument was most needed, drums or piano. He played up and down the
West Coast, even hitting Tijuana, Mexico, where legend is he jammed with
Jelly Roll Morton. In the early 20s, Clay was based in Los Angeles, gigging
with groups such as Reb Spikes famous Syncopated orchestra, and on drums
with the celebrated Kid Ory’s Sunshine Orchestra. Clay began recording
shortly afterwards, beginning with some work as a piano accompanist to the
young blues singer Camille Allen and continuing with 2 sides of his own on
the sunset Label. He continued recording for sunset, including piano solos,
as well as new group projects, and then began cutting sides for Vocalion
from 1925 onwards. His group had a regular stint at the Los Angeles
Plantation Club, getting a chance to polish many of Clay’s compositions and
refine the personnel until he arrived at the group that he brought to Australia
on tour at the outset of 1928.
Jazz audiences down under were literally reeling from these shows, as
nothing remotely resembling the band had ever been heard live there before.
The white Australian jazz bands of the period couldn’t even come close to
creating such an atmosphere of New Orleans Jazz. The Australian tour was a
package event that also included gospel groups, as well as the then 23-year
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old singer Ivie Anderson, but it was Clay’s band that seemed to be getting
the most attention, not all of it welcome. A shift booking from vaudeville
stages to dance band halls turned out to be entrapment, pushing the band into
violating union regulations for their work permits as well as boundaries on
venues that could be entered by so called “coloured race” – spelling and
concept, courtesy of the British commonwealth.
There were worse problems for the band. The boys in the band were
getting lots of attention from local girls and rumors were flying about drug
use. Police reports from the period indicate that Clay’s band members were
under surveillance by an initiative of the Commonwealth Investigation
Branch. Cops were busy checking out the night time scene at the musicians
“Sydney flats in Darlinghurst, where the jazzmen were engaging in the
shocking activity of entertaining white girls. Reporters would join the cops
in the googling until a raid was finally conducted of two apartments
occupied by six of Clay’s sidemen. In the ensuing fracas, several nearly
naked girls were run out of the apartment, one of them leaping from a
window. Other visitors and musicians ignored the police, continuing to
indulge in the sleazy pastimes of necking, drinking and smoking. No drugs
were ever found on the premises and an ensuing charge that there were never
proven. The musicians are said to have pleaded with police and reporters to
keep the goings-on hushed, especially the ones wearing wedding rings.
Attempts were made to bribe reporters. Clay was not there and was not
involved in any of the behavior that former Australian Prime Minister Billy
Hughes said would have gotten the band a lynching in the southern states of
their home country. When he called the band, “the scum of America” it was
decades too early to be useful in a punk publicity campaign and definitely
balanced out some of the rave reviews in the band’s Australian press kit. The
Australian cabinet voted to deport the men and Saturday papers brandished
the headline “Federal cabinet to bar entry of all colored artists.” The
resulting roadblock was run by only a handful of black performers and it was
not until 1954, some 26 years later, that Louis Armstrong and His All-Stars
toured Australia. The effect on the Australian jazz scene was truly mind
boggling, with any and all stylistic innovations during this period handed
down to public scrutiny only after being mangled by white Australian bands.
Clay broke up his band in the early 1930s and mainly played solo piano in
Los Angeles clubs until his World War II Army induction. In uniform, his
music making continued, as he was set up as a bandleader in the special
Services Division. After the war, he returned to solo club gigs until declining
health led him to go to work for the Post Office with some piano tuning
work on the side. In the late 1950 interest in his work forced him out of
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retirement and he was back as a club pianist. In 1960, he recorded a session
for producer John Bentley that was finally released 25 years later on the
Harlequin label.” (From an article of Eugene Chadbourne.)
Another Australian article by Chris Long stated:
“The only Afro-American jazz orchestra to visit Australia in the 1920s
was a Los Angeles group, Sonny Clay’s Plantation Orchestra. They toured
the Tivoli circuit early in 1928, as a part of the ‘Sonny Clay and the
Coloured Idea’ vaudeville troupe. Their entire issued 78 rpm disc output of
advanced Afro-American jazz, recorded between 1923 and 1931 in
California, is available on my CD of “Sonny Clay – Deportation Blues.”
Australian popular musicians had already been aggravated for some years by
the importation of American dance/jazz players. Just before Clays’ visit the
banning of the Australian Commonwealth (brass) Band from a theatrical
tour of America by the American Musicians’ Union had further exacerbated
a heated political situation. Clay’s boys were young, far from home,
libidinous and playing an advanced type of jazz never previously heard in
Australia. Being black, Clay’s musicians were socially ‘behind the eight
ball’ in 1920s Australia, and thus vulnerable to attacks. When they began to
bring white girls back to their Melbourne digs late at night, the local
musicians’ union grasped an opportunity to make an example of them.
Following a tip-off, the band members were ‘sprung’ one night with local
girls in vary8ing stages of undress by members of the Australian federal
police force and reporters from the Melbourne ‘Truth’ newspaper. The
troupe was given the option of leaving Australia by the next boat or being
deported. No further all-black jazz bands visited Australia until Louis
Armstrong’s All-Stars arrived in 1854! From March 1928 onwards, the
importation of American musicians sharply declined, and the local influence
of jazz in popular music – especially the Afro-American type of jazz –
virtually dried up until the revival of the 1940s.
The Afro-American jazz style on which the trad jazz enthusiasts later
focussed, New Orleans based or otherwise, was almost unknown in
Australia during the 1920s. Only a very few Afro-American jazz records
were then available here. Those Afro-American jazz records were rarely
identified as such, and those few sold in insignificant quantities. One the one
occasion that a New Orleans style Afro-American band toured (Sonny
Clay’s in 1928), their music was more than overshadowed by their political
notoriety and deportation. Australia certainly saw an early burgeoning of
jazz performance, but it was not in the New Orleans style during the 1920s.
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So 1920s Australian jazz derived its strongest performing influences
from California.”
Further material on the Australian tour of Clay is described in an
Internet article by Chris Long and Ernst Grossmann:
“WHITE GIRLS WITH NEGRO LOVERS – Raid discloses wild
scene of abandon flappers, wine, cocaine and revels!” So ran the front-page
banner headline of Melbourne’s scandal-rag “Truth”, on March 31st, 1928,
opening a Pandora’s box of racial prejudice, industrial spite, musical
snobbery and parliamentary vilification. It brought into the open the very
worst examples of dormant Australian insecurity, isolationism and the
horrors of the white Australia Policy. How did the first all-Negro jazz band
to perform in Australia fall so totally from grace, when it was generally
acknowledged that they played music years ahead of their time? And how
good was the band’s music, when it was overshadowed so long ago by their
legal notoriety”
Sonny Clay: Background
The African-American William Rogers Campbell “Sonny” Clay was
born at Chapel Hill Texas on May 15, 1899. He moved to Phoenix, Arizona
in 1908 where he learned to play piano, drums, xylophone and C-melody
Saxophone. After leaving school, he played in bands around Phoenix,
including a stint in a small group playing at an Arthur Murray dance studio.
From 1918 Clay led a nomadic existence, usually playing drums or
piano with small popular instrumental groups as far afield as San Diego,
Algodones, and even Tijuana where he first met Jelly Roll Morton. Around
1921-22 he became based in Los Angeles, playing with Reb spikes’ Famous
Syncopated Orchestra and Kid Ory’s Sunshine Orchestra.
After making two private recordings (perhaps only tests) in Los
Angeles as a piano accompanist to the young blues singer Camille Allen,
Clay cut two issued titles leading a band on the Sunset label. This was an
independent label recorded and issued only in the Los Angeles area of
California. Both recorded items were composed by Sonny Clay and Harry
Walker. Although this initial session in 1923, released under the name of
“The California Poppies” indicates an archaic ragtime influence, it was the
earliest recording session of the former New Orleans trumpeter Ernest
“Nenny” Coycault and thus possesses a special historical interest. Coycault,
born in Violet, Louisiana, later changed his name to Ernest Johnson. He had
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replaced the legendary Bunk Johnson in the Superior Band around 1910,
leaving New Orleans for San Francisco’s “Barbary Coast” in about 1914,
initially playing with the Black and Tan Orchestra. His playing is strongly
reminiscent of King Oliver. Aged 37 at the time of this recording, Coycault
was by far the most mature member of Clay’s group on the record, and he
was the oldest member of Clay’s “Colored Idea” troupe who visited
Australia in 1928.
Clay’s next four recordings were made for the Sunset label in 1925
under the name of “The Stompin’ Six.” They included the banjoist Louis
Dodds who doubles on alto sax on “Down and Out Blues”. Clay (on piano)
and Woodman (on trombone) have interesting solos on “Jimtown Blues” and
“Creole Blues”. Clay’s two piano solos also seem to date from the same
period and “Gang of Blues” in particular illustrates Clay’s improvisational
skill. These May 1925 sessions indicate that Clay was rapidly moving away
from ragtime influences, bringing his ensemble work into line with the
Black jazz idiom of the time. There is more reliance on harmonized brass
and reeds with numerous improvised breaks, less of the earlier rhythmic
repetitiveness of the percussionist playing staccato rhythm on the wood
blocks.
Clay’s jazz groups hit its stride on record when it recorded four
sessions in what is close to classic New Orleans jazz style for Vocalion in
Los Angeles between 1925 and 1928. In America at that time Vocalion was
a subsidiary of Brunswick Records. All of these clay sessions were recorded
under the names of “Sonny Clay’s Plantation Orchestra” or “Sonny Clay and
his Orchestra”. This band appeared at Los Angeles “Plantation Club” during
the mid-1920s, performing and recording many of Clay’s own compositions.
Its personnel underwent progressive refinement through this period until it
became the polished ensemble that Clay brought to Australia in January
1928.
According to the musicologist Dr. John Whiteoak, all of Clay’s pre1929 recordings appear to be loosely arranged, the artists playing mostly in
classic Blues form without adhering to written parts. The final session, cut
immediately prior to the Australian tour, has the added advantage of
electrical recording for the first time, and it’s to be regretted that only two of
the six titles recorded on that occasion were released. The rejection of this
session’s “Australian Stomp” may have given an ominous foretaste of the
disasters on their approaching tour. No test of that recording is known to be
extant. Of the released items, “Devil’s Serenade” in particular, recorded just
a day or two prior to the band’s departure for Australia, indicates a
technically advanced group of improvisers delivering an extremely polished
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performance, both as soloists and in ensemble passages. They demonstrate a
progression from the earlier acoustic recordings’ polyphonic New Orleans
style to more carefully arranged section work.
Clay’s recordings, especially from the 1928 session, eloquently
explain the early enthusiastic reviews given to the band after its initial
Australian appearances. Nothing musically resembling this had ever been
heard in a live Australian performance before. Their playing was more
legato, with a looser, less inhibited and more fluid rhythm than that of the
white bands of the period. Contemporaneous reviews and Australian
recordings of white jazz readily confirm this. The locally touring white
dance bands of Harvey Ball, Ray Tellier, Bert Ralton and Frank Ellis had a
style resembling the intricately organized and pure-toned playing of Red
Nichols, Phil napoleon and the like. With Clay, Australian audiences had the
more visceral experience of New Orleans music of the King Oliver variety,
even though it was channeled (apparently with minimal modification) via
America’s West Coast.
The California Musical Link
California’s role in providing the link between Australian popular
music developments and American musical trends during the 1920s has
never been properly investigated. It was undoubtedly a crucial link. The first
two hot white dance bands imported to Australia – Ellis’ And Ralton’s (both
1923) had a core of personnel from Art Hickman’s pioneering San Francisco
orchestra, and the third imported dance orchestra. Teller’s (1925) was
wholly comprised of San Francisco players. Likewise, Clay’s band, the first
Afro-American jazz band to visit Australia, was a “territory” outfit, based in
the Californian City of Los Angeles and playing around the southwestern.
Sonny Clay’s Australian Tour, 1928
Clay and his band were brought to Australia by Harry Muller, the
American representative of J. C. Williamson’s and they were scheduled to
tour the Tivoli Theatre circuit, arriving in Sydney per the SS "Sierra" on
January 20th, 1928. The band was packaged together with supporting AfroAmerican acts, including their MC Dick Saunders; the Four Covans and
Elmer Turner (specialty dancers); and the 23 year old singer Ivie Anderson
who later became famous with Duke Ellington and his orchestra. An AfroAmerican vocal quartet specializing in Negro spirituals, “The Four emperors
of Harmony”, had been touring Australia since August 1927, and they joined
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the other performers in Sydney to make up the full complement of the Clay
troupe, which was presented as “Sonny Clay and the Colored Idea”.
The Sydney Morning Herald of January 23rd, 1928 stated that Clay’s
band was “equally adept at rendering classical airs and weird jazz effects”,
and on January 25th the Sydney entertainment paper Everyone’s reported
that:
“Jazz as played by a European and jazz as played by a real Negro are
entirely different. It is all in the syncopation. One, brought to American by
the original African Negroes – is natural – and the other, an acquirement, is
artificial”.
The same issue of Everyone’s indicated a musical innovation new to
Australia in Clay’s musical presentation:
“Sonny’s jazz didn’t quite conform to the Australian idea, which
demands a hot finish to each number with piano, saxes, banjos and
trombones hitting on all eight, instead of the fade away that this combination
affects. The show is clean, well dressed, fast and one of the best one-hour
entertainments yet brought to Australia. Incidentally if Sonny is allowed to
depart without affording us a chance to strut our stuff to his syncopations,
every cabaret and dance hall management deserves bankruptcy.”
The hot closing chorus with collective improvisation can be heard in
many Australian recordings of the Yerkes, Tellier, Ralton, Simpson, Ellis
and Elkins bands cut during the mid 20s. Clay, on the other hand, gave local
audiences an unexpected subtlety of performance, admired by some but
mixed in its reception by members of the gallery at the Tivoli. Following
their final Sydney appearance on February 16th, 1928, the Clay troupe
opened at the Melbourne Tivoli on February 20th.”
Initial public response in Melbourne was very favourable, but a report
in Melbourne’s Truth newspaper on February 25th suggested that a hidden
subtext was already operating:
“Coon-Can Band – Sonny’s Colored Idea Not Bad. But the band is a
huge disappointment. It is palpable that they are a dance band and not a
stage band.”
According to later accounts, Clay’s tour as a whole was only
moderately successful. The type of jazz that Clay played would have been a
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foreign and exotic experience for most Australians, who had never heard this
type of music in the flesh before. Even on gramophone records, only a
minimal sampling of Black jazz music had been locally released. The
Australian leader in this field was the Sydney-based Brunswick (Australia)
Records pressing plant, which had only released about a dozen Black jazz
discs before January 1928.
Disaster
“Perhaps responding to this suggestion of Clay’s band switching to
performance in dance halls, the Melbourne Age of February 29th, 1928
announced that Clay’s band were to take the podium at Melbourne’s top
dance hall, “The Green Mill” on March 6th. It later transpired that this whole
situation may have been a set up. Clay’s band had been allowed into
Australia by the Department of Home Affairs on the condition that they
would appear on stage only as a part of a vaudeville turn, thereby not
displacing any local or white dance band musician from their regular
employment. In 1923 the Australian Musicians’ Union had registered its
support of the White Australia Policy and opposed the admission of
“coloured races” as members. The Truth’s suggestion of clay’s band shifting
to work in dance halls could be interpreted as a dare to cross an officially
sanctioned Australian colour-bar. Unknown to clay at the time, when notice
of his dance hall appearance was given, the Australian Musicians’ Union
approached the Green Mill’s manager, Tom S. Carlyon for an assurance that
the band would play only as a vaudeville turn, and not play for dancers.
Carlyon declined to reply, but he received further formal objections from
progressively higher ranks in the Musicians’ Union. By March 8th, 1928
their campaign was referred to E. J. Holloway, Secretary of the Trades Hall
council. A deputation from the Musicians Union subsequently visited Prime
Minister Bruce in Canberra urging an embargo on foreign musicians,
particularly Americans. However, an approaching disaster for Clay allowed
Carlyon to tear up the American musicians’ contract before the matter
reached a threatened level of real physical violence.
Clay’s other major problem was the attention that many of his band
members received from local girls. The musicians ranged in age from 18 to
42, and it was inevitable that his younger players would get up to mischief.
Groupies are not, by any means, a recent by-product of the music industry.
Ern Pettifer, who played reeds with Frank Ellis’ Californians on their
Australian tour of 1923-26, told me several hair-raising stories about the
female attention given to that imported white group of players. In the
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overwhelmingly Anglo-Saxon context of 1920s Australia, replete with the
White Australia Policy, Black musicians who were young, unsupervised and
“forbidden” – but available to white women, were bound to cause problems.
Surviving police reports indicate that Clay’s band members had already
been placed under surveillance by an initiative of the Commonwealth
Investigation Branch at the musicians’ Sydney flats in Darlinghurst, where
they were reported to be entertaining white girls. Before a raid could be
organized, Clay’s musicians were tipped off and behaved more discreetly
just prior to their move to Melbourne.
Mayhem in Melbourne!
Soon after the “Colored Idea’s” arrival in Melbourne on February
20 , Truth newspaper reporters and the equivalent of ASIO at that time, the
Commonwealth Investigation Branch, were keeping the band members
under surveillance. Truth later reported:
th

“An early visit to the stage door of the Tivoli just after they had
commenced their (Melbourne) season satisfied Truth that they required
watching. Flappers in their early teens, girls and mature women hung 'rond
waiting for the performance to end, and endeavored to get notes through to
the Negroes in their dressing rooms. Night after night these groups would
meet the Negroes and accompany them to supper at coffee Dan’s – a jazz
eating house in Swanston Street. Thence they would depart in taxicabs; but
as the Negroes were at that time quartered in hotels, it was not easy to
surprise them. Their conduct in the hotels was so rowdy that they were
ordered out two or three times, and were warned by detectives to mend their
behavior. Turned out of their last hotel, the Negroes took two flats at
Rowena Mansions, and others went to an apartment house in Exhibition
Street.”
In the wee hours of the morning of Sunday, March 25th, 1928 the
matter came to a head, when police raided the two flats occupied by six of
Clay’s musicians at Rowena Mansions, corner of Nicholson Street and
Evelyn Place, East Melbourne. The site is adjacent to that now occupied by
the ICI building. For several days, Truth reporters had watched the comings
and goings from bushes in the High School opposite the flats:
“Late at night, after the show or early in the morning, they would
drive up openly in taxi cabs with the girls, and, half drunk, stagger inside.
Lights would be turned full on, but the Negroes and their ladies would be
either too muddled with drink or too brazen to note that the windows were
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open and the blinds up, and that any person who cared to watch from points
of vantage on the opposite side of the streets could plainly see all that passed
within the four bedrooms. There was a portable gramophone in the flats,
which commenced to wheeze jazz music as soon as the party got under
cover, and continued until the men took the girls into adjoining rooms. At a
later stage scantily clad Negroes and white girls could be seen dancing and
embracing. Eight Negroes emerged a little while later and strolled into the
joint of a dope-runner nearby, presumably to get ‘snow,’ for it is well known
that in the orgies in Rowena Mansions cocaine flew about freely. Only four
Negroes actually live – or were supposed to live – on the premises, but it
was the common meeting place of all the coloured men and their women
associates.””
On the final nights of the stakeout, the Truth reporters were joined by
police, who after Clay’s show on the Saturday night noted two cabs taking
six girls and six musicians back to Rowena Mansions at 2:30 am. The
Truth’s voyeurs later described what they saw through open windows:
“The participants in the revels discarded some of their clothing. Then
glistening black arms wound round white shoulders, and couples danced
about crazily. In one of the rooms of the downstairs flat, ‘Truth’ had a clear
view of John Black, the banjoist, and Ivy Day, a nursemaid 22…Ivy Day is a
buxom type. Their conduct cannot be described. After watching this
spectacle until 3:15 am, the police moved forward from their hiding place,
and going up a side street, entered Rowena Mansions. Re-appearing, they
knocked on the window of Mrs. Lum, the white wife of a Chinese herbalist,
who owns the flats. After a whispered consultation, she handed them over
duplicate keys of the flats, and the police entered the darkened passage
again. They had to press close to the wall, for there was movement inside as
the pad of the bare feet of the girls on the stairs warned them that the
Negroes were changing partners. Arriving at the downstairs flat, the girls
were welcomed with a round of applause, interspersed with lewd comments
concerning the visit to the men upstairs. Then the police closed in.”
When the door was broken in, the police and the Truth reporter found
several girls in scanty attire, one couple in bed, others necking, drinking or
smoking, while one girl ran away after jumping through a window. A 17year-old girl was found carousing with Clay’s drummer. Truth reported that
“a couple of the girls appeared to be so listless and numbed that the police
were of the opinion that they were full of cocaine,” but drugs were never
found there and the charge was never proven. The musicians pleaded with
police and reporters not to reveal their behavior publicly, as some of them
were married. At least one bribe was claimed to have been offered to the
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Truth reporter. The band members involved were Dick Jordan, Leo Davis
(age 23, clarinet & alto sax), Lewis Dodd (age 32, alto sax), John Black (age
23, banjo), David Lewis (age 23, drums) and Henry Black. Neither Sonny
Clay nor any other member or supporting acts of the “Colored Idea”
company appears to have been involved in any of these activities. No
charges could be found to prosecute the six musicians at the Rowena
Mansions as there was no statute against inter-racial relationships, but the
girls were charged with vagrancy – a standard charge against suspected
prostitutes – and they were sent to the Russell Street watch house.
A Melbourne Courtroom Scene: Bedroom Farce!
The case at the City Court that followed on Tuesday March 27th, 1928
played like the denouement of some bizarre French bedroom farce. Over 700
people, mostly men, battled for a seat in the public gallery, and many had to
be turned away by the augmented force of uniformed and plainclothes police
who were sent in to control the situation. The girls slipped in to the court in
heavy disguise, to be grilled one by one in the dock. Their reputations were
assailed, but the charges crumbled as each proved their source of income to
be legitimate. One was supported on an allowance from a bequest; the rest
were respectively a nursemaid, a typist, a housemaid, and a housekeeper.
The Magistrate discharged all cases without comment. However, damage
had already been amply done to Clay’s troupe, and official actions were be
now snowballing across the country, right up to and including proceedings
in the Federal Parliament.
Clay’s Tivoli and Green Mill contracts were cancelled within 24 hours
of the raid, but as no act could be found to replace them for the Monday
show at the Tivoli, their last Australian performance was played with a
police guard anticipating violent demonstrations outside the Theatre. The
Truth reported that “the curtain rose on the grinning Negroes in silence, and
a cold atmosphere prevailed throughout their act.” On the following day, the
Minister for Home and Territories announced in Federal Parliament that the
Negro musicians would sail from Australia on Saturday March 31st. On the
Thursday of that week, Federal Cabinet met to discuss details of the raid.
The former Australian Prime Minister Billy Hughes suggested that the
band’s behavior would have warranted a lynching in the Southern states of
their home country, and described them as “the scum of America.” Cabinet
voted to deport the men in lieu of their voluntary departure, and on that
Saturday, Melbourne’s edition of the Truth touted the headline: “FEDERAL
CABINET TO BAN ENTRY OF ALL COLORED ARTISTS.” The matter
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received coverage in the New York Times and excited anti-Australian
feelings among some Negro leaders in that country.
Sonny Clay, more or less the only voice of sanity in this emotioncharged mess, never defended his musicians’ actions, but saw himself as a
sacrificial goat. However, he accurately analyzed the political motives for
his band being forced to leave the country in a report published in the
Sydney magazine Everyones on April 4th, 1928. Most of his assertions are
now confirmable via the declassified files (V4718) of the Commonwealth
Investigations Branch in the Australian Archives. He said that the Australian
Musicians’ Union opposition to his band was partly in retribution for the
cancellation of a tour of the USA by the Australian Commonwealth (brass)
Band, through action taken by the American Musician’s Union. Clay
claimed that while he was preparing to disembark from the ship in Sydney
for his arrival in Australia:
“I was told that something was being saved up for me, but I laughed.
A week ago I was informed that a frame-up was being planned – I was even
told the exact day when the raid would be made. While in Sydney we were
harassed. Men broke into our flats at all hours of the night. Somebody was
trying to get evidence against us. The same party dogged us to Melbourne. I
know my bandsmen well, but I ask anyone – was it possible to wet-nurse
them everywhere and herd them like sheep? It is no wonder vaudevillians
come back to America and say that Australia is a red country, where
everybody holds a union ticket in fear of his life.”
“Pops” Foster, the veteran New Orleans jazzman, had been scheduled
to go to Australia with Clay and afterwards heard about the disastrous tour.
In an oral history interview with Tom Stoddard, published as a book by the
Univ. of California Press in 1971, Foster recalled:
“Australia is the worst Jim Crow country in the world and the
musicians over there didn’t want them to play. Over there colored weren’t
supposed to have any white girls in their rooms. The white musicians hired
some white girls to get friendly with Sonny Clay’s boys and get in their
rooms. When the party got going good one of the girls pulled a window
shade down and that was the sign for the cops to come in. They knocked on
the door ‘to let them in "in the name of the King.” The cops took them all to
the stockade and then shipped each guy out on a separate boat.”
After the Clay debacle, if you were a Negro performer – AfroAmerican, West Indian or otherwise, entry into Australia was particularly
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difficult, and could only be arranged with the express permission of the
Department of Home Affairs. The first case to be considered after Clay’s
departure was that of a group of Negro spiritual singers imported by J & N
Tait in June 1929. They were subjected to stringent provisions, calling for
written references confirming previous good behavior and bonds of one
hundred pounds for each individual “to ensure embarkation at the end of
their tour.” A few Black artists managed to get through this immigration
barricade into Australia in the 1930s, including the Mills Brothers, Nina Mae
McKinney, Peg Leg Bates, Ada Brown and U.S. Thompson, but there were
not further visits by complete Negro orchestral or band combinations.
Australian popular music development and especially the local performance
of New Orleans jazz were definitely retarded. All jazz influences through
direct performance contact were via visiting white bands, which almost
without exception had a dance or swing music orientation after 1929. When
Sydney’s Music Maker magazine suggested in the late 1930s that an
Australian visit by Duke Ellington’s Famous Orchestra might be imminent,
the Clay scandal was again raised, the debate revived and the tour never took
place. The Negro trumpeter Rex Stewart visited Australia in 1949, playing
with several Australian jazz combos, but it was not until 1954 – 26 years
after the Clay debacle – that Louis Armstrong’s All Stars became the first
Negro jazz band to visit Australia since 1928.
Sonny Clay’s deportation really marks the end of the first golden age
of jazz in Australia. There can be little doubt that some excellent Australian
jazz recordings were made earlier by the Yerkes, Tellier, Ralton, Ellis, Ball,
Simpson and Elkins bands between 1925 and 1928. A sampling of these
have been reissued on the ‘Antigquarian’ label in the Melbourne in the
1920s. Supporters of the current jazz orthodoxy who unfortunately claim
that Australian jazz commenced with the generation of the Bells, Ade
Monsbourgh, and Tom Pickering in the late 1930s and 40s are either
ignoring the earlier body of recorded evidence, or are choosing this Sonny
Clay reissue – provide irrefutable evidence that jazz – and good jazz at that,
by anyone’s definition – was performed in Australia in the 1920s.
Clay’s recordings – After the Australian Tour
Clay’s “Plantation Orchestra” broke up right after the Australian
disaster, but on his return to Los Angeles, Sonny organized a big band of ten
pieces. “The Dixie Serenaders,” including some of his earlier players. They
cut six titles under unusual circumstances at the Brunswick studios in Los
Angeles, of which four were issued by August 1931. Sonny Clay always
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maintained that they were recorded in 1929. At this time Brunswick’s West
Coast studios were officially closed, but the masters were cut on an
unofficial basis by a former studio technician named Avery, and were later
sold to the Gennett Company for release on their Champion label. They
achieve a full-toned sound, particularly on St. Louis Blues, and unlike any of
Clay’s earlier recordings, this session’s titles were all carefully scored,
presumably by Clay himself. Jazz commentator Albert McCarthy has
expressed regret that Clay only had this one opportunity to record in a big
band setting. He’s said to have made film soundtracks with this band around
the same time, and it would be interesting to track them down.
After Clay broke up his band in the early 1930s he mainly played solo
piano around Los Angeles nightclubs until his World War Two induction
into the army as a bandleader in the Special Services Division. After the war
he returned to solo club work, until his health demanded a change of
environment. From the late 1940s he took work with the American Post
Office, tuning pianos to supplement his income. By the late 1950s he
returned to club work on solo piano, recording around 1960 for John
Bentely. In 1985 these recordings were released on a Harlequin label. He
also recorded an extensive oral history interview around 1960, now held in
Tulane University Jazz Archive (New Orleans). Frank Van Straten managed
to hear the tape in the late 1960s. He reports that Clay spoke of his
Australian experiences with remarkably little bitterness, realizing that it was
union pressure and racial prejudice that made a stupid, sordid mess out of
what has promised to be one of the high points of his career. Clay died
around 1972.”
In the interview of Reb Spikes by Willard (in the Rutgers Library) she
asked Reb spikes asked about Clay. Reb remarked that:
“Sonny Clay was a drummer, and he played a little piano too. And he
had his own band after a while. He played piano in his own band. When he
played with my brother, my brother had a band of musicians, and Sonny was
the drummer in that band. And Sonny started his own band. He went all over
Australia and everywhere with his band. They wanted a jazz band over
there, and he took a jazz band over there. I know I don’t think there’s any
other Negro band went over there but Sonny. Sonny said they met him all
out ten feet in the water. He was ‘round the music store all the time and he
played in my brother’s band.
Reb remarked that Clay worked with a clarinetist named Charlie
Green. In January of 1925 Paul Howard came into Clay’s band for a short
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period, replacing Charlie Mosley and giving the drummer at the time as Ben
Borders. A year later trombonist Luther Graven commenced working with
Clay. And Ivie Anderson was working with Clay at the Vernon country club.
A group of Clay’s called “Clay’s Eccentric Harmony Six” included:
William Hansett-cornet, Archie Grand-trombone, Cash Green-clarinet. Clay
also played drums in Johnny Spikes orchestra. It was hard for Sonny to play
solo piano. He said he was mostly a rhythm man.”
King Oliver played a “short appearance at Leek’s Lake,” supported by
a band that included Sonny Clay on drums.
Sonny Clay was a talented composer/arranger/bandleader who had
impressive formal musical skills and required the same of the musicians he
hired for his bands. Clay learned to read music from his first music teacher,
one Professor Ariola, with whom he studied while growing up in Phoenix.
As Clay told John Bentely, Ariola “made me read every fly speck on the
sheet music.” The trombone players in Clay’s band, Luther Graven, lacked
comparable training and thus struggled to keep up with the demands of
clay’s musical arrangements. In the early part of his tenure with Clay,
Gravens was very resourceful (but not always successful) in trying to work
around his limited reading skills, as illustrated in an amusing anecdote told
by Clay to Bentley:
“Though the band was playing only blues and stomps during this
period the music was still arranged, which presented a small problem to
current trombonist Luther Gravens. ‘Whenever the sheet music handed him
proved difficult Luther somehow managed to lose it during the course of the
evening. For the balance of the night he would lean heavily towards
Coycault and follow the cornet lead. After this had taken place several times
Coycault became aware of what Gravens was doing and began taking
liberties with the melody that left the trombonist a little distraught at what
course to follow. Gravens was, however, a fine musician and was finally
made to accept the fact that he had to read to maintain his spot in the band."
When Clay formed a new band Ernest Coycault and Leon White left
the Black and Tan band to join Clay.
In the article “Way Out West on Central” by Michael B. Bakan we
read:
“The apparent demise of the Black and Tan ensemble around 1924
seems to have had much to do with the rise of Sonny Clay as a bandleader
around that same time. Of the original five members of the Black and Tan
Jazz Orchestra, as seen in a 1918 photograph, Coycault and White left to
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join Clay in 1922 (1923 at the latest), tuba Jack Jackson and become a
regular with Clay’s band by 1924, and Paul Howard had made is way into
the Clay organization by January 1925.”
Sonny Clay is by some accounts one of the great but forgotten masters
of early jazz. Teddy Buckner, who played in Clay’s band in the late
twenties, remarked:
“Sonny Clay was a genius. He could walk down the street talking to
you – having a conversation – and be writing an arrangement at the same
time.” According to John Bentley, in his time, clay’s musical abilities as a
composer and arranger were “favorably compared with those of his friend
and contemporary, Jelly Roll Morton.”
Clay was born in 1899 in Chapel Hill, Texas, and moved to Phoenix,
Arizona with his family when he was nine. He began his musical career as a
drummer at age eleven. Over the years he became a multi-instrumentalist,
playing xylophone, trumpet, trombone, and C-melody saxophone, among
other instruments, but his principle instruments were always drums and
piano. In his teens he worked as a musician in dance pioneer Arthur
Murray’s Phoenix studio. Early on, Clay developed a fondness for Mexican
music and culture, listening to Mexican bands in Phoenix playing piano in a
duo with clarinetist Charlie Green in Mexicali, Calexico, and Tijuana. Clay’s
experiences with Mexican music influenced his musical style; Jelly Roll
Morton like to refer to the manifestations of this influence as “the Spanish
tinge” in Clay’s music. On record, the best example of this “Spanish tinge”
is “an unexpected rumba-like phrase” heard in a 1931 recording of Clay’s
composition “Cho-King.”
Sonny Clay first met Jelly Roll Morton in Tijuana; he was hitchhiking
to San Diego, and Morton happened to pick him up in his big touring car.
The two became fast friends and ended up playing together frequently, with
Morton on piano and clay alternating between drums, saxophone and
xylophone.
Around 1920, Charlie Green decided to move to Los Angeles to join
Wood Wilson’s Original Satisfied Orchestra, and Clay based himself in
Tijuana for a time, shuttling back and forth across the border to San Diego
for gigs. By January 1921, Green had left Wilson’s group to join Reb
Spikes’s Famous syncopated Orchestra, and he convinced Spikes to summon
clay to Los Angeles to play drums with the band. Clay accepted Spikes’s
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invitation and joined the group just in time to embark upon a tour that was
supposed to cover most of California. The tour was a disaster, however, and
the band went broke, its members finally earning enough money for the bus
fare back to Los Angeles with three one-night stands in small California
towns.
Back in Los Angeles, Clay struggled, gigging around with different
groups and playing solo piano jobs. In July and August 1921, he filled in
with Kid Ory’s Sunshine Orchestra on drums, temporarily replacing the
ailing Ben Borders. Clay also claims to have played with King Oliver at the
Royal Gardens in Leek’s Lake, “a country club-type spot in Los Angeles,”
during Oliver’s short appearance there, also in the summer of 1921.
In 1922, Clay decided to form his own jazz band. Enticing Ernest
Coycault and Leon White away from the Black and Tan Jazz Orchestra,
Clay formed a top-flight ensemble of locally based players. At the time of
the group’s first recordings in 1923, the group also included “Big Boy”
Leonard Davidson on clarinet, saxophonists Bob Farrell and Johnny King,
banjo player Thomas Valentine, and drummer Willis McDaniel, with Clay
playing piano. According to Bentley, “Tremendous drive proved the asset
most responsible for this new groups ease in obtaining bookings and they
immediately found steady employment. The year slipped by quickly and the
band was beginning to enjoy tremendous popularity.”
Clay also made his first recordings in 1922, accompanying a young
blues vocalist named Camille Allen on two songs released by the Hollywood
Record Company’s Sunset label. Responding to the ever-growing popularity
of clay’s jazz band on the Los Angeles scene, sunset hired the group to
record two sides in 1923. Two original compositions by clay, “Lou” and
“What a Wonderful Time,” were recorded during the session, with the band
going under the name The California Poppies. These recordings are
extremely rare.
Clay’s star continued to rise through 1923 and 1924, as “the band
added to its reputation playing in the more prominent night spots in and
around Los Angeles.” In May 1925, the group, billed as The Stompin’ Six,
recorded four more titles for sunset and began an association with a major
record company, Vocalion, recording three sessions in 1925 and 1926. The
first side recorded for Vocalion was “Chicago Breakdown,” but the most
popular was “Bogaloosa Blues,” which sold approximately 8,000 copies in
Chicago on the first day of its release in that city, attesting to the widespread
national reputation that Clay had established by the mid-twenties. McCarthy
has located references to clay’s bands in the Chicago Defender, one of the
nation’s largest African-American newspapers of the period, and the
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Pittsburgh courier, from 1922 and 1923, respectively. In both instances, the
list of band personnel includes Clay’s longtime musical partner, clarinetist
Charles Green (identified as “Cash Green” in the Defender).
Despite Clay’s high level of prominence on the Los Angeles scene
and even at the national level in the first half of the 1920s, his first
appearance in the pages of The California Eagle did not occur until February
12, 1926, when a front-page notice hailed his eight-piece group (which
included trombonist Willliam B. Woodman Sr. by this time) as the “one and
only orchestra of our group West of New York recording for Vocalion.” The
article continues:
“This wonderful musical organization which has made history for our
group along musical lines is well worthy of the compliment paid them as
without a peer for their particular line of work. This aggregation of men who
make real music, already have attained a national reputation. It was made by
playing to millions over the radio KFI and highly commended from all
sections of this continent.”
The mention of radio performances corroborates Bentely’s reference
to evening radio broadcasts by Sonny Clay’s Stompin’ Six during the midtwenties. However, Bentely’s claim that the broadcasts were heard on radio
station KNX is possibly an error, assuming that the Eagle’s reference to KFI
is accurate. In any case, by the time of the 1926 Eagle article, Clay had
already achieved unprecedented national attention for a Los Angeles-based
jazz bandleader. Clay’s fame was further enhanced during this period by
well-known white bandleader Herb Weidoft’s band, which performed many
of his compositions and arrangements. Weidoft capitalized on Clay’s talents
in much the same way that Ben Goodman capitalized on the talents of
Fletcher Henderson. Clay’s popularity with white audiences was also
fostered by his regular nightly engagement at the Plantation Café in Culver
City, a premiere whites-only nightspot for the rich and famous (film maker
D. w. Griffith was a regular customer). Thus, as jazz was appropriated on a
grand scale by white mainstream society beginning around the mid-twenties,
the music of Sonny Clay, through his recordings and radio broadcasts and
the playing of his works by leading white bands, came to have a significant
impact not only locally but nationally as well.
In addition to its other activities, Clay’s band remained active in Los
Angeles’s African-American community. Editions of the Eagle from 1926
indicate appearances at Arion Hall on February 22nd, at the grand opening of
Eagle Hall (at 822 Central Avenue) on February 24th, and at the Elks Annual
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Picnic and Barbecue at Luna Park on June 19th (a double bill with the Black
and Tan jazz Orchestra). In 1927 a February edition of the paper advertised a
performance of Clay’s band at the annual Pre-Lenten Benefit Dance for the
St. Philip’s Building Fund. The band then disappears from the pages of the
Eagle through at least the end of 1929 (where my archival search
concluded).
In January 1928, Clay recorded six more sides for Vocalion, only two
of which were issued. One of the unissued tracks was “Australian Stomp,”
presumably in homage to clay’s upcoming tour down under, where his group
became “probably the first black jazz group ever to tour that continent. The
last of the 1928 Vocalion sessions reportedly took place only a day or two
before the band'’ departure for Australia. The Australian venture, which
featured a large band (probably a ten-piece) and vocalist Ivie Anderson (who
would later achieve fame through her association with Duke Ellington), was
terminated abruptly when the band was deported because of rambunctious
behavior by certain of it s members, who most likely were accused of
consorting with white women. McCarthy suggests that Clay’s band “must
have stayed in Australia for about three month’s altogether,” although he
does not indicate a source for this information. Another Los Angeles-based
musician, Teddy Weatherford, was responsible for introducing jazz to china
for the first time in the 1920s.
After returning to Los Angeles, Clay restructured his band and
secured an engagement at the Vernon country Club, again playing for allwhite audiences. Through 1929 and the early 1930s, he directed a new band.
This group, which became the house band at the local racetrack’s café,
included a young Teddy Buckner as well as Les Hite. This was a posh gig;
Buckner recalls making a base salary of $25 a night, on top of which it was
not uncommon for him to pull in $60 in tips. The band also had a stint in San
Diego at the Creole Palace and made some film soundtracks. For club dates
during this period, Play replaced the Stompin’ Six designation he had
previously used for his gigging bands with the name Rhythm Demons. One
of Clay’s aggregations also appeared on screen in a motion picture, with the
musicians paid ten dollars each “to don grass skirts and assume the identity
of a Zulu band in a French café.
Clay’s final recording session with bands took place around August
1931 and featured a ten-piece band dubbed the Dixie Serenaders. Clay’s
arrangements of “Cho-King,” “St. Louis Blues,’ “River Stay ‘Way from My
Door,” “When It’s Sleepy Time Down South,” and “Some of these Days”
demonstrate his considerable talents as an arranger.
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Throughout most of his life, Clay had a serious drinking problem, and
his health began to deteriorate in the 1930s. His drinking, combined with
economic hardships brought on by the Depression, rendered the demands of
keeping a band together insurmountable, and he turned to solo piano playing
and freelance work with bands to make a living. During World War II he
was appointed an army band director, returning to club work on the Los
Angeles scene following his discharge and reaping the benefits of the city’s
booming wartime economy for a time. His alcoholism and increasingly poor
health, however, interfered with his ability to get and keep jobs. Following
an extended hospital stay, he found work at the post office, supplementing
his income by tuning pianos.”
In the 1930s, three of his sons, Coney, William Jr., and Britt formed
the core of the most important band in Watts (trombonist Britt later played
with the Duke Ellington Band in the 1950s).”
Joe Darensbourg knew Clay. He remarked:
“I knew Sonny Clay slightly, never knew him too good. He had a
band around here and when he got ready to go to Australia, Griff (William
Griffen) the saxophone player said; he may not be able to go to Australia. He
thought he might not be able to get a physical on account of he had messed
with some broad and got a little clap. He wanted me to go in his place and
Sonny asked me, too. I was working with Mutt and the loot Sonny was
paying was pretty good. I thought I would go, but Griff was able to pass the
physical and he went. The band got deported from Australia because they
caught them up in a room with a couple of 16-year-old girls. Sonny got into
a lot of trouble with the union over that. That’s the only time I knew Sonny.
It seems to me that I heard somebody say about a year ago that he was still
living.”
Another musician that talked about Sonny and his trip to Australia
was Pops Foster:
“When I was in California I was supposed to go to Australia with
sonny Clay’s band for ten months. I didn’t go and they ended up staying
only ten days. Australia is the worst Jim Crow country in the world and the
musicians over there didn’t want them to play. Over there colored weren’t
supposed to have any white girls in their rooms. The white musicians hired
some white girls to get friendly with Sonny Clay’s boys and get in their
rooms. When the party got going good one of the girls pulled a window
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shade down and that was the sign for the cops to come in. They knocked on
the door “to let them in “in the name of the King.” The cops took them all to
the stockade and then shipped each guy out on a separate boat. Some went to
Bogalusa, some went to Texas, and about everywhere but where they started
from. That was around 1922 (sic: actually 1928) and after that Sonny came
back to California and started another band. He was playing there in 1927.”
Sonny Clay’s Band Recordings
The California Poppies: Sonny Clay-piano, Ernest Coycault-cornet, Leon
White-trombone, Leonard Davidson-clarinet, Bob Farrell-alto sax, Johnny
King-tenor sax, Thomas Valentine-banjo, Willie McDaniel-drums.
“What A wonderful Time.” And, “Lou.”
Eccentric Harmony Six: Sonny Clay-piano/drums, Willliam Hansett-cornet,
Archie Grant-trombone, Charles Green-clarinet/saxophone, Theo. Bonnersaxophone, W. B. Woodman-trombone. Played at the Hiawatha Academy in
1922
The Stompin’ Six: Sonny Clay-piano, Ernest Coycault-trumpet, William B.
Woodman Sr.-trombone, Leonard Davidson-clarinet/soprano sax/tenor sax,
Louis Dodd-banjo/alto sax, Willie McDaniels-drums.
“Jimtown Blues,” “Roamin’ Around,” “Down and Out Blues,”
“Creole Blues.”
Sonny Clay: piano solos:
“Gang of Blues,” “Punishing the Piano”
Sonny Clay’s Plantation Orchestra: Sonny Clay-piano, Ernest Coycaulttrumpet, W. B. Woodman-trombone, Leonard Davidson-clarinet, Fitzgeraldbanjo, Willie McDaniels-drums.
“Jambled Blues,” “Bogaloosa Blues”
Added to next two: William Blakeney-trumpet, Louis Dodds-alto
sax/banjo/guitar, James Carson-clarinet:
“Plantation blues,” “Chicago Breakdown”
Personnel on next two below: Sonny Clay-piano, Ernest Coycault-trumpet,
Luther Graven-trombone, John Sturdevant-clarinet, Rupert Jordan-banjo,
Willie McDaniels-drums:
“Slow Motion Blues,” Slow Motion Blues”
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Sonny Clay and His Orchestra: Sonny Clay-piano, Ernest Coycault-trumpet,
Archie Lancaster-trumpet, Luther Graven-trombone, Leonard Davidsonclarinet/alto sax, Louis Dodd-alto sax, William Griffin-tenor sax, Rupert
Jordan-banjo, Herman Hoy-tuba, David Lewis-drums.
“Devil’s Serenade,” “In My Dreams (I’m Jealous of You”
Sonny Clay’s Hartford Ballroom Orchestra-Dixie Serenaders 1931: Sonny
Clay-piano, Doc Hart-trumpet, James “King” Porter-trumpet, Leon Whitetrombone, Leonard Davidson-clarinet/alto sax, Sherman Williamsclarinet/alto sax, Carlton Wade-clarinet/tenor sax, Frank Watkinsbanjo/vocals, Bert Holliday-tuba, David Lewis-drums.
“St Louis Blues,” “Cho-King,” “When It’s Sleepy Time Down
South,” “River Stay ‘Way From My Door”
Other personnel playing in a Clay Band: Ben Morton-clarinet/sax, Fitz
Weston-piano, Clarence Williams-bass, Harold Lee-drums, Eddie
Nicholson-drums, Red Mack-trumpet, James Williams-trombone, Albert
Baker-alto saxophone, Jimmy Warren-violin,
Paul Leroy Howard
Paul Howard was born in Steubenville, Ohio, in 1895. He moved to
California to live with him uncle in 1911. From a musical family Paul began
playing cornet and was somewhat known in his early age as a youthful
virtuoso. When moving to CA he took up the clarinet and saxophone. His
first contact was jazz began when he first heard Freddie Keppard’s Original
Creole Orchestra at the Pantages Theater in Los Angeles. Howard had never
heard anything like it in my life. He was working at Bullock’s Department
Store and going to school. He ‘cut’ both of them to go hear the band. During
the two-week performance of the band Howard didn’t miss a performance.
Howard joined the Wood Wilson Band in 1916 doubling on saxophone and
clarinet. This band, active in 1913, did not include any bona fide jazz players
but by 1916 when Howard joined the band Wilson renamed the band “Wood
Wilson’s Syncopators” and billed the band as the “famous jazz band.” One
event mentioned that the band played for was the first-ever automobile
show, which took place at Spikes’ Watts Country Club (Leek’s Lake).
After a brief stay in Wilson’s band Howard moved on to McVea’s
Howdy Band. The band was then playing at the Dreamland Hall. In 1918
Howard joined the famous Black and Tan Orchestra. Originally from Texas,
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the band was traveling with a carnival around 1916 or possibly earlier. It
was then a ten-piece “cakewalking, ragtime band. A notice in the January 8,
1916 edition of the California Eagle” announced a dance at 19th and Central
Avenues featuring the Black and Tan Orchestra. In 1918 local trombonist
Harry Southard, who had been active in Los Angeles dance bands since at
least 1913, when he and Reb Spikes were both members of the Wood
Wilson Band, took over leadership of the Black and Tan. As Howard puts it,
Southard reshuffled the group into a jazz band, changing its name from the
Black and Tan Orchestra/band to the Black and Tan Jazz Orchestra. This
billing was used in the “Eagle” for an Oct. 12, 1919, appearance at the
Dreamland Café. Unlike Wilson’s band, the Black and Tan did have at least
one genuine jazz musician, Ernest Coycault, the trumpet player from New
Orleans who had moved to Los Angeles in 1908 with Bill Johnson’s first
New Orleans touring band and remained in CA. In addition to Coycault
Southard hired Paul Howard to play clarinet and tenor saxophone. The Black
and Tan became one of the busiest groups in Los Angeles during the 1st half
of the 1920s.
Howard left the Black and Tan in 1924 to form his own ensemble.
Prior to that time, Howard had been playing jobs with other groups. In 1923
he had formed a quartet while with the Black and Tan. It was called the
“Quality Four,” when they were playing a stint at the Quality Café. This
group, under the name of pianist, Harvey Brooks, recorded 6 sides for the
Hollywood label in 1924. Adding a banjoist - Thomas Valentine, the Quality
Four became a quintet and changed its name to the Quality Serenaders. After
backing up blues singer Hazel Myers on a disastrous 1924 tour, the
Serenaders returned to Los Angeles and temporarily disbanded. Howard
became a member of Sonny Clay’s Band for a short period. In January 1925
there was a reuniting with the old Black and Tan band mates Ernest
Coycault, Leon White and James Jackson, who had also switched over to
Clay’s group. In 1924 the Quality Four was the house band at the Humming
Bird Café at 1143 East 12th Street.
Around 1926 and possibly as early as 1925, Howard, following up on
his bandleading activities with the Quality Four and the Quality Serenaders
of 1923-24 (and a short-lived band called the California Cotton Pickers), left
his job with Sonny Clay’s Band to reform the Quality Serenaders. The new
Serenaders quickly established themselves in the top echelon of Black Los
Angeles dance bands and when an opening for a new drummer came along
(sometime in 1926) Lionel Hampton was offered the position. Hampton
remarked: “I said good-bye to Reb Spikes and Curtis Mosby. The
Serenaders became the most popular band among the quality black folks.
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They played every dance and ball and cotillion there was. We did a good ten
gigs a week and made the huge sum of $5 a week, plus tips. The music was
not too exciting. It was mostly slow, romantic tunes; and I didn’t beat the
drums so much as a brushed them. All this was fine and mellow. We
jammed together when he were off duty.”
When Hampton joined the serenaders in 1926, Howard had already
expanded the 5-piece 1924 unit to a 7-piece band with himself & Leon
Herriford (Hereford) on sax & clarinet, Hampton on drums, George
Orendorff on trumpet, Louis Taylor on trombone, Thomas Valentine on
banjo/guitar, and Harvey Brooks on piano. By 1929 the Serenaders had been
expanded to an 8-piece group with the addition of James Jackson on tuba.
Charlie Lawrence, who played alto sax & clarinet, became the groups
principle composer and arranger after replacing Hereford on reeds, and
future Ellington band member Lawrence Brown replaced Louis Taylor on
trombone. This group went into the studio, first in 1929 and again in 1930 to
make records for the Victor label.
Beginning in 1926, Howard and his Quality Serenaders were
associated with Frank Sebastien. Through 1929 they were the house band at
Sebastien’s New Cotton Club in Culver City, a premiere white-only
establishment for black entertainment in the Los Angeles is in the latter part
of the 1920s that would achieve even greater fans in the 1930s. In 1928 the
Quality Serenaders prominence among Los Angeles bands led to their being
included in the official entertainment for the NAACP convention, which
consisted of a “Grand Musical Review & Reception at Shrine Auditorium”
headlined by the well-known soprano Florence Cole-Talbert. This event was
scheduled to coincide with the opening of the glamorous Hotel Somerville.
Following the main concert there was a big dance in the shrine Pavilion
featuring three bands: The Quality Serenaders, Kennedy’s Syncopators and
Speed Webb and his Melody Lads. On March 14, 1929, the Serenaders
moved from the Cotton Club to the new Kentucky Club Café (2220 Central
Avenue), which opened as a premiere nightspot for the African-American
community and a major drawing card for the white Hollywood party set as
well. The announcement of the grand opening in the Eagle advertises “A
Galaxy of Stars and a Jam Up Review” featuring entertainer Mildred
Washington in a show with a toe dancer, a tap dancer, a “silver tone blues
singer,” a “song bard,” a famed baritone, “and dance music by Howard’s
Quality Serenaders.” The advertisement invites readers to come and “see
your favorite movie stars.”
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Bands That Howard Played For
Early 1920s – Played with King Oliver & Jelly Roll Morton
Black & Tan Orchestra – 1922 – Harry Southard-trombone, Paul Howardsax, A. J. Jordon-piano, Ernest Coycault-trumpet, Leon White-drums.
Quality Four – 1922-23
Sonny Clay – 1925
Mosby’s Blue Blowers - 1925
Quality Serenaders – 1925-1930
Ed Garland/Freddie Washington – 1931-34
Eddie Barfield- 1936-37
Charles Echols – 1937-38
Howard Led Bands – 1939-1953
Played through 1950.
In Downbeat of Nov. 1, 1942 listed band Howard fronted: Earl Willispiano, Buddy Harper-guitar, Ted Brinson-string bass, Will McDaniel-drums,
Paul Howard-Sax
At 1-11 Dance Hall, 2nd floor at 3rd & Main Streets. 1-11 a dine-adance hall catering to sailors. Howard remarked that the dances lasted only a
few minutes, dancing with a beautiful hostess.
The Quality Serenaders became the Les Hite band when he took over
the group from Paul Howard in about 1930.
Reb Spikes in an interview said that Howard was in his brother
Johnny’s band with Mutt Carey at one time.
In the book “Central Avenue Sounds” we read:
“Paul Howard’s Quality Serenaders and other musicians performed at
the Cadillac Café or the Blue Bird Inn, an exclusive club at 12th and Central
for the ultra rich. Howard’s was a small jazz band, but it was the best! The
band members were just getting into jazz per se at the time.” (1923)
In the book “big Band Jazz,” McCarthy writes:
“Charlie Lawrence has said that the peak of the Howard band’s career
came in 1930 when it secured a residency at the Montmartre in Hollywood,
an exclusive and inordinately expensive room much favoured by the leading
film stars of the time. Soon after this the depression led to the demise of the
club and the Quality Serenaders was forced to disband. Howard himself
worked for a while with Ed Garland’s band, led his own trio during 1934,
joined Lionel Hampton in 1935 and was with Eddie Barefield’s big band
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during 1036-37. After this he worked with Charlie Echols before once again
leading is own group, which stay at a club called Virginia’s from 1939 to
1953. The group that Howard fronted on tenor saxophone and clarinet was
normally a quintet.”
Howard continued to play until at least the early 60s, but from 1937
his chief occupation has been financial secretary to the Los Angeles branch
of the musicians’ union. One critic wrote that:
“In ensemble work or individuality of arrangement, Howard’s
recordings are unexceptional, though not notably deficient. The
arrangements, mostly the work of Charlie Lawrence, are functional and
efficient, while the ensemble passages are played with technical expertise.
The outstanding soloist of the band is unquestionably Orendorff, and his
contributions on such titles as Moonlight Blues (incidentally containing
Lionel Hampton’s first recorded vocal), Overnight Blues, New Kinda Blues
and Charlie’s Idea, usually in plunger style, are well conceived, swinging
and nicely balanced. Lawrence Brown has typically smooth solos on
Overnight Blues, Harlem, Cuttin’ Up and other titles, performing with the
assurance that he was later to display with Duke Ellington.”
Howard, in his later years was involved in musician union matters and
was the financial secretary of the Black union. There was a movement on to
only have one union for both black and white musicians. Howard, as part of
the old guard was against this merger. William Douglass talks about it and
how much respect Howard had from both the old and new members:
“Paul Howard, our treasurer, was one of the most popular, most wellloved people in the world. I love him like a father today, but he was against
it. We never could unseat those three people, no matter what.”
The musician’s union was at 17th and Central. It was a large two-story
house. Local bands would rehearse there. Base rehearsed his band
downstairs beside the financial offices and we had big band rehearsal
upstairs. Douglass again talks of Howard:
“I remember the financial office was run by a very popular fellow
named Paul Howard, a famous saxophone player. His band was called the
Quality Serenaders.”
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Marl Young had some remarks on the union election in 1915:
“We started talking about getting rid of segregation. The only way
you can get rid of the segregation is to get some power in the union. We
said, “The only way that we’re going to get rid of this is to become officers
in the union and then demand or ask that we have negotiation proceedings
with the white union.” So we ran for office. Buddy ran for president, Bill
Douglass ran for vice-president, Estelle ran for secretary. We didn’t oppose
the treasurer, Paul Howard: everybody liked him.”
The new timers won the majority in the election. Eventually, after
some major problems the merger happened in January of 1953.
Lee Young, one of the new timers recalls his relationship with
Howard:
“Mr. Paul Howard, he like adopted me. I was like Mr. Howard’s kid.
You see I still call him Mr. Howard. I can’t get out of it. They let you know
about that respect thing when I was coming up. So I started working with
Mr. Howard out in Glendale with his group, the Quality Serenaders. And
Glendale was a very prejudiced place.”
Jack Kelson also talked about Howard:
“In 1946 Lionel Hampton was out here playing theaters and
ballrooms. Paul Howard, the treasurer of the black musicians union, told
Hamp, “You ought to hear this guy play clarinet.” When Hamp first came to
Los Angeles, he played drums in Paul Howard’s band, the Quality
Serenaders. And on one of those gigs is where Lionel Hampton met his
future wife, because Paul Howard'’ Quality Serenaders was, at that time,
playing almost all of the dances and affairs by black society. And, in any
event, Paul Howard knew Lionel Hampton. Paul Howard knew that I could
play clarinet quite good.”
Paul Howard died in Los Angeles on Feb. 18, 1980.
Wood Wilson
Wood Wilson came to Los Angeles from Dallas, Texas and is said to
have come to Los Angeles around 1902-03. His brother and one other
formed an ensemble trio with two guitars and bass. Wood played most of the
string instruments including bass and banjo. He was active musically around
1913 with a band that included Reb Spikes. In 1916 his band was called
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Wood Wilson’s Syncopators and was billed as the “famous Jass Band.” Paul
Howard played with Wilson in 1916.
My 1916 his band was playing at local establishments such as
Blanchard’s Hall and at Leek’s Lake. We read in the Chicago Defender or
Oct. 15, 1921:
“Leak’s Lake, a popular resort near here, has been changed to the
Wayside Amusement Park with music by Wood Wilson’s Original Satisfied
Orchestra.”
The Defender also mentions Wilson on April 23, 1922 when his band
plays at Blanchard’s Hall. Wilson’s Band also played for a first ever
automobile show at Leak’s Lake around 1916.
Wilson’s band, at first, was not a jazz band and Paul Howard was one
of the first musicians that really were known for playing jazz when he joined
the band in 1916. Most dance bands when jazz began to be the popular
music for dancing became jazz bands playing more syncopated music then
the standard dance music of an earlier era.
There is a picture in Stoddard’s book “Jazz on the Barbary Coast” that
is of the Wilson Band around 1913. The band included: Reb Spikes-baritone
saxophone, Charlie Wilson-drums, Mathews-promoter, Wood Wilsonbanjo/mandolin, Harry Southard-trombone and Curry-piano.
Willie Woodman
Willie Woodman was born in the state of Mississippi around 1897 and
began his musical career-playing trombone in a church band. He, like so
many musicians of his era, travel with a minstrel troupe, the Mahoney
Georgia Minstrels. He traveled to California in 1918. He started playing and
soon he was working at the Cadillac Café with the Black and Tan Band,
settling in the Negro district of Watts.
He recalls some of his early experiences in the music scene of early
th
20 century Los Angeles:
“I’ll tell you how Jelly Roll came to be connected with Leak’s Lake.
After spikes let me have the dance hall, Jelly Roll came to Los Angeles. He
was living right across the street from me with his godmother, Mrs. Hunter. I
went over and talked with him. “Jelly,” I said, “how about you forming a
little band and come on down there. I’ll put you in as a partner with me.”
Just for his reputation, you know. And we formed a band and we gave
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dances at Leek’s Lake. In fact, on off nights we’d go off and play other
dances.
Spikes built Leek’s Lake. When things got rough, he sold it to me. It
was a white elephant.” I got stuck with it: I mortgaged my home and gave
him a down payment on it, but I paid him off. It was just a big plain hall,
about seventy-five by a hundred for long, with no trimming, no porch, or
nothing. It was on Imperial, close to Willowbrock Street. Imperial is now
117th Street, close to the Watts Towers. The bandstand was low, just about a
foot from the floor, not like the high balcony at the Cadillac.
There really was a lake out there at one time, and this fellow who
owned it was named Leek. Well, he dug it out and made a pond there, and I
suppose put fish in it and had a little boat. He had a little concession around
there. Barbecue and a little merry-go-round. Leak never did have any
success with that, and he never did have any dance hall. He didn’t believe in
nothing like that. That’s one reason the place never did go. He fought it, and
that’s the reason we had trouble with the law. He would have the police over
for having a disturbance in his neighborhood. Leek didn’t believe in no
dancing, so there was no dancing till after Spikes built the hall. They just
continued to call it Leek’s Lake. I think I bought it around 1922. Dink
Johnson played clarinet with us for awhile and then we got Clem Raymond.
A tall fellow, Russell Massingale, was on cornet. Jelly played piano, and I
played trombone. The drummer was Jelly Johnson; (He was always a happy
fellow; that’s why he got the nickname.
I’ll tell you when we had a good week. Jelly Roll knew King Oliver
and when Oliver came down through here from Frisco he played a week
with us at Leak’s Lake. We packed them in that week (April 1922). Oliver
was our guest and just sat in with Jelly Roll’s band. We also featured Kid
Ory’s band, with Mutt Carey out there. They did good there, good drawing
power. So we made money when we could get them.
We’d advertise the dances and have parades down the Avenue. WE
featured one number that Jelly called Big Foot Ham. It sounded good.
Supposed to be a dancer or someone, and he had big feet. We had a piano on
a truck and Jelly played on the truck.
Jelly played at the hall about a year. We had so much trouble with the
Law we couldn’t take it. As soon as someone like Leak would make a report
to the Law, the police would come, and people didn’t like the Law coming
around the business, you know. It ran down and I gave it up. I rented it out
and lost it.
Jelly Roll lived with his godparents on 1114th Street in Watts. You
know a lot of times Jelly didn’t have a girl friend and he’d go down there
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and live with the Hunters. I lived at 1918 East 111th Street and they were
across the street at 1917 East. I’d see Jelly there almost every day. Some
mornings I’d get up and see him sitting there with his pajamas and bathrobe
on.
Jelly used to tell me about his mother in New Orleans. I think he only
saw her when he was too small to remember. And his godmother took him
and raised him. She was a little old lady - she actually was a ‘little old lady.”
She was from Louisiana, and she cooked all those Louisiana dishes. They
liked Jelly and he loved them.”
Mrs. Woodman also remembered Jelly:
“Mrs. Laura Hunter had a piano in her home, and I remember one
time when Jelly Roll got sick and stayed with her awhile and played the
piano over there. I never did go out to Leak’s Lake, so that’s the only time I
ever heard Jelly Roll play the piano. He played “A Tall Brown Skin Lady
Made the Preacher Lay His Bible down” and he played the “St. Louis
Blues,” I remember how he’d sit over there at the piano and play. He had
long fingers. Jelly Roll also loved to whistle. He’d whistle most anytime,
just as he was walking around the house or at the piano. He just loved to
whistle.
The last time I saw Jelly was when he came back here in 1940 and he
was down at the Union, on the east side of Central at 17th. They had a big
picture of him, an enlarged photo, sitting in the lobby. And they had a piano
and rehearsal rooms there, and Jelly would come in by himself and play. He
didn’t have a band then. He didn’t seem sick to me at the time, and I was
surprised when I heard that he had passed. When he was playing with me
(early 1920s) he had to be on a diet; he didn’t eat anything.
When Spikes had their music store down at 12th & Central Jelly’d
come around to play the piano. He’d see some fellow sitting there playing –
some fellow supposed to be a piano player and he’d say, “Get up, man, let
somebody play that piano!” I liked his style and I liked his rhythm; he had
that New Orleans beat.
I always took a liking to Jelly and he always liked me. We’d kid each
other and joke. When he played piano for people, I’d brag on his playing.
“Come on, Jelly,” I’d say, “Come on, man, Let’s go. Show them what you
can do.” He loved for you to talk it up, you know. He was, you might say, an
original. I don’t think he tried to imitate anybody.”
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Ivie Anderson
Ivie Anderson (1904-1949) visited Australia with the Sonny Clay
troupe in 1928. By then, Ivie had already appeared at New York’s famous
Cotton Club. A sharp dresser, she ‘oozed’ class and could dance almost as
well as she could sing. Ivie was part of the Sonny Clay band on its trip to
Australia in 1928. She joined Duke Ellington’s Orchestra in 1931, staying
with them and making records extensively from 1932 to 1942.
Edna Hightower
Edna was in Kansas City playing at the theater that we came to play
in. She was the piano player, and the other people were men. She came to
California about 1918 or 1919 and played around here for a long time till she
got too old to play. She taught music and had a band called The Hightowers
Orchestra.
The Los Angeles Bands
The Black and Tan Band
The Black and Tan Orchestra originally came from Texas to Los
Angeles around December, 1915 as part of a carnival. It was the typical
dance orchestra of its era, like the ‘society’ bands of John Robichaux and
others in and around New Orleans and found in most other cities in the
United States. The band was the only band that played ragtime for a long
time around Los Angeles. These dance bands became known as jazz bands
once jazz was established as the new type of dance music. The band was
mentioned in a January 8, 1916 issue of The California announcing a dance
at 19th and Central featuring the Black and Tan Orchestra. In 1918
Trombonist Harry Southard and Reb Spikes, both members of the Wood
Wilson Band, took over leadership of the Black and Tan. Southard
reshuffled the group and made it more in the style of the emerging jazz band.
He changed its name to the Black and Tan Jazz Orchestra. Southard reduced
it to a quintet and redesigned its instrumentation, repertoire, and musical
style on the model of the Creole Band and other hot New Orleans jazz
groups. The band included: Southard, reedmen Paul Howard (sax) and Paul
Herriford (clarinet), added to the group around May 20, 1922.James “Tuba
Jack” Jackson on tuba/piano/string bass, (five months later Wood Wilson
was added),drummer Leon White, and cornetist Ernest Coycault. Ernest
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Coycault, the New Orleans Creole trumpet player was the one genuine jazz
musician. He was the ‘hot’ soloist of the group and a very effective ragtime
player whose rhythmic verse ought to have made a great impression on local
cornetists who heard him between 1910 and 1930. In 1922 Coycault was
replaced by James Porter, another ‘hot’ player. Porter had migrated from
Chicago and ultimately came to be known as “the King of the Coast.” Leon
White also eventually left the group to join Clay’s Band. In addition to
Coycault, Southard hired Paul Howard to play and tenor saxophone. Willie
Woodman was with the band when it played at the Cadillac Café. The
Chicago Defender mentions the band in its March and April, 1920 issue as
playing at the Cadillac Café. Soon the band became one of the busiest
groups around Los Angeles.
The band’s business card read “Black and Tan Orchestra, Harry A.
Southard, Mgr. Headquarters for all kinds of entertainment. Business phone
Main 5519, Residence Main 4694, Office 1310 Central Ave.”
Whether with Coycault or Porter, the Black and Tan Jazz Orchestra
enjoyed tremendous popularity in the late teens and early twenties.
The band is mentioned in the Dec. 11, and 18, 1915 issue of the Eagle
in an advertisement for two separate New Years Eve dance. The band’s
evolving into a ‘jazz’ band evident by an Eagle advertisement on August 30,
1919 at the Dreamland Café, which stated: “Music by the Black and Tan
Jazz Orchestra.”
The only band to rival the B. & T. was the Ory band. Ory remarked
that his band was the most talked-about jazz band in the area and that the
group “cut” the Black and Tan band in front of appreciative audiences on a
number of occasions. (Ory’s was a more New Orleans style band playing
more ‘jazzy’ style then the syncopated ragtime of the B & T.
After getting into a fight with Ory, Tudi Garland quit the band and
joined the B and T.
A number of bands like the B. & T. and Ory’s band were featured
during special one-day boat and train excursions to nearby destinations such
as Catalina Island, San Diego and Tijuana, Mexico. These excursions
emerged as a novel feature of early-1920s black social life in Los Angeles
and furnished yet another type of venue for jazz band dances. They were
sponsored by the Panama Social Club. Each excursion featured
entertainment by a top local jazz or dance band. One such band was the
Black and Tan. Each trip included a picnic and barbecue, a trip to a bullfight
or a baseball game, and a big dance.
The Black and Tan were engaged nightly at major nightclubs in the
area such as the Cadillac Café and the Dreamland Café. They held weekly
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dances at the Arion Hall on East Third Street on Thursdays and at
Washington and Central Hall on Mondays. They performed at Sunday
baseball games at white Sox Park and played at holiday balls and dances
such as the 1923 Elks Thanksgiving Ball and the 1024 Iriquois Friday
Morning Club’s May Fete Dances, both held at Blanchard Hall. They
participated in fund-raising events – e.g., Social Benefit for the Delegate to
the 1921 Pan-African Congress in London, held at Caldwell’s Recreation
Garden in Santa Monica on July 30th; A “Dance for charity Benefit” for the
Eastside Mothers’ Home (May 1922), the Pilgrims Home Grand Benefit” for
the black community’s senior citizens’ home and hospital, on May 8, 1922
and an “Educational Fund Benefit Musical Dance” in July, the latter two
both at Wayside Park.
The band also provided entertainment at political meetings and
patriotic events, such as the Washington’s Birthday Grand Patriotic Ball
(Feb. 22, 1918) at the shrine Auditorium, the Patriotic Meeting of the
Republican Protective League (April 21, 1918) at the Mason Hall on Central
Avenue, and a Grand Ballot Ball held at election time in November 1923.
The band also performed regularly at the One-eleven Dance Hall at Third
and Main.
The Black and Tan never recorded but it broke new ground at the
“Educational Fund Benefit Musical Dance” of July 1922. The Black and Tan
was programmed alongside a program of “classical singing and dancing.”
This may have been one of the first events ever in Los Angeles to include art
music and jazz music on the same bill.
By 1924 the Black and Tan Jazz Orchestra had reached its zenith and
had increasing competition on the local band scene around L.A. The last
mention of the band appeared in the Eagle in August of 1924. Sometime
around 1924-26 Paul Howard left the band to form his own group.
The Black and Tan also provided music for the silent films in
Hollywood.
The demise of the band seemed to begin when Leon White and Ernest
Coycault left the band to join Sonny Clay’s new band in 1924.
The Sunnyland Jazz Band
There is very little ever written about this band. The group while in
existence did not make any recordings. In an interview Charlie Lawrence
says that he directed the orchestra. It is mentioned in Levin’s book (Classic
Jazz) that it was a cooperative group lead by Lawrence but with Wilson
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serving as musical director and spokesman for the group. When Porter was
going to leave the group they sent for Blakeney from Chicago in 1924.
Porter changed his mind but when the band played at Solomon’s Penny
Dance Hall, Porter did leave and Blakeney finally got the job he had moved
to Los Angeles for.
Charlie Lawrence’s claim that he was the leader of the Sunnyland
Jazz Band is at least partially contradicted by Blakeney, who reported to
Levin that pianist Buster Wilson was the group’s musical director and
spokesman but the group was essentially a cooperative organization in
which all members had a say in all decisions.
The group was very popular within the Afro-American community.
From 1924 to 1926 the group is mentioned in the Eagle more than any other
local jazz band. They are mentioned as playing for a “Pre-Halloween
Masquerade Ball” and a “Grand thanksgiving Ball” in 1923.They were also
involved in the “Xmas Chimes Dance and Musical Fiesta” at Washington
and Central, running from Dec 22-26, 1923.
In 1924 the Sunnyland was featured at an “Emancipation Celebration”
at Lincoln Park Skating Rink on June 19th. They also played at the
“Extraordinary Opening” of the Humming bird Café (formerly the Quality
Café, where Paul Howard’s Quality four had been the house band one year
earlier). The Humming Bird was located at 1143 East 12th Street. It was one
of the most popular and exciting nightclubs in the Central Ave. district.
In the April 9th and 16th, 1926 issue of the Eagle there appears an
adv. for the “Sunnyland Orchestra with Amplifiers” at the Shrine
Auditorium with an admission charge of $1.00.
The band began a weekly engagement at the pavilion in eureka
Village in March of 1925. This resort was located in the Eureka Mountains;
Eureka Village was a suburban, resort-like residential community for
African Americans. The real estate development used the band to attract
potential homebuyers to the Village and provided regular entertainment for
the residents.

Mosby & the Blueblowers
Curtis Mosby was both a musician and an entrepreneur and his
credentials include: club owner, drummer, bandleader, composer and music
store owner. He was often called the “honorary mayor of Central Avenue.”
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While he was well-known and a dominant figure in Los Angeles
bridging the gap between two generation of Afro-American music, he was
also a controversial figure who some remember with disrespect and disdain.
Many musicians interviewed who knew and worked for Mosby remark that
the bandleader was notorious known for not paying or grossly underpaying
his musicians and other remarked that he was unscrupulous in other realms
of his various business operations. Gioia writes that although “Mosby
appears at first glance to be a black Renaissance man of the day, virtually all
of his talents have been challenged by musicians who worked with him.”
Saxophonist Marshall Royal among them. One asserted that “Mosby
couldn’t drum to save his life, and completely lacked skills as a composer,
and often called in Lionel Hampton to play drums on key gigs and recording
sessions.” Gioia said that many of the criticisms levied against Mosby seem
easily refutable by information found in newspapers and other primary
source documents, the abundance of “acerbic comments” directed at him,
however ungrounded in the facts, nonetheless reveal the low esteem in
which Mosby was held by his fellow musicians.”
But, Mosby’s impact on the jazz history of Los Angeles cannot and
shouldn’t be ignored.
Mosby was born in 1895 in Kansas City, Missouri and moved to
Chicago around 1918 and led a dance band there. He then moved to Oakland
and opened a music shop in 1921. From about 1921 to 1924 he toured as a
member of Mamie Smith’s Jazz Hounds and finally settling in Los Angeles
around 1924. He soon formed a sextet, named the “Dixieland Blue Blowers.
Between 1924 and 1926 the band had a regular engagement playing for a
whites-only audience at Solomon’s Dance Pavilion De Luxe. Variety
reported in 1926 that a cowboy band was playing opposite to their band at
Solomon’s. James Porter was the featured trumpet player in the band. Porter
had left the Sunnyland Band to join Mosby at Solomon’s.
The Blueblowers secured a recording contract with Columbia, making
records in 1927 through 1929. The band reached new heights in popularity
during these years. Mosby’s group became one of the most popular around
Los Angeles during these years. He was very adept at public relations and
we find many notices in the local media about Mosby and his band. He is
said to have been one of the biggest entertainment moguls in the late 1920
around Los Angeles. Mosby’s entrepreneurial skills, combined with his
bandleading activities, enabled Mosby to almost monopolize the
entertainment scene at many different levels.
Solomon’s Dance Hall was at 10th and Grand Avenue. The dance hall
was frequented by all the sailors – hundreds of sailors went there. It was a
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huge place. They‘re said to have such a crowd; they had to have afternoon
and evenin’ dances. Solomon made lots of money. They called it Penny
Dance, but it cost you a nickel or a dime to dance.
Following a lengthy engagement at Solomon’s, the Blue Blowers
began playing at the Bronx Palm Gardens at 423 East 7th Street. Mosby also
played at the Hummingbird Club at 12th and Central with Henry Starr.
Stoddard writes: “Gloria Swanson used to come in there.
Curtis also owned a club in San Francisco. Charlie “Duke” Turner
writes: “I played for Curtis when he had the café over in San Francisco. It
seems like Curtis was from New Orleans.”
Considered the “West Coast Apollo,” the Lincoln Theater opened in
1926 on Central Avenue at 23rd Street. The Lincoln featured motion pictures
and live stage shows, talent shows and of course vaudeville. The Lincoln
was one of the first theaters in the country for African Americans. It was
also the first on the West Coast for African American and the first in
southern California. Mosby’s Orchestra, the Dixieland Blue Blowers,
opened the theater. The year 1927 was a bad year for the Central Avenue
nightclub business but the only entertainment available to break the
monotony for almost a year was the Lincoln Theater. The band became the
resident band at the Lincoln Theater accompanying elaborate musical
comedies and vaudeville act and playing jazz sets between acts.
Mosby’s Apex Club
(Later the Alabam Club)
On Thanksgiving Day in 1928 Curtis opened the Apex Club at 4015
Central Avenue. The Apex Club (later known as the Club Alabam)
Carolynne Snowden, Mildred Washington and Ivie Anderson produced
revues for the Apex. Clarence Muse also participated in producing and
singing. Mosby’s Dixieland Blueblowers provided the music and Hollywood
celebrities came to see the shows.
By November of 1928 this elegant club had become the hot spot on
Central Avenue, for both the well to do Black Angelenos and for White
Hollywood celebrities. While the club was racially mixed, all the performers
were African American. Mosby himself played drums along with James
Porter on trumpet, Marshall Royal on Saxophone and Lawrence Brown on
trombone. There were live remote radio broadcasts from the club by two
radio stations that featured the band’s nightly performances. When duties
needed management often Lionel Hampton took Mosby’s place on the drum
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set. This club band also recorded the soundtrack for the 1929 film
Hallelujah.
The club was raided on Nov. 1, 1929 four days after the collapse of
the stock market ushering in the great Depression. Mosby had charges
against him and was brought to court but found to be ill founded and were
the result of racism. The Eagle stated:
“On the very face of things the attempt to crucify the Apex looked
shady. It looked like a preconcocted and well-laid plan to destroy this
particular club, in spite of the fact that it was conducted on a much higher
plane than four-fifths of like establishments. In other words, it was a case of
Mosby being a colored man; he was in somebody’s way, or somebody
wanted him out of the way which ever way one would want to put it.”
Mosby was ultimately found innocent of the charges filed with the
police commission dismissing the action that had been filed by the police to
revoke his club operating license.”
Marshall Royal remarked about the history of the Apex (later called
the Alabam) in an interview:
“The Club Alabam was in a building that was in between the Dunbar
Hotel and where the downbeat eventually stood. It originally started as the
Apex Club and probably the most exclusive, classy club that ever was on
Central Avenue. It was owned by Curtis Mosby, the mayor of Central
Avenue.
He was quite an enterprising man. He knew how to promote; he could
promote anything. He could promote a contest, a “spit to the line,” anything.
He did okay. He had this Apex Club and, at that time, it drew all the notables
from Hollywood. That was in the get-rich quick days. Fatty Arbuckle, the
Talmedge Sisters, Tom Mix, Budd Jones, and Hoot Gibson, all those people
of that type. They would come over to the East Side of town to do what they
called “slumming” in those days. So they slummed on Central Avenue.
The Apex Club carried Mosby’s name although he didn’t appear with
the orchestra himself. Mosby called his group “Mosby’s Blueblowers.” It
was the first big band that I played with. I was only seventeen at the time.
The black people in the neighborhood could hardly afford to go to the
Apex Club because it was very expensive. It had to be expensive because
Curtis Mosby himself was a drummer and he liked the big bands, so he kept
a big band in his place as well as a complete show. He would import
entertainers from New York and Chicago, wherever there were good people
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performing. He’d bring them across the country, if they were great, and put
them in his show.
That’s were Ivie Anderson started and a whole lot of other people
from that era. She started there as a chorus girl. That’s where Duke Ellington
discovered her; he found her right there at the Apex Club. I was working in
the band at the time and going to Jefferson High School during the day.
Duke discovered Ivie there when he came out to do his first picture in
Hollywood. It was a picture called “Check and Doublecheck” from Amos’
‘n’ Andy. He hired me out of the Curtis Mosby band to be an extra man in
his band. And in 1929 I did the picture “Check and Doublecheck” with
Ellington while I was still going to Jefferson High School.”
There was even valet parking at the Apex Club, right in front. You
could drive right up to the door and they had liveried people there to take
your automobile and park it for you. They would park it on the streets
because they didn’t have a regular parking lot, but they would have regular
places on the street where they knew nobody would touch it. We had police
in those days that were real policemen; they didn’t stand for no bull or
nothing. There was a guy named Maceo Sheffield. Sheffield was the one that
inspired the tune “Every tub” by Count Basie. When he broke down a door
he would say, “Every tub.” That meant everybody went to jail. He and his
partner, Randolph, didn’t allow any foolishness in the neighborhood. So the
people who came to the Central Avenue area were well protected and had no
fear of being mugged…..
Oakland Levy was the headwaiter at the Club Alabam when it was
still called the Apex Club. He was just about the best headwaiter/maitre d’
that you could ever find in this or anybody else’s world. He had one of those
indelible memories. If he was introduced to a person that came in, he would
remember that person’s name, what the lady was wearing, what table he sat
them at, and what drink they had. If a man walked in there today and didn’t
come back again for two years, he would greet the man when he hit the front
door and call him by his first and last name and that was it.
They turned the Apex into the Alabam after Curtis Mosby let it go. In
those days it was pretty hard to keep things together because the police
raided the club all the time. People drank their whiskey “under the table,”
and if you didn’t pay off the policemen they wouldn’t’ tell you when they
were going to raid your place and you got caught. They might take anybody
down. It was such a hassle during that horrible time called prohibition.”
Marshall Royal also had this to say about Mosby:
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“I had my 18th birthday at the San Francisco Apex, which Curtis
Mosby opened as a 2nd club. It was at the corner of Grand and Bush Streets,
which was the edge of Chinatown. I lived at the Grandview Hotel, which
was at the corner of Grant and Pine. I went up there to play in the orchestra.
Curtis Mosby was a businessman. And he called himself a drummer.
He wasn’t the greatest drummer in the world, but as long as he owned band,
he was the drummer. After he got into the real heavy ownership of the Apex,
he got another drummer, who was a pretty good drummer, a fellow by the
name of Baby Lewis.
At the same time, Curtis Mosby was such a businessman; he had a
band at the first black theater ever built on Central Avenue, which was the
Lincoln Theater. In 1926 it opened with a stage show, which was just a
terrific thing in that neighborhood, on the cornet of 23rd and Central Avenue.
They had stage shows that were just great, a full line of girls, comedians,
people with expertise, tops in their business. Mosby had the band in the pit.
Well, if finally broke him, because in the music business owning a
place is the most precarious business there is anywhere. He ended up owing
a lot of people and had to file bankruptcy. He finally made a comeback
during World War II. He still had an interest in the Club Alabam, which was
co-owned by two Italian brothers. Curtis ended up marrying a lady that was
pretty well fixed. She owned a big beauty shop in town and had a few other
interests, such as properties. She financed him into a place called the Last
Word.”
Gerald Wilson also worked for Mosby. He remarked:
“The Alabam was now really looking good, had been remodeled.
Curtis Mosby had it. Curtis was a nice man. He had been in the business.
You know, he was a musician and had a band. And he had fixed the club up
real nice. They were having regular shows in there.”
Clora Bryant also worked for Mosby. She remembers:
“The Alabam was run by Curtis Mosby. He was a little crooked. He
owned a lot of people money. They’d pay you under the table. Finally, the
union got after him, so you’d have to go to the union to collect your money.
He’d pay you the right money on the union check. But then you’d have to
come back down there and kickback some money. They finally caught him
and put him in jail for taxes. I think it was. He still owed me.
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Once we were playing behind Al Hibbler, the blind singer, at the
Alabam, and pay night came. Mosby was farting around and wasn’t showing
up or was behind the bar fiddling around again. And Al Hibber said, “You
dirty MF. You’d better give me my money or I’ll shoot you.” (laughing) He
says, “Say something so I’ll know where you are.” (laughing). I mean, Al
Hibbler was serious. He couldn’t see, but he didn’t take no shit. I mean, we
got our money that week. That was really funny.
But he had made the money. The place was doing good business…..
Across the street from the Alabam and the downbeat was the Last
Word. Now, that was owned by Esvan Mosby, who was Curtis Mosby’s
younger brother….I worked at the last Word with a girl group. We had to go
to the union and get our money too, and bring it back and kick back. You
were only making a few dollars, but at that time a dollar was a dollar. But
you had to kick back 5 or 6 dollars apiece. Esvan was a nice man, but they
were businessmen.”
Reb Spikes took over the Club Alabam with Will Heflin in the 1930s,
shortly after Curtis Mosby had to close it.
Albert McCarthy also mentions Mosby:
“Drummer Curtis Mosby came from Kansas City, Missouri, where he
was born in 1895, but he established his reputation mainly in Los Angeles.
Around 1918 he led his own band in Chicago after touring with the
Tennessee Ten, but soon afterwards moved to California where he resumed
leadership of a band and ran a music shop in Oakland during 1921. He then
toured for two years with Mamie Smith’s Jazz Hounds before settling in Los
Angeles and forming his Dixieland Blueblowers. A new item in the 9th Sept.
1925 issue of Variety reported that Mosby’s Dixieland Blueblowers were
then in their 11th month at Solomon’s Dance Pavilion De Luxe, Los Angeles,
with Harry Barken-trumpet, Lloyd Allen-trombone, H. L. Brassfieldsaxophone, Henry Starr-piano, Fred W. Vaughn-banjo and Curtis on drums.”
The same paper 8 months later mentioned that they were still resident
at the same place, ‘playing opposite a Texas cowboy band that is not as
good.’
Mosby led his band for some years, occasionally switching to violin,
(sic: some accounts doubt his ability on the violin and said that he seldom or
never played the violin.) The band is said to have recorded with Mosby
playing the violin at three sessions during October 1927, March 1928 and
January 1929. Alto saxophonist Les Hite joined Mosby early in 1928 at a
time when his band opened at the Lincoln Gardens, Los Angeles. A Chicago
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Defender story in its 21st April 1928 edition said that Charlie Hite was with
Mosby, presumably referring to this fact. During 1929, at a period when
trombonist Lawrence Brown was a sideman, Mosby’s band appeared in the
film “Hallelujah” and recorded the musical soundtrack. Variety of 26th Feb.
and 24th Sept 1930 noted that the band was then resident at the Apex Club,
Los Angeles, and a personnel of James ‘King’ Porter 7 Doc Hart-trumpets,
Lawrence Brown & Parker Berry-trombones, Marshall Royal, Leo Davisalto sax/clarinet, Johnny Mitchell-tenor sax, Walter Johnson-piano, Ceele
Burke-guitar, Ike Perkins-string bass and Baby Lewis-drums for the 1930-31
period has been given by Marshall Royal.
During 1933-34 Mosby fronted the band for the show “Change Your
Luck” which went on quite an extensive mid-western tour. His line-up of
Leroy Huston, Gene Prince & Theodore ‘Wingy’ Carpenter-trumpets, Baron
Will Moorehead-trombone, William Johnson, Clester Wells, John Mitchellreeds, Wilbert Baranco-piano, William Dirvin-guitar, Julius Harris-string
bass and Red Saudners-drums.
Soon after this he started to run his own clubs and entered the
promotion field. Down Beat of 15th Jan. 1941 carried the following: “Curtis
has reopened the Club Alabam, Los Angeles, and the Central Avenue spot in
which Mosby and his band held forth in their heyday. Mosby is operating
the spot himself. The name Mosby’s Blue Blowers has been revived for the
band which was organized here by Baron Moorehead.
Mosby ran this club until about 1947 when he left music for a couple
of years, after which he opened the Oasis Club. He died during the ‘fifties. It
appears that his initial band title was Mosby’s Dixieland Blue blowers, but
that at least during 1929 it was known as Mosby’s Kansas City blue
Blowers.
Mosby’s recordings have about them an engaging enthusiasm, but
despite their instrumentation are outside the mainstream of big band jazz. It
is possibly unfair to judge them by such standards.
Reb Spikes knew Mosby and they were partners in the central Avenue
music store for awhile. In his interview with Willard, Reb spoke of Mosby:
“Curtis Mosby owned the cabaret Alabam but he didn’t own
building. Yeah Mosby left at the beginning of the Depression. He left
Alabam. I think he went up to Oakland, and he died up in Oakland.
opened up a place up there in Chinatown. (Sic: It was San Francisco,
Oakland)”
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Reb said that Curtis didn’t play violin but was a drummer. He then
spoke of the partnership in the music store with Curtis:
“When Mosby and I went together in the music store, he was our
salesman – out door salesman. He went around and sold phonographs and
things on the outside.”
When asked if Mosby was involved in performing at all Reb Said:
“No, I never did hear of him ever playing anything but he was a
salesman. After that – after we closed the music store, then he got in with a
big furniture store and was selling furniture. A salesman, a regular
salesman.”
Reb spoke of radio stations broadcasting jazz from the Alabam:
“Mosby was the first one I think that had a radio broadcast out of a
club. Mosby when he had the Alabam. I think he had broadcasting right
from there. You could rent the machine and they’d come down and put it
in.”
Finally Reb spoke of Mosby’s band:
“Mosby’s Dixieland Blue Blowers in 1925 were then in their 7th
month at Solomon Dance Pavilion, Grand Ave. and 12th or something like
that.”
Adam “Slocum” Mitchell
Slocum came from Martinique and spoke very little English remarked
Reb Spikes. Slocum was a clarinetist and his playing was then considered
weird, like playing saxophone on a trumpet. He started all that stuff. And he
used to do all that whinin’ and cryin’ and things on the clarinet. He went
East and Armstrong and King Oliver and all of them guys picked up from
what he was doing, and they got all that, slurring and things on their
trumpets and things from him. Slocum never recorded. In those days he was
doing all that stuff. Sometimes what he did frightened the audience. When
he played the blues, it was a sensation. The blues was very popular in those
days.
We were drafted together, Slocum and all the boys. After discharge
Slocum went with some band that was traveling. Reb says he died in Los
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Angeles. He played clarinet with Garland’s group at the One-Eleven Dance
Hall in 1925.
While in Frisco He played with a band at Red Kelly’s place, across
the street from Purcell’s. The cornet player was the brother of Adam
Mitchell. Sid LeProtti speaks of Slocum: “Take Adam Mitchell, my clarinet
player in them days; he could play anything. He was from Martinique in the
West Indies Islands and one of the finest clarinet players I ever heard. The
only one that compares to him is Benny Goodman. We called Adam
“Slocum.” In those days, they used the A and Bb clarinets; you used the Bb
when playin’ the flats and the A when playin’ the sharps. He used a b-flat
clarinet; make no difference where he was or what he was playin’. In those
days, we played a lot of waltzes. In those days the old boys who composed
them didn’t care what key they put them in. Slocum though, he’d just take
that clarinet of his and play any of them. He played the old Albert system;
it’s all Band System now. He stuck to that Albert system of thirteen keys,
and it was late that he finally switched to the Band System. He’s the first
man I ever heard slur on a clarinet like you do on a trombone. And he played
the worst clarinet you ever looked at; I still got one out in the barn as a relic.
When a spring broke, he’d use a rubber band, and when something would
happen, he’d stick some gum in the holes and go right on. How he got all
that music out, I’ll never know. He finally got an E-flat clarinet too, and he
used it on “Tiger Rag” with all the squealin’ goin’ on there.”
Reb spoke of Slocum in Stoddard’s book:
“Adam Mitchell was kinda the king of clarinet jazz. He’s the first I
ever heard playin’ that way and the best I ever heard. We all called him
Slocum and I don’t know where or how he got that nickname. I don’t know
if he’s the originator of jazz clarinet, but I heard Slocum playin’ jazz in
1907. He was doin’ all the stuff that you hear Ben Goodman and all those
guys doin’, but he doin’ it back then. Slocum could whine and cry on that
thing and do all that blues stuff; he was a sensation, that’s all. He came to
Frisco with the minstrel show, and Purcell hired him and took him off the
minstrels. I think he was with Busby’s Minstrels when he came to San
Francisco. He set San Francisco wild, and he was talked about all over town.
He played there all those years between 1807 and was there when I went
back in 1914. I went there and went with Sid’s band; he was still there, and
we played together for a number of years. Everywhere we’d play, people
would admire him. He was a stick-out jazzman. He pronounced his name
“Mishell.” He was the daddy of all the clarinet players. We played behind
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Slocum and sometimes we’d have to stop and laugh ourselves at the
passages he’d make. He could play a piece fifty times and never play it the
same way; he’d play different variations all the time. He’d get his big kicks
when he’d squeal on the clarinet – maybe hold four or five bars. But Slocum
would be all over the place in that time with variations and jazz and whinin’,
all the same time. He was great. After Slocum left Sid, about 1920, he went
back East for a while. Then he came down to Los Angeles in the early
twenties. I put him to work playin’ tenor sax and clarinet in my band at the
Follies Theater. Slocum was playing at the Creole Café.”
Darensbourg spoke of Slocum:
“Old Slocum was playing at the Follies here in Los Angeles. This was
a big-paying job. Man, he was murder. He could wail, looked something like
Sidney Bechet except all that he played was clarinet. He could stop a show
with a clarinet. In May of 1915 Slocum was playing in Oakland with a group
called “The Big Five.”
Joe Darensbourg in California
Joe Darensbourg was born in Baton Rouge, Louisiana on July 9, 1906.
His musical career commenced in Los Angeles after traveling with a
medicine show and a circus band when he started playing with Mutt Carey’s
Liberty Syncopators. This band included Pops Foster and Minor Hall. From
1924 to 1944 he was based in Seattle and returned to California to play in
Kid Ory’s Band.
Joe’s first trip to California was as a roustabout in a circus when he
was about 12 or 13. His father made him come home when he found out
where Joe was. At 16, Joe again ran off from his home in Baton Rouge and
went back to Los Angeles. He had many different jobs while in California.
He worked for the Federal Telegraph Company in down-town Los Angeles
and was a messenger boy delivering telegrams on a borrowed bicycle. He
washed dishes, in a factory as a pattern-maker. After six months Joe returned
to Baton Rouge again.
After gigging around Baton Rouge Joe Joined a band called Hill &
Veston’s Original Dixieland Band – a 10 piece outfit. After stopping in
Houston, Texas to pick up additional band members the band went to
Oakland, CA. The first day in Oakland the band paraded down 7th Street to
advertise a dance, but didn’t get a parade permit. The Oakland police
stopped them from playing. The Oakland people like the band and got mad
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at the policemen, jumped on them and beat them up. The band keep playing
and someone called the riot squad who arrested a lot of people. The band
nearly got put in jail. After this experience the band went to San Francisco
and played at a Greek restaurant called the Apollo. Getting in trouble
because of not transferring to the local musician’s union they returned to
Oakland playing at Sweets Ballroom and a restaurant called the Granada.
Joe ended up in Los Angeles. The band played a few jobs and then
broke up. Joe got a job with a big band working at a dance hall on 15th and
main. Joe said that the time was in the early 1927, for a period of 4 or 5
months. Joe then joined Mutt Carey’s band playing at the Liberty Dance
Hall on East 3rd Street. The band was called Papa Mutt’s Liberty
Syncopators. The job paid 45 dollars a week. In the band were: Minor Halldrums, Elzie Copper-piano, Frank Pasley-banjo/guitar, Leon Whitetrombone, and Leonard “Big Boy” Davidson-tenor saxophone. Joe was
playing alto and soprano sax. Joe wrote about the places in Los Angeles:
“They had a lot of taxi-dances then. Los Angeles had a whole slew of
them when I first came around here. Solomon’s was one of the biggest and
the nicest of all them, more like a jitney dance. Pal Howard’s quality
Senernaders worked there. Tudi (Ed Garland) was round at the One-Eleven
Dance Hall, upstairs at 111 West 3rd Street, a block across Main Street where
East divides from West. He was the leader on his job and he had Everett
Walsh on drums, Freddie Washington playing piano and a guy named
Bonner on tenor. None of his men was top musicians. I think Edward
Barnett also played with Tudi. I remember they had a Salvation Army band
used to play at 3rd and Main, right around the corner from us, and I joined up
with this band just to try to make it with this pretty little chick, but nothing
happened. I found out I would have to marry her and join up steady with the
Salvation Army so that ended my career with them. Yes, taxi-dances were
big in Los Angeles in those days.”
Joe also worked with Mutt for the movies, playing for a picture called
The Road to Ruin. Joe talked about the 20s and 30s in Los Angeles:
“The twenties and thirties era in Los Angeles was the heyday of the
music business in California. They had a terrific bunch of musicians then. In
those days the musicians’ hangout was at 12th and Central at a café called the
Maybelle; that’s where we would go to eat. The Maybelle Café was a New
Orleans-type restaurant that served all the things we had at home; oysters,
oyster-loaf, fried chicken, red beans and rice, gumbo. Every musician that
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amounted to anything in Los Angeles would be there. We used to go there
and talk, after one o’clock. Reb spikes, the guy that wrote someday
Sweetheart, had a music store and booking office at 12th and Central where
the guys used to get work. Across the street they had a poolroom called
small Black’s Pool Hall, where all the musicians used to go. That’s where I
first met Bojangles (Bill Robinson). He was a fine billiards and pool player,
but he was pretty rugged and kinda belligerent, and evil on top of it. I seen
him break a pool cue over a guy’s head. And not only that, he once pulled
out a pistol and shot up the joint.
That was the days of house-rent parties and it looked like they had a
party every night. Chittlin’-switch, they call ‘em. You could go there and eat
a big plate of chittlin’…. We’d take our instruments to those parties but we
didn’t call it jamming then, we’d say we was going to ballyhoo. Another
place we’d play would be the Crawfish Inn, and there was also Nap
Moore’s, a joint that stayed open 24 hours a day. Guys could always go
there and get something to eat or drink. Nap’s was a bit two-story house on
Hooper Avenue in Los Angeles where they had a piano and a non-stop jam
session. You’d go there and ball it up whenever you felt like it or didn’t have
nothing else to do.”
Joe spoke of the Lincoln Theater:
“The first big colored theater that was built in Los Angeles was the
Lincoln Theater and Hampton was working in the pit. Curtis Mosby had had
a club around Los Angeles and he put a band in the Lincoln. Mosby himself
was playing drums but he was such a lousy drummer they took him out and
put Hamp in his place. I think he was still working in the Li9ncoln Theater
when I left Los Angeles. I know I worked with Curtis Mosby a couple of
times, just on extra deals.”
Joe then spoke of Frank Sebastien’s Cotton Club in Culver City:
“The cotton club was one of the top spots with the best paying jobs for
musicians. In the band there they had one of your real great drummers
named Tin Can Henry Allen that could do anything on drums. He did
actually play on tin cans, that’s why they gave him that name. I worked at
the Cotton club once in a while. Of course, top white band like George
Olsen also played there. Later on Les Hite had the band and he had Hamp,
George Ordendorff the trumpet player, and Lawrence Brown, the great
trombone player that was with Duke Ellington for so long. Harvey Brooks
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the pianist was in Les Hite’s band and his gal was in the floor show. They
had a beautiful dance revue in there and the star of the show was Caroline
Snowden. She herself was a great dancer.
There was another after-hours joint at the Gotham Hotel where we
would go. Right now it’s all slums around there. They used the basement of
the hotel and it was strictly after-hours. A trumpet player from New Orleans
named Andrew Kimball had a quartet down there. Leo Davis was on alto
saxophone and he played baritone, too. Kimball’s wife Margaret played
piano and they had a drummer. I think Alton Redd worked with them
sometimes. There was another drummer that Gus Deluce knew from Texas. I
can'’ remember his name. That'’ the first time I met Leo. I was mostly
playing alto saxophone then, so when I'’ go down and sit in on alto Leo
would switch to his baritone. I think he played tenor too. Kimball was a
typical New Orleans trumpet player. He played a nice straight lead, good
tone; he played well, though he wasn’t one of the real hot kind of guys. Leo
was a very good saxophone player and he played clarinet, too. Kimball’s
wife used to sing. I could relate to them because I was from Louisiana. Gus
would bring his trombone down and sit in. A lot of musicians sat in, like
when some of the big bands came in. That was a showcase. They’d all play
down there for free so people could go down and listen to ‘em.”
Another place Joe talked about was the Follies Theater:
“Another good job for musicians was the Follies Theater, which was a
non-union house at the time, here in Los Angeles. This was as big-paying
job. That’s where old Slocum (Adam Mitchell) the clarinet player worked.
Man, he was murder. He could wail, looked something like Sidney Bechet
except all he played was clarinet. He could stop a show with a clarinet. Reb
Spikes was leader of that band. They had two brothers that owned the Follies
and the Burbank theaters, both girlie or burlesque shows. They didn’t like
the union for some reason, so they only hired non-union musicians. They
paid more to get good musicians, so a lot of guys ignored the union and went
to work for them.
In the Follies band you had Ash Hardee, a trombone player, and
Edward Barnett the saxophone player from Sturgis, Kentucky. There was
about 89 or 10 musicians in all. Ash was a very good trombone man, capable
of working with any band. He played with all those good bands, including
Curtis Mosby. He was a good arranger, too, if he was able to keep himself
sober. Ash was a guy that drank a lot. Him and Buster Wilson recorded an
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album of tunes for Bill Russell or somebody. This was just before Buster
died. Buster and Ash was drunk as hell, so they never did release that album.
Like I said before, we used to have jam sessions whenever we had a
chance.
I knew Sonny Clay slightly, never knew him too good. He had a band
around here and when he got ready to go to Australia, Griff (William
Griffin) the saxophone player said he may not be able to go to Australia. He
thought he might not be able to get a physical on account of he had messed
with some broad and got a little clap. He wanted me to go in his place and
Sonny asked me, to. I was working with Mutt and the loot Sonny was paying
was pretty good. I thought I would go, but Griff was able to pass the
physical and he went. The band got deported from Australia because they
caught them up in a room with a couple of 16-year-old girls. Sonny got into
a lot of trouble with the union over that. That’s the only time I knew
Sonny…
The nice thing about our local was the celebration we’d have every
year. The bands would get on wagons or floats and parade down Central
Avenue. All the good bands and musicians, they’d end up at the Musicians’
Union and have a lot of drinks. Right there at 12th and Central, by the
Humming Bird Café, the top colored nightclub where all the best
entertainers used to play.
That whorehouse landlady Ida Lewis had a club in Watts called
Leek’s Lake that we worked. Then there was the Southern California Music
Store that used to have one of your top bands every month, like Gus
Arnheim or George Olsen. Los Angeles was really jumping in those days.”
After playing with Mutt Carey’s band for about a year, Joe took a job
playing on a boat (the HF Alexander) that traveled from Los Angeles to
cities further up the coast. The boat went to San Diego and stopped at San
Francisco on the way to Seattle. Joe had worked with Mutt (after the Liberty
Dance Hall job ended in a place called the Red Mill. Things were beginning
to get rough around Los Angeles and money was getting real tough. This
was during the Depression. Los Angeles was one of the hardest hit towns in
the whole USA. The boat job paid a hundred dollars a month, plus, of
course, room and board. Joe played on the boat for two seasons and on
October 1st, he was offered a job in Seattle which he took. Joe came back to
Los Angeles for a visit in 1932 and then on to Phoenix. Joe’s career placed
him in playing in various cities around the West Coast and in 1938 he found
himself in Bakersfield, CA, playing a 6 week engagement at a road-house
called Mother Brown’s. After a brief trip to L.A. finding it difficult to make
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money there, left again, this time finding himself again in Seattle. When Ory
wanted to use him on a new record Joe returned to L.A. working with Ory at
a place called the Tip Toe Inn. Joe played a couple of times with Ory on the
Orson Welles Radio show. This era was the beginning of the jazz revival.
Joe went on to continue playing around Los Angeles, Seattle and other
cities for years. I met and talked to him at a Los Angeles Jazz Festival
around 1979. After a set I went up tot he bandstand and began talking to
him. I was only going to talk to him a few minutes but when he heard I was
from New Orleans, he kept me there for a long time, talking and asking
questions about New Orleans. That was the last time I ever saw Joe
Darensbourg. Joe died in 1985.
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Old Photos and Newspaper Clippings
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Sid LeProtti’s So Different Jazz Band, c. 1915 (l. to r. Clarence Williams,
string bass, Red Spikes, baritone sax, Adam “Slocum” Mitchell, clarinet, Sid
LeProtti, piano-leader, Gerald Wells, flute, unidentified on drums)
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Wood Wilson Band in Los Angeles, 1913 (l. to r. Benjamin “Reb”
Spikes, baritone sax. Charlie Wilson, drums; Mathews, promoter;
Wood Wilson, banjo, mandolin, and leader; Harry Southward,
trombone; Curry, piano)
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CeePee Johnson’s Band – 1920s
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